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Welcoming Remarks 

With Filmarch iv Austria and the Austrian Film Museum, Austria maintains two highly profes

sional, well established and excellent film archives. Our standards keep up with the interna

tional requirements and we actively participate in the ongoing transnational discussion both 

on a professional and on a political leve l. 

ln the context of the digi tal era, f ilm archives are facing major challenges. What will be the 

future of analogue film archives? What are the possibilities for digital film restoration, where 

are the limits? 

These crucial questions were thoroughly discussed within the symposium, >Digital Film Res

toration Within Archives<, which took place in Krems in Lower Austria in autumn 2011. With 

the partic ipation of renowned international experts, the symposium was designed as a plat

form for discussions and practical workshops. Participants ga ined an overview of the most 

recent and essential local points that are relevant in the field of digital restoration. 

It is the task ol the Federal Min istry for Education , the Arts and Culture to constantly enhance 

and accompany our film archives in their daily archiva l work. Considering the digital shift, we 

have supported the acqu isition of digital projectors in both ol our main archives to ensure 

screenings tllat would keep up with the latest technological changes. 

With this book we want to give an insight into the ongo ing internationa l discuss ions. But, 

beyond the technica l and theoretical debates, we must not forget the core ol arc hival work: 

the lilm itsell. 

» Erwin PrĎII , Governor of the Federal Province of Lower Austria 

Welcoming Remarks 

The project of digital film restoration in Laxenburg and Krems in Lower Austria is a model 

cooperation between the Austrian Film Gallery, the Austrian Film Museum and Filmarchiv 

Austria , which has been made possible through equal funding frem the Federal Province of 

Lower Austria and the Federal Ministry for Education, the Arts and Culture . Only by this join

ing of forces and know-how can we face the major challenge of preserving our filmic heritage. 

ln September 2011, the international symposium, >Digita l Fi lm Restoration Within Archives <, 

took place at the Austrian Fi lm Gal lery in Krems and brought together renowned experts 

from film archives and film institutions from all over the world in order to discuss the many 

aspects of digital film restoration and preservatiori . The sympos ium illustrated the va st scope 

of film restoration and was an inspiring and sustainable exchange of experiences. lam highly 

pleased that this publication will allow us to present the st imul ating presentations and lively 

debate on ethical principles, theoretical chal lenges, as well as numerous practical examples 

from the work be ing do ne in this field. 

On that note, I hope that our initiative in the field of digital film restoration will inspire future 

projects and that this book will encourage further discussion on film preservation and restora

tion in the digital age. 
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Preface 

»Tlle l7eed for a discourse only revea/s itse/f once it has gOl7e aut af fashion.« Beat Wyss 

By 2011/2012, celluloid film had all but vanished from the current motion picture production 

and exhibition landscape. Except in a few, special cases, modern ,films< are shot on digital 

formats of continually improving quality in increasing resolutions (HD, 2K, 4K, etc.). Virtually 

all mainstream cinemas, meanwhile, have set aside or thrown out their old 35mm analogue 

projectors and installed modern digital projection equipment for the exclusive presentation of 

films in digital format. 

The so-called ,digital turn< has also had significant consequences for the archives, whose 

task it is to preserve the film heritage of both the past and present, to say nothing of the 

future. As film has only a limited life span, it has proven necessary to produce new duplicates 

for preservation as well as access. It is on this basic princi pie that the film archives have 

carried out their core task for the last three-quarters of a century. Although some archives 

have established their own in-house facilities for duplicating films, most have been reliant Oll 

third-party film laboratories to fulfil their needs. 

The needs of film archives and tl1e film industry have until now always run parallel, as the same 

laboratories producing first-run prints for contemporary cinemas were also duplicating films for 

archives. Now, the rapid digitisation of the cinema industry has made the services of laboratory 

facilities specialising in analogue film duplication redundant. Running a laboratory is an expen

sive business and the boutique requirements of a small number of film archives could not pos-
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sibly keep all of them afloat. In recent years, they have one by one been downsizing to adJust to 

the changes in the market or been bought up by other cOlllpanies, or closed down altogeth er. 

The situation became more critical in January 2012, when it was announced that Eastman 

Kodak, one of the oldest and leading manufacturers of motion pieture film stock, had filed 

for bankruptey. Kodak's main rival, Fujifilm in Japan, followed in September with news that 

it would discontinue virtually all of its negative and print film stoe ks by March 2013. As the 

com pany explained on its website, »Fujifilm has mainly provided negative films for shooting 

and positive films for projection in its motion pieture film business operations. However, in 

order to adapt to the recent rapid tran sition of digitisation in the shooting, produeing, pro

jecting and archiving processes of motion pictures Fujlfillll has decided to shift its busi ness 

operations to provide produets and services designed for digital workflow of motion picture 

production and projeetion.« As a small consolat ion to archives, Fuji will continue to produce 

its ETERNA-ROS long-term archival film stock, though even this is optimised specifieally for 

use in digital intermediate workflows. Even today, where almost 100% of new films employ 

digital technology at some stage in their production cha in , film remains the most durable 

means of storing and preserving audiovisual content. With the existence of analogue film now 

under threat, the future of the film heritage seellls uncertain. 

But there has also been a clear upside to the digital turn for film archives. Beginning in the 

late 1990s, digital technology has seen a practical application in the field of film restoration. 

The same image manipulation proces ses that revolutionised the post-production and ,Specia l 

Effects< industries have also revolutionised film restoration, providing hitherto inconcelvable 

means for covering up the traces of damage left on a film over time, or reversing the negative 

side effects sometimes caused by earlier, analogue duplication attempts. 

The initial expense limited the use of cligital restoration techniques at first to just a handful 

of prestige titles and enduring ,classics<. In just a few short years, however, digital restoration 

technology has become increasingly affordable to the point where it is now within the reach 

of even the smallest, modestly-funded archives. A leading example of this developme nt is 

the collaboration between the Austrian Film Gallery in Krems, the Austrian Film Museum and 

Filmarchiv Austria. Since spring 2008, the three partners have been subjecting endangered 

films from the two archives' ho ldings to the process of digital restoration. 

While the advent of digital technology has provided seem ingly limitless possibilities for ar

chives to restore and distribute film heritage on a much wider scale than ever before, it has 



10 also presented them with a host ol new challenges. New tools require new skills and lilm 

arch ives have had to adapt - at times uneasily - to the new digital terrain. Limitless possibili

t ies, meanwhile , demand a strong ethical Iramework to ensure the maintenance ol the high 

standards demanded by any archival institution lor the saleguarding ol the global cultural 

memory. Centra l to the joint endeavour ol the Austrian Film Gallery, Austrian Fi lm Museum 

and Filmarchiv Austria right from the beginning was therelore to institute t he character ol an 

open research laboratory. The aim was not to estab lish a veritable assembly line, churning out 

an increasing number ol restored lilms in quick succession, but rathe r to take an art isan- like 

approach to lilm restoration. 

The partners' shared restoration phi losophy is based on the principle ol rellection. With a 

selection ol independent projects, representing the diverging local points of the two archives, 

the possibilities of digital film restoration could be probed. In exploring these possibilities, 

communication and information exchange have played vital roles. Interdiscip linary discus

sions held on both a national and international level culminated in the three-day symposium, 

>Digital Film Restoration Within Archives' , which took place on the premises of the Austrian 

Film Ga llery between the 21" and 23,d September 2011 . On this occasion, around 100 ar

chivists, curators, lab technicians, motion picture and television engineers and academics 

from across Europe, the USA and Asia came together to address vita I issues concerning the 

techn ica l quality and ethical principles ol digital restoration. The event also signilicantly pro

vided a much-needed lorum at a cr iti ca l time to discuss perspectives lor the film heritage in 

an increasingly digital world. 

The present publication is the direct result ol this >coming together< . On the one hand, it 

serves as a record ex post facto, containing severa I reproductions ol presentations that were 

held during the sympos ium by some ol the most renowned experts in their fie ld. Making t heir 

contributions available in this way puts them in the hands ol those who, lor one reason or 

another, cou ld not attend the symposium in person. At the same time, however, the publica

tion should also provide a stimulus lor lurther discussion. Indeed, in the time ol preparation, 

the publication itsell has grown to become more than a record ol the symposium but also 

a >continuation ' ol it , featuring a number ol brand new contributions by many ol those who 

were present that have organically grown out of the discussions held in Krems . 

To add an element ol continuity, the volume has been structured into three main chapters. 

The l irst, labelled >IN THEORY" groups together those essays which address the lundamen-
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tal principles ol audiovisual archivin g and restorat ion , with an emphasis on how they have 

evolved (and wi ll continue to evo lve) in the ongoing changeover lrom analogue to digital. The 

second section, >IN PRACTICE<, examines the practical appl ication ol d igital technology in 

the lield ol lilm restoration. An emphasis is put on the requi rements ol digital restoration 

techniques to be malleable, how the same tools are successfu lly adapted to deal with difler

ent ci nematic lormats, lorms and genres: from earl y films on highly vo latil e nitrate base (stili 

a major concern ol film archivesl to the st ili relatively unexplored territory of amateur li Ims 

and >home movies< or experimental lillllS. Additional input is given into the deve lopment ol 

new tools to aid archival activities, including - but by no means limited to - restoration. 

To conc lude, the third chapter illustrates how the theoretical and practical Irameworks , as 

outlined in the previous two chapters, apply to concrEite restoration projects through the 

investigation ol a number of specilic ,CASE STUDIES ,. These case studies range Irom well

known classics to lesser known , but no less re levant, works; Irom early si lent films to contem

porary avant-garde masterpieces. 

ln preparing the present vo lume, we have altempted to represent all contributions to the 

sympos ium , as lar as busy work schedules and other commitments wou ld allow. In clos ing, 

we would once aga in like to extend our deepest thanks to all ol those who played a part in the 

realisation ol both the symposium and ItS ensui ng publication, in particular to the presentersl 

authors and to our colleagues at the Austr ian Film Gallery, the Austrian Film Museum and 

Filmarchiv Austria. 

Vienna, August 2013 
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Opening Remarks (lncluding 
Extracts from the Austrian 
Film Museum's Digital Film 
Restoration Policy) 

As there may be some uncertainty about the nature and length ol this so-called >Opening 

Speech<, I should start by saying that it did indeed grow from what I had intended to be a 

briel introductory note to a roughly 20-m inute pa per. I will begi n with a rather abstract dis

cussion ol the term >comprolllise< and proceed to the more concrete attempt at producing a 

pol icy statement wh ich addresses the position ol my own institution vis-a-vis the topic ol this 

symposi um. 

First ol all , however, I want to thank Kerst in Parth, Albrecht Grossberger and the sta ff ol the 

Austrian Film Gallery lor organising this symposium, as well as my Film Museum colleagues 

and those ol Filmarchiv Austria lor their contr ibutions. And I want to express my hope that 

this will be a gathering where the aspects ol tradeshow, promotion, and institutiona l pr ide 

that sometimes aHlict the climate at archive meetings and restoration lestivals will recede to 

the background , while the aspects ol searching and research, ol open questions and open 

ended processes, and a basic sell-critical stance take lull centre. Lile is lull ol compromises, 

one ol which resides in the regrettable lact that I will be able to participate in this symposium 

on ly until tl1e end ol the first alternoon . A more >re levant< compromise may become apparent 

in the use ol a certain term during the proceedings: while David Walsh will soon alert us to 

the lact that >there is no such thing as digital restoration<, I lear that both my own and many 

other contributions will nevertheless leature this very term with some Irequency. 

The great thing about a cOlllpromise is, ol course , that it sh ields us against the seduct ive 

power ol the absolute. The >danger< inherent in compromise, on the other hand, is that it can 
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be the easiest and most unproductive way out ol a practical or intellectual predicament. It 

can also give a warm and luzzy spin to the widespread practice ol having one's cake and eat

ing it too. In any case , a compromise can bring us lace to lace with the contradictions and 

inconsistencies in the lile and relations ol a person or an institution. This is nothlllg to worry 

about: inconsistency and contradiction are essent ial lactors in any human endeavour. What is 

more worrisome is the lact that they remain >unacknowledged< so very often . A compromise 

can be two things then: it can be seen as the closure ol an argument, as the attempt to put 

an end to contradiction; in such cases , the precise nature ol the prev iously conllicting ele

ments and movements is usua lly swept under the table. Wl1ich is why I think we shou ld look 

at comprom ise in a different manner: not as a poi nt to be reached , a destination to arrive at. 

but rather as an ongoing, open-ended practice which la;5 out its terms and internal conll icts 

as clearly as possible in order to let the debate glisten and spark le under the brightest of 

lights and circumstances. A com pro mise is worth something on ly il it is transparent activity 

instead ol opaque result. And it is this, I would argue, that should separate >Digital Restora

tion Within Film Archives< from the various promotiona l, industrial, bureaucratic, or otherwise 

ideological and ahistorical contexts in which the terms >digital < and >restoration< usually in 

habit the same sentence. 

This is also the reason why the Austrian Film Museum has supported the idea and the aims ol 

this symposium. It seems more necessary than ever to overcome the reductive ident ilication 

ol lilm with the commercial cinema industry and to acknowledge the wide-ranging >non - in

dustrial, uses and viewpoints ol lilm throughout its history, while at the same time accepting 

that the basic materials for all ol lilm 's uses are nonetheless industrially produced. 

ln the last lew months , in the run-up 10 this symposium, Ihe archival stali at Ihe Film Mu

seum with Matleo Lepore as the principal author and mysell have begun to lormulale a Policy 

Statement in regard to Digital Film Restoration, large portions ol which I will read to you in 

a moment. It is a second draft and, to a degree, stili a work-in-progress. There is nothing 

groundbreaking about this modest document , and I'm sure that some important issues are 

sti li missing. Most ol the issues that are included will seem se ll-evident to you . Many aspects 

will not differ lrom those included in pre -digital restoration policies. And some may even ap

pear quaint - especially to those ol you who work in larger archives with a much more sizab le 

digital restoration programme. We have lound , however, that it makes a lot ol sense to put 

such seemingly se ll-evident things into writlen lorm, not only to deline the ground lor existi ng 
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16 
and future staft members, and not only for reasons of accountability, but also to refresh and 

reflect upon one's own positions from time to time. 

Chapter 1 briefly deals with the ,History of and Approaches to Film Restoration <. I will only 

quote one paragraph: The concept of restoration appeared relatively late in the world of mo

tion picture film. It is based on the recognition that during a film's >lifetime< its visual and 

aural characteristics change to varying degrees - because of chemical instability, mechanical 

damage, and so Oll. Film restoration implies the idea of using various printing techniques 

to approximate a film's (assumed) original look and sound and return to it some of its ,Iost< 

characteristics. The set of techniques used in this process was mostly borrowed from com

mercial film production. 

Chapter 2: ,Film and Digital Restoration: Duties, Risks and Potentials<. I will quote it in full: 

As archivists and museum curators, it is our aim and our duty to preserve motion picture film 

lor luture generations and to enable them to experience and understand the film medium as a 

lunctioning system in which aesthetics, technology and social experience were intertwined in 

a unique manner, creating one ol the most important cultural phenomena ol the 20'h century. 

At the same time, it would be ahistorical to ignore the unfolding ol film into severa I other 

moving image media during the latter part of this same century. The ,mutational era< we live 

in is as much part of film 's history as the similarly mutational era around 1890 that brought 

film into existence. A lilm museum, therefore, has the mission to concretely represent and 

document the specilic capacities of film as well as the historical shifts that the medium has 

undergone (including its current ,mutation< into what are uniquely difterent media and forms 

of expression) . Part ol this mission is also to contribute to a terminology of differentiation and 

to a materialist understandi ng of cultural products. 

The ,digital revolution< began less than three decades ago and has changed the entire techni

cal milieu of commercial ci nema. It has reshaped the chains of production, post-production 

and distribution; it has set diflerent standards, supplied lilmmakers with new avenues of re

search, or allowed them to revisit technological innovations from the past (Iike 3D or chroma 

key). It has become a defining leature of contemporary moving image culture. Put in terms 

of ,market evolution<: as Lumiere won over the other patents, as 35mm became the standard 

gauge in the early 20'h century, as the optical soundtrack pushed out the other audio sys-
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tems, now digital solutions lor cinema are rapidly replacing photochemical film in the com

mercial arena . 

As lilm exits the main stage ol the culture industry, its specilic prolile as a lorm ol expression 

becomes more widely recognisable. It is no longer the common, ,everyday<, ,sell-explanatory< 

medium ol choice for entertainment professionals and audiences. It can now be perceived as 

a ,historical< medium (which it always was - like any other human practice, including the most 

current or most ,advanced< digital ones). Against this background, museums and their stake

holders will attempt to preserve film bolh through its artelacts and as a technologica l-aestlletic 

system. As has been the case with many other ,obsolete< art lorms, it will be necessary to pre

vent the techniques, tools and materials ol the art lorm Irom being discontinued. They wi II be 

needed specifically lor museum purposes (restoration, duplication, exhibition) - and lor those 

artists who choose to keep working with lilm. The contexts ol its use will be highly speciali sed. 

The mass production and mass exhibition ol moving images will also continue - by fully enter

ing the digital realm. And as they have done in the past, archivists , restorers and museum 

curators will continue to ,borrow< from an evolving cinema industry some ol its most recently 

developed techniques. This can and should not be avoided, as it enables museums and ar

chives to continue to lunction as ,bridges< or com municators between the commercial world 

(where much of lilm - or ,I ilm< - originates) and the nOIl -commercial doma in (to which we 

owe the concept of lilm culture and the awareness ol lilm as part ol human memory). 

Digital technology not only offers film restorers additional means to achieve their aims, it also 

demands new lorms ol knowledge from them . New instruments require new sk ills . What does 

not change, however, is the basic archival understanding that this new knowledge will serve a 

non-industrial and non-prolit purpose. Its main uses will have to be cultural - archeological, 

experimental, educational, etc. The biggest risk for archives , when applying digital technol

ogy to photochemical lilm , is short-sightedness - locusing too narrowly on one level of the 

process: its present, short-term uselulness; lor instance, to achieve funding or gain visibility. 

At the other end ol the spectrum, the introduction ol digital restoration in lilm archives may 

prompt a deeper discussion ol what it is that we produce when we restore a lilm. 

Although this word is widely used among archivists, there is no such thing as a si ngle original 

in motion picture lilm, and there never was. Reasoning in terrns ol sources and vers ions, 

instead, gives us a perspective: Whell we restore a film, we are simply producing another 

version, an interpretation ol the past based on our present knowledge , our research, and our 
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18 persona I relatioll to the film in question. It is necessary to keep these implicit parameters in 

mind: What we produce is another point of view, a historical interpretat ion and, hopefully, a 

philo logica lly sound edition of an art work or document. This means that a restoration shou ld 

always be conceived as a critical instrument to enlarge the debate around cinema and the ar

cllive's ro le in preserving and promoting iŤ. Thus, the most crucial approach to digital restora

ti on is twofold: experimentation, in order to understand its limits and discover the potentia ls 

for common practices in the future, and documentation, which makes the work transparent 

and opens it to further discussion. In order to share the results of our research and our expe

riences in an adequate manner with our colleagues and the public, and in order to improve 

our own practice and better Llnderstand its consequences, our work needs to be >traceab le,. 

Chapter 3 is entit led >Resou rces and Principles of Choice<. I will on ly quote its core aspects: 

The archival holdings of the Austrian Film Museum allow for a relatively clear perspective: 

t!le co llection is rich in the field of independent, experimental , and small-gauge films, and 

t!lere is a consistent body of early nitrate f ilms. These two areas are primary, as far as our 

restoration programme is concerned . The choice of films as candidates for digital restoration 

is governed by severa l factors . 

a) The overall status of the f ilm. Not every fi lm needs to be restored with digital means. A 

film will be considered for digital restoration if the amount and type of damage necessitate a 

reconstruction of the images ar of the colour. b) The urgency of preservation and restoration 

interventions. Some f ilms in the collection are decaying more rapidly than others and wi ll re

ceive priority over other items. c) The uniqueness of the materials and the historical or techni

cal relevance of the film in quest ion . By which we mean the rarity of the respective print , the 

role of the respective filmmaker in the context of the Film Museum, and an estimation of the 

f il m's value as a document, as an art work or as an example of a specific technical process. 

d) The educational and research potent ial of the project for a potential internsh ip programme. 

Chapter 4 concerns the > Restoration Workflow<: 

Whenever archiva l material is worked on, the process must be widely documented to guar

antee the reversibi lity of each of its steps. A detailed pian of the restoration is necessary 

before all technica l operat ions begin. As the restoration progresses, this pian remain s the 

reference for all interventions. Each step is conceived with the aim of minimising invasive 
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activity. Before digitisation, th e film is repa ired as little as possible. Digital retouch is ap

pli ed in accordance with the histori ca l nature of the artefact, keeping in mind that certain 

types of so-ca lled >defect< present on the film bear testimony to the production milieu that 

originated that precise artefact (as, for instance, the peculiar fli ckering of a film shot with 

a hand-cranked camera, the instability typical of some small formats, or the imprecision of 

some early colouring tech niques, etc.). Our object ive is to realise a new version of the film, 

which will always represent a compromise between the unattainable (and always already lostl 

>origina l< appearance of the film and the layers which time has inscribed on the artefact -

including the newest layer, accrued during the digital restoration process. 

At the end of each project the comp ilation of an exhaustive final report is mandatory. As 

long-te rm preservation standards for digital data do not ex ist yet, the pe riodical migration of 

our data, stored on LTO tape and on hard drives, will be ensured. For long-term preservation 

and for the museum's exhibition activities, it is also a basic aim to create a new negative and 

a projection print of the work on pqlyester motion picture film stock. To keep up with profes

sional standards, and as digital workflows are subject to constant changes, the staff's further 

training is assured periodica lly. 

Chapter 5 is a brief >Conclusion <: 

The preservation of photochemical film as such will continue to be the prior ity of the Austrian 

Film Museum. At the same t ime, the museum accepts the invitation and the challenge posed 

by the newly increased range of film restoration methods. Digital film restoration partly sac

rifices the photochemical lineage of motion picture film , but it enables restorers to simulate 

some of its characteristics wh ich would otherwise be impossible to recover. While we are 

aware of the compromises that digital methods introduce into the practice of preserving fi Ims, 

we recognise this development as one of the ways in which archival practice always reflects 

sh ifts in cu lture and techno logy at large. As long as film museums and archives intend to 

play an act ive part in media culture and its historiography, the ir interpretation of processes 

and artefacts from the past can on ly be expressed in the shape of a dialogue with the media 

techno logies of the present - both of which, past and present, need to be viewed as historical. 

On a personal note, and in closing, I might add that th is dialogue wi ll require the use of mul

tiple languages, and whi le translation is overrated, we won't be able to do without iŤ. 

Opening Remarks (1llclud ing Extrac ts Irom the Austrian Film Museum's Digital Film Restoration 
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The Madman in the Attic. 
On Autonomy and the Archive 

Karma police, arrest this man 

He ta/ks in mytl7s 

He buzzes /ike a fridge 

He 's /ike a detuned radio 

§ 1 Leťs get physical. 

§ 2 Leťs get political. 

Radiohead: Karma Police 

§ 3 Thinking about autonomy inev itably leads me - at least me - to questions ol culture and 

tl1e archive. I 'm gratelul lor having been summoned to think about autonomy, to rack or at 

least try to rack my proverbial brains over the political. In doing 50, the archive is the resu lt, 

the repetition, the repeat ollence. 

§ 4 Autonomy, that is a deeply political term. Originally Greek, it is used to describe inner 

and outer Ireedom, with di rect reference to independence and self-determination. But, not 

least in the field of culture, it is a category that draws a distinction and evokes the tension 

between ex isting laws and recourse to one's own law. After serving as a watcllword during the 

religious wars of the early modern age, the term finds itself anchored in jurisprudence in the 

18th century. And this is when all those problems really start. 
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§ 5 ln Kanťs hands, the term undergoes systemat ic treatment for the lirst time. In a twofold 

reading, he wants it to be understood both as a general term for all philosophical efforts and 

lor the realisation ol a practical critique ol reason. Two invest igations are premised on this 

line ol thought: on the one hand, a close inspection ol the recourse to tradition and existent 

authority ; on the other hand, the examination ol individua I proposals with respect to their 

suitability as universally valid - i.e. authoritative - concepts. Critical rellect ion here turns 

into philosophical practise. Contrary to Fichte, who is prepared to lorsake the ,1< within the 

philosophical system lor a science in guise ol theology, Kant always emphasises the pote ntial 

independence lrom authorities and the incessant revision of ideas and concepts. Following 

on Irom here, we find autonomy being used - by Hegel, for examp le - as an expression ol 

sell-determination and sell-education. Autonomy thus Línderstood results lrom a criti ca I re

Ilection and understanding ol the universa I laws under which we live and act. 

§ 6 Certain issues rema in problematic. It is not clear wherefrom to derive the justi ficati ons 

for the respective - autonomous - criteria. Nor does autonomy ad mit binding obligations that 

go beyond the scope of individual insight. Insight, not position - this to me seems central. 

The understanding, the want-to-understand, is essential. Especially bearing in mind, as I 

would like to and have to do here, that autonomy as a category for political and aeslhetic 

distinctions has historically also come 10 stand apart from an instrumental lunctiona lism , ar a 

poslulated use-value ol culture. Here too, tbere is a direct link to the archive. 

§ 7 The archive - which is in equal measure a system of order and an actual co llection, 

connected via a hinge ol administrative, sub-med ial processes that work to create d iffer

ence - can be understood as a place of intellectual va lue-creation, 'pre-conditioned< by its 

heterogeneous contents. The highly diverse types ol holdings in an archive aren't just signi

fiers in themselves , but much rather also act positively as a Iramework for dealing wilh the 

material at hand - as well as establishing certain guidelines for discursive undertakings and 

approaches. This is a lar ca ll lrom the Illisguided interpretation ol the archive as an end in 

itsell. Rather, an ongoing re-assessment ol the archive leads to a better and more compre

hensive understanding ol one's own discipline and ol recent developlllents, and also serves to 

develop crit ical-analytical instruments capab le of covering soc ial processes in a wider sense. 

The archive is the European ,key concept<, in which theory and practice interlock. 

The Mndlllan in the Altic. On Autonomy and tll e 



22 § 8 A persistent interrogation ol the archive's de lacto holdings - whether something might 

sti li be used as all exl1ibit , or is already to be considered part ol and hence relevant to tl1e 

discussion ol a discipline's history - therelore cannot (or rather: can no longer) take place 

ill the narrow and misguided sense ol a hermeneutic claiming to be all -encompassing, and 

capab le ol delivering delinite and eterna lly va li d results. Rather, a serious study ol memory 

and archive requires - in a poststructuralist vein - a chain ol interrelated interpretat ions that 

also advance and enrich the history ol one's own lield ol work and study. There may at times 

be reason to be critical ol this interpretational method's outlook; yet it is st ili the most suit

able means ol uncovering and highlighting the changes in the importance ol the material at 

hand, both in relation to a (d isciplinary) history organised in narrative forms, and with a view 

to contemporary questions. 

§ 9 The attribution ol meaning within a discipline also needs to be considered here, within the 

Iramework ol a twolold movement: the first of these movements is the emergence ol the arte

lact at hand, the constitution ol its value Irom an entropic state of disorder, ol chaos, perhaps 

even ol junk. The second movement will usually lollow the lirst: a circulation of semantic -

and also mnemonically relevant - attributions, which occurs in the context ol studying an ar

chive's holdings and individua I objects, as a discourse in the sense of an oscillation between 

two points of tension. These inte ll ectual-Iogistic efforts also comprise shifts ol meaning and 

(re-)valuations. Seen in this context (amongst others), the analogue vs . digital debate reads 

as a bizarre repeat of the Pagans vs. Neochristians conllicl. This is clearly a wrangling over 

the body - and there is a lot of wrangling in all sorts ol places within the archival contexl. 

These are conl lict ing desires seized at the bodily level alone, or on th e contra ry, attempts to 

rid onesell completely of any form ol physicality. Vet, as with many, if not most questions, 

tl1is shou ld not be an either-or matter. In this case, advanced Europeall models already rec

ognise two approaches that meaningfully complement each other, two ways of archiving and 

distributing, that cannot just be seen from the perspective ol generative wars ol succession . 

Debating these issues is necessary, it lets us make the step Irom national treasures to a Eu

ropean cultura l heritage, and luse past and present in view ol a possible luture. 

§ 10 Discourse ol memory alld the archival system : these are the two laces ol a Janus-headed 

chi ld of modernity, which confront us as - in the best and most diverse sense - repositories of 
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different, yet interrelated lunctions and operational modes. The preoccupation with memory 

and remembering may already have a long tradition on the basis ol antique sources, but sig

nilicant changes on ly emerged - just like the archives, gradua lly divorced Irom their pri mal 

economic or lega l surroundings - in the early 20'h century. As a result ol historical breaks and 

technological developments, these two areas are gaining renewed attent ion from a range of 

different scient ili c disciplines and areas within the humanities. This is not always a construc

t ive process, often also characterised by dillicult, though urgently required discussions ol 

rather less appealing aspects wit hin the history ol science and the humanities: forgetting, 

suppression, distortion. 

§ 11 The wish to en liven an inher itance, to enter a constructive relationship with the past 

in our (discursive) present and work towards an imagined future is well worth supporting. 

This way ol working was particularly significant for Aby Warburg, who together with Maurice 

Halbwachs can be considered one ol the most important representatives of our present-day 

discourse of memory. Whereas the sociologist Halbwachs placed the soc ial cond ition s ol 

collective memory at the centre ol his thinking and writillg Oll the discourse ol memory, the 

art historian Warburg endorsed the view ol a culture and hence collective memory based on 

symbols, subject to changes and updates accord ing to times and place. Warburg's inductive 

approach , dictated by the material at hand , can be seen as a loreboding ol postmodernity in 

the work ol a thoroughly (and in every sense) modern thinker, who to this day serves as reler

ence point for the newest theories of memory. What is particularly apparent in these cases is 

the interdisciplinary approach - it very clearly characterises both Halbwachs' and Warburg's 

methods and the relationship between the discourse ol memory and the archival system. 

§ 12 The arch ive represents an ordered collect ion which, qu ite apart from the increasingly 

economic focus of the past decades, is progressively envisaged and designed in constru ctive 

relation to areas covered by the museum and the library. Apart from the practical benelits 

of such alliances, this probably owes to the fact that these institutional lorms have usually 

also ended up creating interna l archives, in order to adequately admin istrate and work with 

the heterogeneous parts ol their holdings. Apart from class ic collection content, such as the 

book medium (in the case of the library) or the more or less singular object (in the case ol the 

museum), inheritances, unpublished material and much else besides has made its way inlo 

The Madrnan in the Attic . On Autonomy and Ule 



24 these institutions . The challenges of recording the data, of preservation and expert treatment 

required and st ili requ ires an archiva l approach within the aforementioned, specific structures 

of a coll ection . The conservation of holdings can likely be considered the most pressing task. 

This sc ientifica lly underpinned procedure of reclaiming what is past, forgotten, and also sup

pressed can only be envisaged and practised as a balance between conserving the holdings 

and making them accessible, wherever their condit ion permits it. 

§ 13 As for the (metaphor icall blind spots that result from being tied into a system - that is to 

say, in the widest sense , a quantum mechanical interrelatedness of position, observation and 

the work to be done: recognising this position can lead to insight into and awareness of one's 

participation in historical or historicising processes, very much in the spi rit of a constructive 

relationship between rationality and collection. In this sense, it is well worth bearing in mind 

that this kind of mnemonic archival work is very much a thing of the present, and thus a form 

of participating in current discourse and responding to the archives' most pressing desire : to 

escape a delirious state , to steer towards an order capable of critically questioning itself and 

offe ring meaningful modes of support and (self-lreflection for any discipline, in the sense of 

a metaphor ic registry. 

§ 14 The objects' tissue, the tissue of potentiality and actuality, weaves itself into the voice 

of whatever is speaking. The tissue becomes part of the speaking, or is on the way of becom

ing it, but is stili itself. But what are the relations , what kind of politics can be learned here? 

This is the place where the war machine can enter the scene, a thought-apparatus capab le 

of question ing, perhaps even annu lling normed hierarchies. It is a turn towards a practical 

solidarity, a politics of friendship amongst equa ls. The European structure within which this 

thought-instrument is unleashed and takes effect creates productive lines of flight, poten

tia ll y capable of develop ing concepts, raising doubts and asking questions. The European 

archives could and can deliver all of thi s. 

§ 15 These lines of flight acknowledge utopia as the horizon into which a po lit ics of friend 

ship is inscribed. They encourage a micropolitics whose const ituent minorities are understood 

not in quantitative, but qualitative terms; and which are - and must be - based on mutual 

understanding. Ground rules and med iation between the actors is urgently required, though 
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the short-term call for strong leadership seems questionable and compromised not oni y in 

a historical sense. As a place of intellectua l and material value creation, the archive is an 

institution, a gesture, and indeed an att itude of fratemité. The balance between preserving 

its holdings and making them accessible requires archives to not only perform an incred ible 

feat of logistics, but also to clearly position themse lves. What is needed is an autonom ous, 

courageous position, capable of striking a balance between humbleness towards the material, 

its questions and challenges, and the necessity of being a gate keeper in the interest of both 

the material and the public. Preservation and access go hand in hand. 

§ 16 I would here like to point to the necessity of placing this line of thought in relation to the 

political, and to the disputed notion of European-ness, manifest not least in terms of val ues. 

A cartography is needed; both of what is moveable and what moves. 

§ 17 The polit ics of the archive and of autonomy are procedural. A politics akin to the politics 

of friendship, and following on from Schelling's ph ilosophy of nature or Derrida's later work, is 

always in the process of becoming. Two insights suggest themselves: first and perhaps fore

most, an uninterrupted process of analysis and critique is an absolute necessity from the per

spect ive of culture. On the other hand, there needs to be a vital connection between the polit

ica l and all areas of human life, therefore also including culture; and this con nection deserves 

to be recognised and strengthened. Th ere needs to be an outspoken , expanded comm itment 

to politics, which factors in the interdependence of politics, ethics and aesthetics. Within the 

context of a European culture and in terms of operating in a seemingly schizophrenic day-to

day reality, the archives make a signif ica nt contribution towards achieving this . 

§ 18 This is intended as a friend ly assault, please get moving. 
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28 » Paolo Cherchi Usai 

The Lindgren Manifesto: 
The Film Curator of the Future 

1 Restoration is not possible and it is not desirable, regardless of its object or purpose . Obe

dience to this princi pie is the most responsible approach to film preservation. 

2 To preserve everything is a curse to posterity. Posterity won't be grateful for sheer accu

mul ation . Posterity wants us to make choices . It is therefore immoral to preserve everything; 

se lecting is a virtue. 

3 If film had been treated properl y from the very beginning, there would be less of a need for 

film preservation today and c itizens would have had access to a history of cinema of their choice. 

4 The end of film is a good thing for cinema, both as an art and as an art ifact. Stop whining. 

5 If you work for a cultural institution, make know ledge with money. If you work for an indus

try, make money with knowledge. If you work for yourself, make both, in the order thaťs right 

for you. Decide what you want, and th en say it. But don't lie. 

6 A good curator will never c laim to act as such. Curatorship is a pledge of unse lfi sh ness. 

7 Turning silver grains into pixe ls is not right or wrong per se; the real problem with digital 

restoration is its false message that moving images have no history, its delusion of eternity. 
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8 Digital is an endangered medium, and migration its terminal disease. Digi tal needs to be 

pre served before its demise. 

9 We are consta ntly making images; we are constantly losing images, like any human body 

generati ng and destroying ce lls in the course of its biologica l life. We are not consc iou s of 

this, which is as good as it is inevitable. 

10 Knowing that a cause is lost is not a good enough reason not to fi ght for it. 

11 A film curator must look for necessa ry choices, with the ultimate goal of becoming un

necessary. 

12 Governments want to save, not give, money. Offer them economica l so lutions; therefore, 

explain to them why the money they give to massive digitisation is wasted. Give them better 

options. Treating with the utmost ca re what has su rvived. Better yet, doing nothing. Let mov

ing images live and die on their own terllls. 

13 Honour your visual experience and reject the notion of >contenk Protect your freedom of 

sight. Exercise civil disobedience . 

14 People can and shou ld be able to live without Illoving images. 

»The Lindgren Manifesto< was tI,e title of a speech delivered by the au/hor for the Emest Lindgren Memorial Leclure 

held at the 8ritish Film Institute 's National Film Thealre. 8FI Sau/hbanlr. Landan. on 24'" August 2010. 80th Il,e 

speech and leclure were named in honour of /he 8FI Natiollal Archive's founding cura lor Emesl Lindgren. The cornplete 

text of Ihe speech was subsequently published in Apri/ 2011 in the JOLlrn al of Fi lm Preservatioll (84): 4. This revised 

version appears here with the kind permissian of Ihe au /h or . 
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There is No Such Thing 
as Digital Restoration 

Film archives have taken to churning out digital restorations with enthusiasm, but how many 

of these really qualify a~ restorations? It is possible to devise a numerical tool for measur ing 

the degree of restoration for any film, but, in its simplest form, this might be seen as encour

aging unlimited improvement to the picture and sound. A simple rule is therefore necessary 

to define the acceptable limit to digital manipulation. 

1 

It has become a common refrain that digital technology is forcing film archives to redefine 

their role, and even to question their very existence. Converging technology is certainly help

ing to encourage a trend in which film archives are being absorbed into all-encompassing 

heritage insti tu t ion s which offer digital access to everything. Nonetheless, the issues facing 

film archives, whether in or out of such entities, are much the same as they always have been 

- acquisition, preservation and access - and while digital techno logy may broaden the scope 

of these activities, there is nothing very spec ial about digital technology itself. Why then is 

there 50 much excitement over >d igital restorations< if digital technology is just another tool 

in the box? 

ln order to explore thi s, let us go as tourists on a visit to the world of film restoration: we step 

oft the bus in the ma in squa re of Restoration Town, and the first thing we see is Abel Gance's 

NAPOLÉON (1927), a truly monumenta l, if slightly ramshack le, edifice. There is always a big 

crowd to admire it , and we feel sure that this is the real thing - a restoration. Over on the 
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other side of the square is another va st structure, METROPOLI S (1925-27) - undoubtedly 

a true restoration too. These two structures, where the end result has been painstakingly 

assembled from elements recovered from around the world, generally epitomise what most 

people think of as film restoration s. 

Let us now move away from the town centre, and down this little avenue to the home of the 

Imperial War Museums (IWM) Film Archive. Here the picture is a little confusing: there has 

certainly been something happening, but are these things restorations, or are they something 

else? To answer this question, we shall for the moment step out of our metaphorical conceit, 

and travel back to the year 1978. 

ln this year, IWM sent oft to the film laboratory the original nitrate masters of the film WEST

ERN APPROACHES (1944), a grou ndbreaking drama-'documentary, largely filmed us ing a 

huge Technicolor three-strip camera, plus sound recording equipment , plus lighting, plus 

crew and cast, all crammed into two tiny wooden lifeboats in the Irish Sea. IWM had recently 

acquired these masters and , as part of our nitrate film preservation programme, we were 

making new acetate protection masters , a new colour negative and a new print. Given that 

they hadn't printed much nitrate in recent years, the laboratory, Technicolor in London , who 

had worked on the film when it was first produced, did a good job, and we were satisfied that 

our duty of preservation had been fulfilled: we now had preservation masters and a fine new 

print for exhibition. 

ln the accepted wisdom of the time , what we had ca rri ed out was something called >preser

vation<: we had taken the original nitrate negative of a film, and using the best technol ogy 

available, made a safety master copy, and a new print - exactly what we did with every other 

nitrate film in the collection. It never occurred to anyone to call this a restoration - because 

it wasn't. 

Or was it? ln 1994 an exhibitor managed to damage our print. Because we had done our 

preservation work properly, it was a simple matter of sending the co lour negative made fif

teen years earlier back to Techni co lor for a new print. In these intervening years, restoration 

had become quite the fashionable thing, and 50 not to be left out, we booked the new print 

into the London Film Festival, invited along Pat Jackson the director, gave the film a g rand 

introduction, and proudly called it a >restoration<. Was it? No, of course not. Even generously 

turning a blind eye to the fifteen year hiatus between doing the real work and launching this 

release, it was stili no more than , well, a new print. 

There is No Such Thing as Digital Resl 



32 How dishonest were we 7 Let us step back into Restorat ion Town, and have a closer look 

around. Th ere certa inl y do seem to have been a number of these constructions erected 

around this t ime, very often Techn icolor films, with a big sign on the door say ing ,Restora

tion<, but when you open tlle door, you find that there 's nothing beh ind the facade. There 

really doesn't seem to have been any restoration work go ing on at all . In fact, all they did was 

take the or iginal negat ives, and, using the best techno logy available at the time, make a new 

master and print. 

But wait - who's this roll ing Into town with a fanfare of trumpets and a blaze of colour and 

sound 7 lťs a whole new outfit, and they ca l l themse lves ,Digital Restorat ion< ... and wow, 

these people are good I Just look at what they are throwing up all over town - iťs big and 

bright and sharp and rea lly, rea lly clean! And when we look back at poor old NAPOLÉON, we 

see that actually iťs a bit untidy - the pieces don't fit together all that wel l, and if you go up 

close, you can see this sort ol ... texture. The digital restorations don't have that: they are as 

smooth as si lk. And everytlling matches 50 perfectly you can't see the joins at all . But don 't 

worry, right next door there's another construction going up beh ind a big fence - and the sign 

on the gate says ,NAPOLÉON, the Digital Restoration, coming soon!< Fantastic! 

Meanwhi le, down IWM Avenue they are at it as we ll. There are digita l restorations popping up 

all over the ir place too, and what are they working on right now? WESTERN APPROACHES, ol 

course ! Only this t ime it really is a restoration. lťs a restorat ion because we have taken the 

origina l negative, and , using the best techno logy available, made a master copy, and a new 

print. Exactly as we did in 1978, when it wasn't a restoration. So actually, it isn't a restoration 

this time either - because tllere is no such thing as a digital restoration. There is restorat ion 

and there is digita l technology, and sometimes you might use the latter in the cause of the 

former, but the term ,Digital Restoration< is just used to convey the fact that digital technol

ogy offers a greater ab ility to extract the best out of an or iginal. You're not restoring anything, 

because you haven't lost anything in the lirst place - iťs all there in the original masters. 

To take a specific example , cons ider these frames from WESTERN APPROACHES, before 

and after restorat ion - ,before and after< be ing the usual, and wholly spurious, method of 

demonstrat ing the tremendous things done to a restored film: On the left, the ,before < frame , 

where one of the original e lements had been torn across tlle frame. On the rigllt, the ,after< 

frame: miracu lously the tear in the negative has been spirited away. Restorat ion? Not really 

- we have a perfectly acceptable origina l Technicolor nitrate pri nt from 1944 which does not 
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WESTERN APPROACHES Imperial War Museums (COl 393) 

have this fa ult, so there is no sense in which we are recovering something wh ich hasn't always 

been available. A more honest comparison would have been between the 1944 Technicolor 

print and the new digital version, and then there would be no miraculous repair work to see. 

The kind of work carried out to remove this type of damage is just the standard process of 

producing a new ,digital version< - a term I use as shorthand for any film which has passed 

through a scanning and digital manipulation process, whether or not it has been recorded 

back on to fi lm or not. 

ln the para ll el wor ld of digitisation of photographs, th is obsession with restoration is less 

marked. Photographic digit isation technicians know that the photographers and studios would 

never have issued a print made from the negative without tl1ere being a degree of interven

tion, both creat ive and techn ical, using various techniques in order to approach an ideal 

rend ition of the scene captured in the negative. A digital scan of an origina l negative is con

sidered to be just a digita l version of that negative , and in order to produce a digital pri nt , a 

similar process of enhancement is carried out, the difference being that digital technology 

offers the abi lity to approach even closer that ideal image, with considerab ly less effort. This 

process, entire ly ana logous to the work wh ich techno logy is increas ingly making rout ine in the 

film wor ld, is usua lly cal led optimisation , not restorati on. 

ln the fine art wor ld, things are rather different. A torn canvas, the equiva lent of the tear 

across the negative of WESTERN APPROACHES, might on the fa ce of it appear to be compa

rable. The restorer goes to work with the aim of making the viewer as unaware of the damage 
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WESTERN APPROACHES lmperial War Museums (CO! 393) 

as possible , much as the digital technician did with our film, but the difference is substantial : 

the restoration of the artwork involves delicate work on the )original, unique artefact. This 

work is irreversible : if the restorer makes a mistake , only further restoration work will do 

anything to attenuate the error. The result of the restoration, good or bad, is there for the au

dience to examine directly, as it is now an inextricable part of the original object. The digital 

repair of a film, on the other hand , is carried out by tinkering with the digits whieh represent 

the film content: the process is comp letely reversible, and the audience on ly experiences the 

result as an image created through some intervening mechanism. If we are to draw a parallel 

between film restoration and art restoration, the legitimate way of presenting the work on the 

damage to the WESTERN APPROACHES negative would be to show these two )before and af

ter, images: On the left, the tear in the original negative before digital restoration, and on the 

right, the same tear after digital restorat ion . The two pictures are identical of course, because 

we have done absolutely Ilothing to the origina l negative. We have not restored it. 

2 

Having now dismissed most current film restorations as nothing of the sort, perhaps we 

should adopt a more nuaneed approach which takes into account )a ll , the processes ca rried 

out during a restoration, and to this end I offer a quantitative ana lysis tool for restorations. 

To do this, let us take some of the essential ingredients of a restoration, such as how incom

plete the arch ive's current master is, how widely the materials needed for the reconstruction 
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have been dispersed and how long the desired vers ion has been lost, and by adding the se 

elements together with some we ight ing factors, two simple formulae, one measuring the de

gree of reconstitution or reconstruction, and one the quality improvement, can be produc ed : 

Reconstruction factor (R) 

Quality change (1'<0) 

R = 2g + 2e + d + t 

1'<0 = qj - qo 

where: g Gain in completen ess (Difference in d Degree ol di spersal ol el ements 

completeness between tlle linal Tíme since aimed-for version last available 

version and the archive's master) q, Qual ity ol linal version 

c ... Complexity ol recon struction qo .' , Quality ol previously avail able versi on 

These two aspects can then be plotted on a simple graph, in which a move towards the top 

right corresponds to an increasing degree of re storation, and we can test this by plotting some 

actual restorations, with Reconstruction marked out of 4 , and Qua/ity out of 10 (the figures are 

of eourse largely subjective). So for the analogue work on NAPOLÉON, a film which had ef

fectively been lost in any remote ly complete version sinee its release , g = 4 , c = 4, d = 3 , t = 
3. Marking the quality is more diffieult sinee tl1e quality varies widely in different parts af the 

film, but the versions that existed previously were fairly poor, so q() = 2, ql = 6. Putting these 

figures into the formulae: 

R = 22 

I'<Q = 4 

METROPOLlS, on the other hand , was wid ely available in shortened versions of often rea

sonable quality; nonetheless digital tools were employed to mateh seenes from disparate 

sourees, and so g = 3, c = 3 , d = 3, t = 3 , qo = 5, ql = 8, to give: 

R = 18 

I'<Q = 3 

Others may disagree with the precise Ilumbers, but the important thing is that both film s 

seore well in terms of reconstitution, and this puts them bolh wel l towards the top right af 

the graph . 
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36 How does the analogue work on WESTERN APPROACHES score? ln the 1994 version there 

was, in lact, a small degree ol reconstruction work carried out, na mely restoring some optical 

effects missing Irom the origina l elements, 50 this just scrapes a score ol 1 lor gain in com

pleteness , and perhaps allother 1 lor the complexity ol doing this, but we get O lor dispersal 

- all the material came out ol our own vaults - and also O lor the time since the lull version 

was available - we have always had a com plete original print of the film . So R is only 4 , and 

because we had a perfectly acceptable release print ol the film already, 6Q is at best l. 

For the current digital work on the same lilm, the R factor is exactly the same as the 1994 

release - as before we had to recreate the optical effects, digitally this time - but the quality 

score is higher because ol the power of digital technology. Although the film now looks very 

fine indeed , the original print was remarkably good itself, so the im provement is from >quite 

good< to >very good<, and is awarded a 6Q ol 4 , which moves it a little further along the graph 

toward s the right. 

Now we can start putting all the digital versions of IWM films on the chart: 

MEMORY OF THE CAMPS (1946) 

Huge reconstructiotl from original negatives 22 5 

25 

'" 
20 

15 

10 
......... 

5 

O 1IQ » 
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restoration). The line is curved to rellect the Ilotion that quality can on ly be considered part 

ol the restoration process where a really signi ficant improvement has been ach ieved. With 

this we see that NAPOLÉON, METROPOLlS and MEMORY OF THE CAMPS are all comfort

ably in tlle restoration zone , but the 1994 version ol WESTERN APPROACHES does not ma ke 

BRITISH ATOMIC TRIAlS AT MARALINGA (1956) il. The 2011 digital version is just above th e borderline. However MARALlNGA , despite hav-
Very Ii ttle reconslruction. but huge Cjuality improvement 

THE WOMAN 'S PORTlON (JgIS) 

Reconstructed, small quality €Ilhallc:elllent 

EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS (191]) 

No reconstructiol1. small quality enhancem€n t 

NOW IT CAN SE TOlD (1946) 

No reconstruction. small qua li ty enhanCelll€lIt 

DESERT VICTDRY (1943) 

:-..J o recol1struction. significont quality il1lprov€ment 

6 

10 3 
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The curved line, whichhappens to be delined by the lormula R2 + 36Q - 25 = O, I call the 

Walsh Restoration Thresho/d (WRT): anything above the WRT is a restoration, and anything 

enclosed in the area below is not (I have ca lled it the Walsh Restoration Threshold because 

it represents where I personally consider a digita l version can legitimately start to be ca lled a 
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ing had very little reconstruction , gets in by dint of the large quality improvemenl. 

I invite the reader to plot their own efforts on the graph and see il they qualify as genuine 

restorations Dr not! I am not actually proposing an International Restoration Standards Com 

mittee to police the work of film archivi sts, but rather drawing attention to all those so-called 

restorations which are nothing more than digital scans with a little image manipulation to 

make them more acceptable to the clean look ol High Delinit ion Television (HD TV) 

3 

ln the end , though, it really doesn't matter whether you call your digital versions >restora

tions< or not - anything which helps to persuade audiences to come and watch arch ive films 

is, arguably, justifiable - but more important is the question of tlle acceptability ol what has 

been done to a lilm as part of the digital process. 

The Walsll Restoration Chart implies that technical quality can be improved indefinitely as 

we move to the right, all the way to the point where the scene presented is indistinguishab le 
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38 from the original reality in front of the camera , in other words, where the medium is no longer 

cletectable . This may be a va li d approach for actuality footage: imagine taking footage of the 

Batt le of the Somme and increasing the sharpness and resolution so that no image structure 

remains visible, interpolating frames and increasing the frame rate so that the wagon wheels 

go forward ratller than backwards, adding colour, transforming it into 3D, until the viewer is, 

in effect, sta nding in the trenches with the cameraman. Used responsibly, th is would surely 

be all amazing experience. 

For cinematograpllic works, tllat is ,films, rather than ,film" it is a little more problematic. 

Are we looking forward to a future where you can actua lly stand on the yellow brick road with 

Oorotlly, where you really are in the courtroom sharing Joan of Arc 's passion, where you can 

actually feel the heat from the incinerator as Rosebud goes up in flames? 

This all may seem a ghastly fantasy, but as technology develops, there will be little difficulty 

in acll ieving this kind of virtual reality. I suspect most film archivi sts would feel that we Ilave a 

responsibility here, but I suggest that our responsibility is not to spoil people's fun , but rather 

to be the guardians of the authentic cinematic experience by ensuring that ,we, strive towards 

an accurate simulation of the origina l cinematic work, whatever medium is available to us. So 

as digital technology moves us ever further away from our poor old grainy, flickery analogue 

films and towards a perfect simulation of rea li ty, the real question is : how far may we go? 

Many film tlleorists of a pur ist inclination wi ll assert that the rule is very simple : the aim of 

any restoration is to produce as close an approximation as possible to an original print at the 

time of release, so in the case of WESTERN APPROACHES, the image disp layed on screen 

should look exactly like the Technicolor print would have done when projected in 1944. Some 

wou ld go further and insist that the result shou ld look specifically like a nitrate print shown 

using a carbon-arc projector in a cigarette smoke-f ill ed auditorium. 

This is, of course, madness. It is madness because it necessitates the following scenario : 

the restorer scans the original three separation negatives, registers the resulting digital fi les, 

ca rries out a sma ll amount of clean-up work on blemishes and dust marks, and produces a 

graded copy. The archivists view it, amazed at its superb quality ancl in awe of the ski ll of the 

Technicolor engineers of 75 years before. And then the restorer says: "OK, no one else is al

lowed to see this, because when we produce a release version of this film we are de liberately 

going to make it ,worse,.« 

Nobocly wi ll ever do this. Apart from the fact that restorers are unlikely to be persuaded of 
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the need to degrade their work, to do 50 requires the application of highly inauthentic digital 

manipulations such as re-graining. lťs not cliss imilar to current video ecliting applications 

which have an effect called 'old film look, that ca n be applied to any footage. Are we serio usly 

advocating app lying the ,o ld film look, to our prist ine restorations? 

I propose instead a very simple set of guiding principles, which can most easily be illustratecl 

in the form of a graph . This time, rather than plott ing the ,change, in qua li ty of a restoration , 

we will plot Inherent Quality, that is, the quality, rather than the condition, of any particular 

copy of a film . On the other axis we will plot a variable which we will call Damage. 

Along the Inherent Quality axis we can mark tlle positi'ons for the master negative and the first 

release print for our film. The first print position marks the quality of an icleal analogue film 

print, that is, a print in perfect conclition with no scratches, dust marks, blemishes or fading 

of any kind, and made on a printer with perfect il lumination and steadiness ; the master nega

tive marks the effective posit ion of a perfect, and perfectly gradecl, posit ive rendition of the 

negative (and original soundtrackl, and is consequent ly less gra iny and with better resolution 

than the (analoguel first release print. This idea l version of the negative is not achievabl e by 

analogue film printing, but can be closely approachecl by digital technology. 

To these two key points we can then add positions to represent any other copy which may be 

available: second generation masters (duplicating positives/interpositivesl will be close to the 

print in terms of inherent qua lity, while third generation masters (i .e. duplicate negatives) wil l 

typically be a li ttle further to the left. For the type of master all too frequently encountered in 

an archive, namely a duplicate negative made in the 1960s from a nitrate print in poor condi

tion (and since destroyedl , the inherent quality is even worse, and for a 6'h generation 16mm 

print made on a poorly maintained optical printer, th e inherent quality is heading towards 

zero. Far off the scale, to the right, is reality . 

Ol 
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40 ln the real world of analogue film, the perfect, damage-free copy cannot exist, of course. A 

copy in very good condit ion wi ll stil i have some blemishes, whi le an arch ive's copy of a re

lease print wi ll very often be in quite poor condition. We mark the degree of damage in the 

vertical direction on the chart (in this example a good original, a reasonable new print, a de

cent dupe negative, a damaged nitrate print and the 16mm print in terrible condition ~ since 

we are only interested in relative positions , we don't need to assign actual values): 

., 
Cl 
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Inherent Qua1ity » 

The rule for maki ng an archival ly acceptable digital version is then straightforward: start ing 

with your source material you can move vertica lly down the graph, but not sideways. With one 

except ion, i ťs as simple as that. In other words, you can use all of the digital tools ava ilable 

to remove scratches, tears, blem ishes, and cli cks and pops on the soundtrack , to stabi li se 

printed-in frame movement and flicker, to balance and enhance faded co lours, al l of which 

are aimed at redressing the ,damage< factor, i.e. printer-generated defects, handling damage 

and age-related deterioration. But you cannot do anyth ing to >improve< the inherent qua lity, 

such as removing movement generated in the camera gate, sharpening, co lourisi ng, reducing 

gra in or conve rting the mono sound into 5 .1 surround. 

The exception to this rule is where the start ing point is to the left of the first release print, 

in wh ich case it is permissible to app ly any add itional manipulations which move the quality 

towards, but no further, than the f irst print - >provided< that these introduce no digital side-
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effects . In practice t he amount of inherent qual ity enhancement wh ich can successful ly be 

carried out with current technology is fairly limited: reducing fli cker, using secondary co lour 

correction, and enhancing shadow and high light detail are unlikely to create any obvious digi 

tal artifacts, but grain reduction, for instance, can quickly lead to an unnatural >d igita l< look . 

., 
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This ru le allows the archive to take advantage of the better inherent qua lity of the origina l 

negative, if this is available, but forbids attempts to improve the inherent qual ity of a first 

release print by, for instance, reducing grain in order to move towards that of the negative. 

If we like, we can incorporate the notion of unacceptable image im provements into our earli er 

formula by add ing (or rather, subtracting) a pena lty, P: 

The work accrues penalty points for any forbidden movement away from the vertica l, and 50, 

for example , where the original negative has been scanned , cleaned up, and then turned into 

an emu lation of HD TV by stabilising, sharpening and remov ing all the grain , we can award a 

penalty of , say, 3 for this unacceptable horizontal movement. I f the or igina l negative was in 

good condition anyway, the quality im provemellt , qj - qo' is no more than 1. Subtract ing the 

penalty of 3 then gives a L'>Q of minus 2. The reconstruction factor is at best 1, 50 thi s >di gital 

restorat ion< goes here on the graph: 
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To sum up, we need to stop considering digital technology as something special in itself: il 

provides an alternative way of copying and presenting film, and it offers improvements in ex

trac ting the inherent information in analogue originals. Rather than being a cha llenge, il is a 

so lution which offers film arcllives the ability to keep their films alive in a wor ld where viewing 

11abits are rapidly changing. It ca n be misused, deliberately or otherwise, but there is a simple 

rule when making digital versions of fi Ims: remove as much damage as you like , but do not 

carry out digital manipulations to improve the inherent quality of the film beyond that of an 

original print. Finally, if you come across a ,restored, film wh ich is rock-steady, razor-sharp 

and completely grain-free , plot its position on the Walsh Restoration Chart, and send this oft 

to those responsible , pointing out that they have achieved a negative score. If we all do this, 

perllaps we will have contributed in part to retaining some of the magic of cinema. 

IN TH EORY: Digital Fil m Reslora tion With in Archives n Oavid Walsh 

» Martin Koerber 

»Who are these new archivists?« 

This text sees me assuming the ro le of a futurist. So, as I stare into my rather hazy crystal 

ball (something that is perhaps done best late at night, with a good brandy in reac h) , let me 

tell you what I think the future will bring - and leťs see if, in a few years , I turned out to be 

right or not. 

Audiovisual archiving, I believe, will become increasingly important in the f uture, for the sim

pie reason that our world will not cease to produce audiovisual records . On the contrary, it will 

produce ever more audiovisual records in place of other documents and thus there will be a 

greater need to collect and preserve these records. 

I also believe that the future of audiovisual archiving will see a fu sion of the various sections 

of archival institutions dealing with audiovisual records, whether film, television or recorded 

sound. This is for the si mple fact that the chall enges of aud iovisual archiv ing are going in one 

direction, and one direction only: digital. 

The digital domain will ultimately be the doma in where all aud iovisua l archiving will ta ke 

place. When all access to and handling of aud iov isual heritage material is digital, audiovisual 

archivists will use the same tools and proced ures, regardless of whether t hey started out as 

sound engineers, moving image archivists , photo restoration spec iali sts, or information t ec h

nology experts . 

This point does not just concern th e future, however, as thi s future is here already. The final 

report of a study called Cha/lenges of the Digital Era for Film Heritage Institutions, publi shed 

in December 2011, bluntly states: »)C inema is Digital<. Thi s is not a poss ibility or a future 
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44 development anymore, it is a reality. [ ... ) Over the past two decades cinema moved progres

sive ly to the complete digitisation of its production, post-production and distribution chain. 

Other than for theatri ca l exh ibition, all distribution formats (broadcasting, home-video, etc.) 

have been digital for a long time. Most analysts place the >tipping point< (when D-C inema 

will become predominant) for most key markets in 2011 or 2012. Some cou ntries are already 

almost completely digital. Already now, vi rtuall y all films are distributed also digitally. Some 

are distri buted on ly digitally. «1 

If the people working in the film archives, or >film heritage institutions< as th ey now seem to 

have been renamed, intend to survive th e change, they must adapt to this new wor ld without 

forgett ing what they have learned before the digital cha llenge entered their profe ssional do

main . Even when all access to and handling of audiovisual heritage materia l is digital, there 

will stili be a need for special ists who know how to properly treat the analogue originals. There 

will be a need for the ca re and handling of ,old< ca rriers (as one cou ld start ca lling them al

ready) , a need for knowledge about the intricacies of obsolete sound and image formats, as 

well as about the chemical misbehaviour of these carriers. There will be a need for people 

who can, for example, te ll tll e difference between a Techni color print and an Agfacolor print 

just by looking at them, or who can eas ily distinguish an Eastmancolor print from a Koda

chrome reversal original. In deed, it takes precisely this kind of knowledge and expertise to en

sure that the digital representations of these very different renderings of the world resemble 

their analogue originals as c lose ly as possible. 

It will be se lf-evident in fuhne as much as it is self-evident today that the colour space in 

which a piece of information is rendered or th e spectral characteristics of an audio recording 

are not only form; they are part and parcel of the information itse lf. If we therefore want au

diovisual recordings to retain their integrity and authenticity, we cannot divorce their techni

cal characteristics from th eir content. 

Audiovisual content can very eas ily be falsified if it is not transferred or displayed appropriately. 

Even those who know little to nothing about media technology wou ld become suspicious if, say, 

a te levision documentary commemorating the 100lh ann iversary of the outbreak of the First 

World War presented tllem with an image of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand 

bearing all the technical cllaracteristics of a present-day television image. 

I don ' t honestly think anybody wou ld believe th ey are see ing an authentic 100-year-old re 

cording if the image has been brought >up to current specs< by the engineer handling the 
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transfer. One can only hope that this dep lorab le practice of making >o ld< images look new is 

just a passing fancy, just as the equal ly absurd pract ice of making old (and new) images look 

even older by adding scratches and dirt through >artificial aging< on modern ed iting conso les 

will hopefully subside and we will eventually be ab le to establish standards of good and sober 

transfers in respect of the original technical achievement. 

So, the audiovisual archivist of the futu re will idea lly be a mi x of ret ired laboratory techni c ian 

and television engineer who has lived through the entire evolution of tapes and encodings; a 

person who knows all about old formats and th eir >Iooks< as well as their mechanica l, chemical 

and electron ic properties. One might want to dub such a person a >signal extraction specia lisl<. 

There will be a need for audiovisual archivists who possess even greater knowledge of the old 

carriers than most of them do today. This is because thé exist ing infrastructure for the pro

duction and upkeep of traditi onal media will qu ickly disappear, as soon as the mass market 

currently supporting this infrastructure is no longer there. With the disappearance of manu

facturers of film , tape and photosensitive pa per, the laboratories that have handled the post

production of these med ia wi ll disappear as well, and with them the products, techniques 

and equipment they used. We can already see thi s happen ing in the field of ana logue sound 

recording on magnetic tape , and certainly in the field of photography, where the mass market 

has gone entirely digital . Once powerful companies like Agfa and Kodak are going bankrupt 

or are diverti ng their interests into new fields, leaving the archivists suddenly wi thout the 

materia ls they need , materials that manufacturers had been produc ing in huge quantitie s for 

over a hundred years . 

As stated in the Cl7a/lenges of tl7e Digital [ ra for Film Heritage Institutions report, »In the 

short term the closure of analogue film laboratories potenti all y ofters th e FHls [= Film Her

itage Inst itutionsl the opportunity to take advantage of an increased supply of persDnnel 

highly qualified in analogue techniques (albeit not necessar ily in preservation techniques). 

But thi s adva ntage will soon disap pear as most of the se nior staft current ly employe d by 

ana logue laboratories are at the end of their wo rking li ves. In fact, in the medium to long 

term FHl s wi ll fa ce a serious problem in f indi ng sta ft with any knowledge and experience 

in the analogue world of cin ema. This trend is already noti ceab le today when for example 

students coming from universities or film sc llools have hardly been exposed to any for m of 

analogue t echnologies in th eir lives : 110 fi lms, but also no discs, no analogue audio tapes, no 

video cassette s, etc.« 2 
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46 Thus , the audiovisual archivist of the future, if not of today, will not have a large community 

of chemists , mechanics, electronic engineers or their specialised industry to serve as a back

bone to his or her own activities. Like specialists for medieval paintings, Baroque furniture 

or Roman glass, audiovisual archivists wil l have to learn , with difficulty, both the properties 

of the old carriers as well as the characteristics of the images rendered on them. For the old 

carriers will be with us for decades, if not for centuries to come, despite all the problems of 

decay and damage they certainly brought with them when they entered the archive. 

The ongo ing evo lution of transfer technology and transfer quality means that the most valu

able masters , the true original s, wi ll become increasingly valuable and their carefu l storage 

wil l therefore be a good investment. New edit ions of va luable audiovisual assets will keep the 

public interest alive every time there is a major change in reproduction and disp lay technol

ogy looking to be legitimised or - shall we say - >glamourised< by widely accepted content of 

Iligh cu ltural va lue. 

Just consider the pattern of earlier technological changes in content rendering: When Guten

berg started printing, he first printed a bible. When photography tried to become a legitimate 

art, it married itse lf to, the visual arts as a tool for painters, while early photographers made 

images that resembled paintings, in order to be accepted as true artists. Another example 

wou ld be the boost in distribution that classica l music saw when the Compact Disc was in

troduced a few decades ago. 

While audiovisual archivists will be much in demand, as I believe they will, they will also have 

to continue to figllt for their status. Compared to other heritage archivists, aud iovisua l archi

vists, and audiovisual restoration experts in particular, are stili in a minority posit ion . Often 

their demands to be accepted as heritage special ists go unappreciated by their institutions 

and by the heritage field as a whole. Audiovisual archivists have yet to define their field, and 

due to the continuing technological change, to constantly redefine who they are and what they 

do will be a key chal lenge for th e foreseeable future . 

ln such a situation, it is useful to have a document that can serve as a reference point for any

thing one might want to do or might want to ask from other people; a document that clearly 

outlines the archivisťs rights and provides a >dec laration of principles< firmly grounded in the 

widely accepted concepts of safeguarding (audiovisual) heritage. 

Such a document exists. II has been published by UNESCO in severa I editions, most recently 

in 2004. Written by the Australian aud iovisual archivist Ray Edmondson, it sums up the life 
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experience of someone who was at the forefront of the (audiovisual) archival movement for al 

most forty years. Entitled Audiovisua/ Archiving: Phi/osophy and Princip/es, it louches on all the 

important underlying questions one may have when one begins to consider the ethics of what 

one is doing. It embeds the practice of aud iovisual arch iving in the theoret ica l framework devel 

oped mainly in other fields of art and art conservat ion over the last 150 years or 50 about what 

heritage is . Thanks to UNESCO, thi s document can be Ireely downloaded and it is an absolutely 

vital reference, despite (or perhaps because of) the technological changes facing us right now3 

Leťs return to the fundamental question of this art icle: Who are these new archivists7 Well , 

I happen to know some of them, as I have taught them on my aud iovisual conservation pro

gramme at the University of Applied Sc iences in Berlih , and occasiona lly elsewhere in the 

array of sem inars on audiovisual preservation that take place here and there. They have also 

taught me a lesson or two. I am stunned, for example, by their determination to penetrate a 

lield with relatively few job opportunities. 

A thread on the listserv of the Association of Moving Image Archivists (AMIA), a popular dis

cussion forum and exchange platform for audiovisual archivists the world over, addressed this 

problem . The thread started when the Anthology Film Archives in New York , a well-renowned 

home for experimental and independent film with a huge archive and a comparatively small 

budget. announced a job opening. The announcement read: »Archivist , Full time , permanent 

(minimum 2 Years)«. Good news, I thought , Anthology is in the position to hire. Bravo! 

Now for the job description : »The Archivi st oversees the principal visual and audio collections 

ol Anthology Film Archives (AFA) including, though not limited to: motion picture film, video, 

and audio materials in multiple formats. Primary responsibilities include the day-to-day man

agement of the archive office and fac ilities: supervision and management of interns, main 

taining equipment, ordering supplies, receiving and fulfilling loan requests, and the initiation 

and management of film preservation projects - including print inspection and grant writing. 

The Archivist is expected to have a strong understanding of film handling and projection, and 

to be up-to-date with current best practices for the archiving of audio-visual materials. 

A major project within the first two years will be the implementation and management of a 

large-scale catalog ing project. Experience with cata loging, databases, and the management 

ol such projects is a key requirement for this pos ition . Th e Archivist will also work in conjunc

tion with the Curator of Collections and the Digital Archivist to set up workflows, create and 

manage digital assets, and curate digital content on line. 
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48 The Archivist will be expected to initiate and manage larger organizational projects, work

ing in conjunction with Anthology's various departments: programming, development, and 

admin istrat ive. The Archivist is expected to attend weekly staft meetings, and to develop and 

maintain worldng relationsh ips with other archives, laboratories, libraries, academic depart-

ments, etc.«4 

Wow - that is a fu ll agenda. It almost reads like >my< job description as head of the film de

partment at the Deutsche K inemat l1 ek. Now to the qua lifi cations and requ irements for this 

position: »Advanced degree in archival film studies, library science, or equivalent. Five years 

of managerial experience, incl uding oversight of staft and interns, preferred. Experience with 

basic film 11and ling, editing equipment, and film and video viewing equipment required. Ex

perience with catalog ing, file-naming convent ions, creating find ing aids, and general informa

ti on systems preferred. It is expected that the Archivist will have a basic understanding ol 

standard computer word processing (Word, Exce l, etc.), database software and f unct ions, as 

well as a high level of comfort with learning new software and work flows. «5 

Wh ile all that sounds reasonable the issue that kick-started a fierce debate resulting in pos

sibly the most posts on a single topic I have ever encountered on the listserv was this: the 

sa lary. 30,000 to 35,000 US Dollars were being offered as annual income . Th is translates 

at best to around 25,000 Euros. Imagine trying to make a living on that in one of the most 

expensive ci ties in the world, New York City. The job descript ion clearly indicates, meanwhi le, 

that th is is not a minor position but rather a lead ing one. However, most f ilm heritage institu

tions , unless they are based .in rich countries like the Netherlands, Sweden or Germany, are 

not in a position to ofter better salaries. This is not unproblematic , and in the long run will re

suit in the film heritage institutions losing precisely the peop le they need the most: dedicated 

specialists with a pass ion for the ir work, but also a lust lor life outside the vaLllt, including 

plans to e.g. start a family. 

After the initial outcry against the low pay, an interesting debate began. As some people 

rightly pointed out, it was certain ly more helpful ol Anthology to give a realistic figure than 

to revert to a euphem ism li ke >sa laries commensu rate with experience<. Then the debate 

quickly moved away from the sa lary issue and into a more interesting direction, namely: what 

is tl1e future of all t he peop le who come out of the various programmes that teach aud io

visual heritage specialists today, be it the Preservation and Presentation of the Moving Image 

Professional Masters programme at the University of Amsterdam, the Movi ng Image Archive 
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Program (M IAP) at NYU, the Moving Image Archive Studies (M IAS) programme at UCLA, the 

Selznick School in Rochester or my own aud iovisua l conservation programme at t he Univer

sity of Applied Sciences in Berl in7 

One post by Stephanie Sapienza struck me as especia lly true: »Basica lly insofar as my experi 

ences aut in the wor ld after earning my MA in archiving (from UCLA), it takes one or more 

ol the lollowing skill sets in ADDITION to what is typically learned in a graduate archiving 

programme to have any real job security : 

a) IT/IA knowledge, with some level of prowess in database management , 

bl experience with fundraising, project management and knowledge of non-prof its , 

cl extreme tenacity and entrepreneu rial vision. 

The more you have of the se three things on top of yout MA, the more li ke ly you are to be 

able to thrive in this industry without having to scrouge [sicl for the few great-but-woelul ly

underpaid jobs that arise on this list.« 6 

Entrepreneurial vision is not something that is necessarily taught in the MA programmes, 

but I wou ld agree that it is the single most important th ing young audiovisual archivists can 

teach themselves. When I look back on my own career, one thing stands out: in any position 

I had, as small as they were in the beginning, I immediately started doing things that went 

above and beyond my ca ll of duty; things that the institutions t hat had hired me would n ever 

have dawned upon . Fi lling a need that no one else could lili or fixing a prob lem that no else 

had noticed soon paid oft as it was this approach that earned me better job offers later on. 

Elena Ross i-Snook posted a sensib le remark along the same vein : »1 think the moral of this 

story is that if you are looking and applying to job postings advertising specilicall y lor a Fi lm 

Archivist, your options and sa lary may be limited . But it is possible to work successlul ly as 

an archivist at an institution with moving image ho ldings il someone can be convinced that 

archiving - and you - is necessary. For example, there is a certain MIAP grad who convinced 

the archive in Mexico to start an orphaned fi lm division (with her in a managerial position!l. 

I'm sure there are more than a lew historical soc ieties that wou ld be interested in someone 

who wants to poo l together the home movies ol the immedi ate region (as long as th ey are 

also willing to work on the recept ion deskl. The Ad irondack Museum in upstate New York has 

amateur film holdings lrom the mid -century summer camps in the area but I don't think they 

have an arch ivist on staft. You may be starting in the proverbial Ma il Room, but I can't beli eve 

that every position in institutions with moving images is filled. « 7 
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50 This, I think, is a signif icant remark. Many positions for moving archivists are emerging from 

institutions that are in possession of moving image collections, yet do not see themselves 

as archives . Thus, they have no idea what they are supposed to do with these co llections 

and how they can best take care of them. If the new generation of audiovisua l archivists can 

therefore penetrate these institutions and put themselves in posit ions where they can actu

ally make a difference for the archival holdings, then this will almost certainly result in betler 

things later on. 

It may not necessarily help to answer the question ,Who are these new archiv ists?< in full bul 

I th ink we have to think beyond the usual jobs and job descriptions. That also goes for the 

existing film heritage institutions, most of which are underfunded and thus cannot hire extra 

staff, even though they have more than enough work needing done. So, maybe this approach 

of bringing in new people by other means - ,through the backdoor< as it were - will also be 

part of the future of audiovisual arch iving. 
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" Thomas C. Christensen 

Film Heritage and the 
Transition to Digital 

If you have to restore, you've failed I 

Analogue media have allowed for a certain amount of benign neglect. However, it is 1II0rth 

noting that only 10-20% of the film heritage from 1895-1930 is thought to survive. Digital 

and electronic media are prone to several types of obsolescence. Besides the carrier and car

rier format decay known from analogue media, there are also hardware, software, file format 

and runtime environment obsolescence to take into account. Typical refreshing of di gital 

media is either ongoing or at least on ce every five years . Migration to new formats can also be 

expected at a more frequent rate than for analogue media. Current cost for trusted long-term 

digital repository storage is estimated to be equal to or higher than that for equivalent ana

logue preservation. Even if physical storage costs are expectedto decrease, the intellectual 

and administrative costs are expected to remain stab le or increase over time. 

II is important to stres s that preservation of the film heritage is the prerequisite for any other 

activity. If preservation is not performed properly, there will be no heritage to show and pro

vide access to in the future . 

ln order to preserve film and cinema as an expression of history, culture and art, it is im

portant to proactively collect, maintain and restore films as a long-term commitment. Pres

ervation is here understood as the long-te rm conservation of an original film element, or as 

authentic a duplicate as possible thereof, whereas restoration is here used to describe the 

re-creation of a screen ing element adhering as close ly to the original screening experience as 

Fi lm Heritage and the Transition to 



52 poss ible. Both preservat ion and restoration aim to give access to fi lm heritage for present and 

future audiences. Today analogue film laboratories are closing every month and analogue film 

sc reenings will soon only happen in archival theatres . This has two immediate conseq uence5: 

if access to the film heritage is to be maintained, archive film theatre s must be equipped to 

sc re en digital film ele.ments to be able to show new films, while archival films must be digi· 

ti sed to provide access to non-archival users. 

Even th ough digital offers many benefits, there are several (lilemmas that need addressing 

in the ana logue to digital transit ion. Analogue films can be stored cold and dry for centurie5 

witllout need for migration/duplication, while digital preservation is a para lle l activity to the 

passive storage of analogue fi lm and wi ll require additional funding. Digital and electronic 

media are prone to hardware, software, file format and runtime obsolescence. Migration and 

refreshing are therefore ongoing act ivities . Digital preservation is a complex activity and not 

cost-effi cient compared to analogue preservation . 

For restoration , digital offers many magnificent tools, which allow powerful manipulation. How· 

ever, f ilm archives must strive for authenticity. Film archives have a moral obl igation to retain 

the link to the film as a herilage element and to not over-restore or re -master for short-term 

purposes. Film archives must engage in digital restoration and production of digital fi lm ele

ments in order to develop a professional discourse on ethical standards in digital restoration. 

Even though it is impossible to be comp letely objective in film restorat ion, since the tool5 

used for restoration are th e same creat ive tools used in film production, it is important to ' 

seek to retain the authenticity of the original from which data is transferred. A restorer should 

be creat ive in regard s to restoration and access technology, but be careful not to lose quality 

and authentic ity. Creat ive re -use and re-pu rpos ing of heritage objects can be powerful com

ponents in new cu ltural products; however, the historical va lue of a heritage object is based 

on retaining an unbroken li nk to the past. 

Film archives have a long tradition for her itage screenings of analogue films. This tradit ion is 

cha llenged by the digitisation of cinema, and new mode ls for quality screenings of hi storically 

important films will need to be developed for the digital era. The fin ancia l challenges facing 

film archives, regarding both preservat ion and screening of film heritage in connectioll with 

the change to digital , ar.e substantial. Mainta ining an authentic >c inematographic< screen ing 

experience is already provi ng a challenge, as digital transfe rs of heritage film s often have a 

re -mastered look, which is better suited to electronic media th an cinema screens. Also, it is 
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important to distinguish between the professional D-Cinema projection and the lesser qual ity 

E-Cinema project ion , such as projection hom DVD. 

Potentially, digital access can create new users and uses, generating new cu ltural va lue. Digi

tal Cinema Package (DCP) distribution will open up wider distribution of heritage film s, also 

to non-FIAF venues. However, this requires film archives to act ively create authentic di gita l 

cinema quality elements, especia lly of pub lic domaill and orphan films. 

As film exh ibition becomes fully digital, th is change will affect the collection building of 

the film archives and cinémathéques significantly. Even if more titles will become avai lable , 

the diversity of histori ca l titles will have to be addressed to avoid rigid canonisat ion. Ci né

mathéques and film archives shou ld work to ensure that as many films as possible are avail

able in the best formats. Cinémathéques will have to pursue the use of DCPs in the same 

way that the diversity of heritage film screening formats are maintained for proper displ ay of 

original film works. The advent of digita l cinema might force th e fi lm archives to create new 

>business models< to secure the ava il ab ility of films held and preserved in t heir care . There 

are questions to be dealt with in regards to transparent handl ing fees, rights management and 

the possible creation of a centra li sed catalogue with ava ilable DCPs, rights, seria l nurnbers 

for servers and projectors, etc. 

Film arch ives have been acti ve in collect ion building beyond their national or preservation 

remit. Many archives al so have ongoing screen ings for educat ional and cultural purposes. The 

local ava ilabil ity of prints is an important part of cinémathěque programming. Despite the 

general thinking that everything will remain available , th ere is really no know ing which, and 

under what conditions, films will remain ava il able. 

ln order to remain relevant and keep cinema heritage alive, film archives must work to cre

ate forums in which member arch ives can acqu ire the ski ll s and intellectual and practical 

requi rements of current and future access, arch ive technology and strategic planning. New 

training opportunities fo r staff and management should be created to upgrade fi lm are hives 

to become leaders in digit al film technology and preservation . Film archives must work to 

ensure diversity in access to film heritage, inc luding ava ilab ili ty of DCPs of world cinema. 

The creation of a central DCP cata logue of culturally important titles could be an opti on to 

provide access to non-commercial film heritage in theatrical qua lity. Fi lm archives must work 

to maintain and improve the pol itica l underst and ing that non-profit film archi ves are impor

tant stakeho lders in the preservation and access to past, cu rrent and future film production . 

Fi lm Heritage and the Transllion tc 
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56 " Furniko Tsuneishi 

Pragmatic Solutions 
for Problematic Sources 

A New Possibility of Preservation - ln-House Digital Facility 

Filrnarch iv Austria had already been involved in the deve lopment ol an arch ival Arriscan, by 

providing Arri with nitrate mater ial disp layi ng various kinds ol decomposition . Thanks to a 

joint project ol the Austr ian Film Gallery, the Austrian Film Museum and Filmarchiv Austria , 

Cln Arriscan was insta ll ed at F i Imarchiv Austr ia in Laxenburg, and we acquired the who le work

Ilow ol digital restoration in-house, except the photochemica l process. 

The other equipment, two digital workstations leaturing the general restoration software Dia

mant, the co lour grad ing system Scratc/l and the digita l l ilm recorder Arri/aser, was (until the 

start ol 2013) located ill Krems, a beautilul small town by the Danube, where the Austrian 

Film Ga llery is based. It is , of course , not very convenient to divide the ent ire digital lac ility 

between two locations which are more than 100km apart. However, in order to enable us to 

deal directly with nitrate sources under coordinated, thorough care, the Arriscan had to be 

brought to Laxenburg, where not on ly does Filmarchiv Austria have its nitrate vau lt , but also 

where one ol the project partners, the Austria n Film Museum, deposits its nitrate holdings. 

After scanning, we transport data Irom Laxenburg to Krems via externa l hard drives. To avoid 

any risk of los ing data, we save tlle raw scans in Laxenburg onto LTO tapes, for optimal long

term storage . In Krems, two further generations of data are also preserved on LTO, the one 

after Diamant restoration as we ll as the lina l data afte I' co lour grad ing with Scratch. 

As our digital restoration team cO ll sists ol only four members, and none of us had previous 

experience operating this hardware and software, the work was quite an effort until the team 
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hit its stride and things started to run smoothly. Digital film restoratioll requires knowledge 

and experience in severa I fie lds that are qu ite removed Irorn each other. Since I have estab

lished myself pure ly as a ,genuine< lilm arch ivist , the skills I was ab le to contribute to this 

project included handling historical material, eva luating photographic picture quality, and so 

on, but with digital matters I 21m little more than a layperson . 

When I organised some ol the first digital restoration projects in Japan in 2003-2006 , I 

was in the comlortable position to be able simply to ask the lab technicians with expertise, 

in order to make the result come closer to my own taste, by saying, lor example, .. Could you 

please soften th e contrast ol this sequence?« or »Can we do anything to make these distract

ing grains look better?" And now I myself am in the position to f ind a so lution . II is a differ

ence, indeed . 

We are stili grappling with a lot ol unsolved problems, but thanks to the thorough knowledge 

about source material ol Nikolaus Wostry, our project leader, and the prolessional ski II ol 

Silvester St6ger and Claudia Kopp in operating various kinds ol visual software, our team's 

work has linally reached a level we can be proud ol. Since our shared digital lacility came into 

actual use, Filmarchiv Austria has restored more than 40 titles digitally, including short li Ims, 

at a resolution ol 2K Ol' above . 

When Should We Go Digital? 

To our great regret , even after every al'Chivist became lully aware ol the superiority of ni

trate over acetate in terms ol stab il ity, sorne lilm archives stili destroy nitrate sources alter 

preservation. This is regrettable not just ethica lly, but pragmatically. When a new recon

struction project arises , and il the origina l nitrate source no longer exists, one has to start 

Irom a preservation element at least one generation inferior to the original. Delects caused 

by the preservation proce5s cannot be corrected even by digital means, or at least il 50 it 

would become need less ly expensive. Scratches printed in 1I1e pre5ervation element C ould 

have been easily eliminated by wet-gate; coarse grains, new Irame lines invading the picture 

area, and 50 lorth, could also have been avoided. The currently flourishing digital restoration 

technology is greatly enhanc ing the opportunity to start new restorations ol li lm classics 

Irom scratch. 

Under such circumsta nces it is now all the more irnportant to keep nitrate as long as possi 

ble. Fi lmarchiv Austria never destroys any nitrate lilms; on the contra ry, it built a new nitrate 
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58 vau lt in 2010 to active ly col lect them, not just lrom private co llectors, but also Irom public 

li lm archives within the FIAF commu nity. 

The nitrate holdings at Fi lmarch iv Austria amount to approximately 30,000 reels (6 mill ion 

metresl. Among them there are qu ite a lew Austrian or Austrian-related silent lilms, even , 

. predating the Ťa lI ol the Austr ian Empire in 1918, which Fi lmarchiv Au stria collects with the ~ 

highest priority. Even 50, some orig inal negatives ol this kind are stili wa iting to be preserved. 

And the budget lor preservation is never sufficient. With our new vision to develop into a 

nitrate arch ive, we increas ingly need to preserve origina l nitrate material. For me, as a Japa

nese archivist, it is deeply aston ishing that th ere are sti li so many precious originals in the 

archive sti li unpreserved, whereas in Japan any little piece of nitrate that has survived until 

today wou ld be precious enough to be worked on immediate ly. 

1 As a Substitute for Optica l Printing 

Even after the acqu isiti on ol the digital fac ility, we prefer stay ing on the analogue-photochem

ica l side, as long as the state of the origina l element allows contact printing. We are working 

in co llaboration with a loca I laboratory in Vienna, Synchro Film, and are satislied with the 

picture qua lity produced by their continuous contact printing. As long as this solution works 

we ll , we actually see no need to go digital. In other words, lor digital restoration we prel er to 

give prior ity lirst ol all to those sources which otherwise would req uire optical prin t ing. For 

us, the question ol which method we shou ld se lect for preservation , ana logue or digit al, is 

not determ ined by th e budget sca le, nor by the signilicance of the titl e, but first ol all by the 

condition of the origina l element itse ll . 

Around 1925, the way ol producing projection prints changed considerab ly. Until then , most 

of the prints we re developed by hand , using wooden racks and frames, and tinting was ap

plied to each print in a vari ety of colours. There was no need to edi t the negative into a single 

com pleted formo Instead, t he negative was divided into segments accord ing to the co lour ol 

t heir tinting, and prints made lrom each part ol the negative were edited into a com plete prinl 

after tinting. Therelore, sp li ces were abso lutely inevitab le whenever the co lour changed. 

After 1925, the automatic developing machine came into use, and it changed th e who le pro- , 

cedure of post-production. To suit automati c developing, negatives were ed ited before print

ing; thus, in principle, show prints wou ld not need spl ices. Tinting was not yet abandoned, 

but co lou r variation was red uced to a single co lour or two , mostly amber, and blue for night 
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sequences. Th is was one ol the biggest transit ions that the motion picture experienced in its 

history: at this point film prints became industrial products, whereas prev iously they coul d be 

considered handcrafted artelacts. 

Prints dating from before 1925 generally had many sp li ces from t he original release, whieh 

caused many ol the res ulting prob lems, like tea rs and broken perlorat ions . As contact print

ing has ce rtain technical lim itat ions caused by the cond ition ol the prints, unlortunat ely 

sometimes one has to give up and, if work ing in the analogue domain, apply optical printing. 

We are generally not ve ry happy with the resu lts from optical printing, because as a rule the 

cont rast ol the preservation element becomes higher than the source and thus loses certain 

detail s. In these eases, to preserve the or iginal picture qual ity in the best way, digital meth

ods can be a better so lution t ll an optical printi ng. 

As a matter of cou rse , il a print Irom after 1925 shows heavy shrinkage or damage, we also 

apply digi tal methods. If the source material is 16mm, it has to be blown up onto 35mm ; if 

analogue, one inevitab ly needs to use optica l pr inting. For t hat reason, in pr inciple we preler 

to work on 16mm preservation only digita lly. 

2 To Facilitate Reconstruction Work 

II a reconstruction is required using several sources t hat survive lor a single l ilm, it gene rally 

makes sense to do it digita lly. II analogue, in principle one can not sim ply cut the orig inal 

sources to integrate them into a reconstructed version; instead, one has to duplicate al l the 

source elements and then start editing (although direct cutt ing ol source elements has in 

lact been practised within archives, and not rarelyl . Besides, if there are both negatives and 

positives among the available sou rces, one has to duplicate some ol them more than o nce , 

in order to have everything either as negative ar as positive. II digital ly, one can start direct ly 

from the sources without cutting them , and it does not matter il the source is negative or 

positive; thu s one can easily avo id adding some generat ions. 

II reconstruction work has to be done not just by sequence, bul frame by frame - il jump 

cuts have to be compensated for by other sources , for example - digita l methods have a g reat 

advantage. When I worked on some ol the ana logue reconstruct ion projects of Filma rchiv 

Austria , lor example, DER ROSENKAVALlER (1925), DER SO NNWENOHOF (1 918), and OAS 

LEBEN DES BEETHOVEN (1927), I often hesitated to make a eut when just a lew Irames 

were missing. It is possible to te ll preeisely how many Irames are miss ing, and which Irames 
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60 should be brought in lrom another source, but on the other hand, il a cut is made, newly cre

ated spl ices would also cause a certa in >gap' in the picture: difference in density, contrasl, 

picture position in th e Irame, and so on. Therelore , it is always a dillicu lt decision il a jump 

should be lilled or ignored. II digital, even one single Irame can be integrated without prob

lems. Frame by Irame reconstruction is possible only by dig ital means. 

II we start Irom an original negative which is not edited, or il intertitles are available just as 

Ilash titles, a relatively complicated ed iting project may also require a digital workllow. 

3 To Reproduce Applied Colours from the Silent Era 

As our source elements are mostly lrom the silent era, most ol them are coloured. As most 

fi lm archivists have regu larl y experienced, photochemical solutions lor the reproduct ion ol 

app lied co lour are not quite satislying. II a tinted print is duplicated on internegative, lor 

example, black and white images and colour inlormation are mixed together; black does not 

stay black, and tinting looks like toning. It is also quite often the case that an internegative 

cannot reproduce th e incredib le brilli ance ol ste ncil colour; the colours get pale and start dis

solving into the picture. 

The so-called Desmet method, making a co lour print out ol a b/w negative, gives good results 

in reproducing tinting, il it is carelully done. This method is even capable of dealing wilh 

double ton ing, a combinat io n ol linting and ton ing, but because ol the double flashing (one 

for tinti ng, the other for toning), the picture quality is inevitably inferior. 

II one lo llows a digital workflow, it aflords wider choices to reproduce various kinds ol co lours 

appropriately: 

a) Picture and Colour Separated 

Scans are used as b/w informat ion (1 channel), even il the scanning work itse ll has been 

done in co lour (3 channelsl. To dig itally grab the original picture information optimal ly, il 

theoretica lly is best to subtract co lour inlormation during sca nning, obtain picture informa

tion as close as possible to b/w, and bring bac k the colour information afterwards. II tinting 

is too dense, however, as in t ypica l Pathé Fréres intertitles, which are very densely tinted in 

red, it is not possible to subtract the base co lour with the Arriscan; in th ese cases one has to 

work fully with colour. 

To add co lour to b/w images, there are some opt ions which are derived from both the digital I 

and analogue field s: 
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• Add colour digitally, and record the linal data on co lour negative. 

• Record on b/w negative , and print in co lour with the Desmet method. 

• Record on b/w negative, print in b/w, and tint chemica lly with dye . This process is 

commercia lly availabl e, as lar as I know, at I MAGICA West in Osaka, Japan , and 

Synchro Fi lm in Vienna, Austria. 

bl Pic ture and Colour Combined 

II more than two colours are app lied, as with hand-co louring or stencil co lour, there is actu

ally no other way than doing the whole process in co lour, but with digital scans one call see 

the various colours defined more clearly, and one can eyen enhance each colour individually. 

II colour decomposition forms certain characteristi cs ; generating another co lour than t he 

original, we preler keeping them as th ey are to newly add ing monotone co lour. 

When I was st ili in Japan , I ordered scanning work solely from Haghelilm in Amsterdam, sim

ply because they already had considerable expertise in sca nning problematic sources. Since 

these projeets reeeived quite a lot ol public attention , some domestic Japanese laborator ies 

were motivated to equip themselves to deal with sueh problematie source elements. In the 

end , however, they regarded this elfort as so ineffieient and risky that they deeided to stay 

on the saler side: to duplieate once analogue, and then scan. For me it was very regreltabl e 

lhat this eomplex bridging between archival sourees and digital technology did not come into 

practice. And now, I'm the one who has to build the bridge _ 

The aim of digital restoration at our insti tution is to preserve the original quality as precisely 

as possib le. For that purpose, scanning should delinitely sta rt Irom the sources that come 

closest to the original, in order to make the best use ol the original informat ion. In this way, 

accidents do happen, and one cannot guarantee 100% the salety ol the source. Su ch a 

challenging attitude is a sort of privilege lor archiva l restoration done in-house, as with us, 

because we are not only the operator, but are at the same time responsible for the source 

material. If I were working in a commercia l laboratory, I probably would not dare to put our 

Iragile nitrate onto the scanner either. Our sources are somet imes extremely britt le, o r the 

perforations are much smaller than normal ones ; in fact, I sometimes have to give up scan

ning when the wet-gate simply does not let them run through. We are indeed testing the I imits 

ol this digital equipment, from the analogue perspect ive. 

ln order to avoid damaging precious source material during scanning, we lake seve ral pre

paratory steps. The source is first inspected carefully using a KEM viewing table, a nd a 
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ElNE FAHRT DURCH DIE WACHAU (1912) 
Top: Oouble toning - a combination of 
tinting in pink and iron toning in blue, 

.. with decomposition 

L-'!!!I"""''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ........ '''''' ........ '''''''' ......... '''''''''''''''''''''''''''!!!!!!!...,U Bottom: Upside-down scanning 

sequence list wit ll frallle Ilulllbers is prepared, 50 that each sequence can be ca librated 

according to its characteristics . If the fillll is britt le, we leave it in a box filled with ethanol 

and call1phor for severa l days, 50 that it softens and wi ll run through the gate sllloothly. Any 

damage has to be repaired with tape, but the wet-gate does not let a fillll str ip go through 

when it is too thick, so tape repair shou ld be Illinilllal . If just the upper side of a perforation 

is dalllaged, as is often the case with old prints due to physical stress during prajection, we 

silllply thread the fillll from the end and scan it in reverse. Of course, this adds extra work, 

necessitating the correct ioll of the frame nUlllbers and 50 on , but the effect is trelllendous, 

and definitely worthwllile . 
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Laxenburg: 

Scanning room with ,optimah ventiJation 

Getting Along with Wet-Gate 

As the wet-gate consists of a pair of glass plates, dust control is a very critical point for users. 

It is advisable to cOlllp letely separate tlle scanning roOIll and the Illonitoring rOOIll , since the 

liquid in the wet-gate is ca tegorised as dangerous and should not be absorbed into the human 

body. Furtherlllore, one is advised to keep the air pressure of the scanning roOIll higher than 

outside to keep dust from entering. However, as the liquid has a considerable odor, and one 

has to enter the scanning roolll quite often to get rid of the bubbles which appear at spl ices 

and tape repairs, and to adjust the liquid va lue, and so on, in reality we have to keep two 

doors ol the scanning roOIll constantly open. 

For wet-gate printing, perchloroethylene and then trichloroethylene were for decades wide ly 

in use. Because of their toxicity to the environlllent as well as to the hUlllan body, they have 

now been replaced with a new sort ol liquid especia lly developed for wet-gate , called Kodika. 

Perchloroethylene, which has been used on a great sca le by laundry services, is highly vola

tile and had the supp lelll entary effect of cleaning the li lllls during printing. On the contrary, 

Kodika evaporates so slowly that after scanning the lillll stays wet and needs to be cleaned, in 

order to avoid negative effects deriving lrolll this chelll ica l on long-terlll conservation. 

During the Illachine calibration, Arrisca/J detects dust and dirt on the glass plates and creates 

a sort of digital filter to subtract thelll frolll the scanned illlages. It is a useful function, sin ce 

one can never contra l dust and dirt perfect ly, but it has a characteri st ic side effect. Even if 
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LElCHENBEGANGNIS ALBERT BARON 
ROTHSCHILD (1911): ,Digital ghosts < 

f 

t 

dust detected by the machine should fly away afterwards, the filter keeps on subtracting it; I 
€ 

one th en finds the negative image of the dust in all the scanned pictures. As this dust-image t , 
is in white - if the source material is a positive print - and stays in the same position in every t 

\ 
frame , one can easily overlook it during scanning. I have often been haunted by these >d igital t 

ghosts< after completing a big job. t , 
Despite all these difficulties, however, we are quite content with the effects of wet-gate, and ! 
we regard all the extra efforts as worthwhile. 

Advantages of Digital Scanning Over Analogue Printing 

a) Real -time Monitoring and Frame-by-Frame Correction 

If an accident occurs during scanning - if for example, a perforation slips out , the frame-line , 

comes out of the gate , the focus goes wrong, bubbles come into the wet-gate, and so on - one 

can detect it in real time and correct the problematic frames one by one. With analogue print· ! 
ing, minor defects of this kind have been accepted or overlooked, since any correction would ! 
mean new sp lices or redoing the whole reel. Relying on digita l methods, one can much more I 
easi ly be a perfectionist without too much extra work and cosI. 

b) Sequence-by-Sequence Calibration 

This is for me the most valuable feature of scanning with the Arriscan. Before starting a job, j 
one previews a key frame of th e sequence and controls the distribution of dynamic range visu· ! 

t 
ally as a histogram, and adjusts it to the most appropriate position and range. In the photo· f 

I 
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chemical process this corresponds to negative grading, which has to be done in the laboratory, 

quite out of reach of archivists. It is therefore a great advantage for us to be able to handle 

this ourselves, digitally. Once the original picture information is lost, one can never recover it 

afterwards . If one scans a negative which is relat ively new, or whose density and contrast are 

well controlled, it is probably not necessary to do sequence-by-sequence calibration, but most 

of the time our sources do indeed display an extremely >dynamic< range of latitude. 

The images overleaf show a frame from a 1912 film, EINE FAHRT DURCH DIE WACHAU. As 

it is an exterior shot , extreme highlights and shadows coexist in a single fram e; under default 

settings, the shadows are obviously gone [1]. Since the dynamic range of this image is far too 

wide for the capacity of the scanner, one needs to compress it, but then the quality of the 

picture gets inferior [2). To save the shadows without losing highlights, and also without los

ing too much picture quality, one has to find the best balance [3]. If ca libration is appropri 

ately set, one doesn't have to work too much for grading afterwards. Sequence-by-sequence 

calibration requires a lot of work, but all in all it simplifies the whole workflow and reduces 

the chances of digital defects. 

Necessity for Historical Research 

During work on the original negative of VOM TABAKBLATT ZUR VIRGINIER, a film from 

1927, we encountered quite a serioll s problem . The scans got so grainy and full of di gital 

noise that we could not even stabilise the pictures with Diamant. We tried some denoise and 

degrain tools, but we could not ignore the obvious side effects of these digital solutions. As 

a rule , it seems that the more we fiddle about with digital data to get rid of defects, the more 

defects ultimately arise. We tried scanning it aga in , with no fewer than 17 patterns of settings 

all in all - of diverse resolution (4K , 3K, 2K, down-converted from 6K to 4K, 3 K to 2K) and 

bit depth (lO-b it logarithmic, 16-bit linear) , with ready-made settings (so-called Look Up 

Table) and without, wet and dry, and so on. Nothing worked . There was no improvement in 

the defect beyond our first attempt. 

To our eyes, which are used to modern negatives, this original negative is extremely dense, like 

a print, and a densitometer indeed tells us that it has a density reading of no less than 2.2. 

Referring to a 1930 article from Die Kinotechni/ť, a German magazine for cinema professionals, 

which describes the historical transition of negative density, it is clear that the characteristic 

curve of an original negative was generally much higher in the 1920s than nowadays. A density 
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I ElNE FAHRT DURCH DIE WACHAU (1912) 

[tJ Image scanned under default settings 

[2J Brightened image after compression 
and relocation 

[3J Optimised image 

.. Fumiko Tsuneishi 

t 
~. 

i 

VOM TABAKBLATT ZUR VIRGINIER (1927) Oark noise in the 

white area due to high density of the original negative 

uDie Entwicklung des kinematographischen Rohfilms({ 
Prof. Dr. J~hn Eggert. in Die Kinotechnik (Stl, ApriI1930). 186 

012.2 is relatively high, even compared to the standard lor 1927, although not extraordinary lor 

that time. With digital images, it seems that dark noise is someth ing Dne cannot yet lully avoid . 

II your source is a projection print, a density ol 2.2 can be common, but since dark noise stays 

in the dark area ol the final result, our eyes are not 50 much disturbed. Gur problem with this 

sourCe was that we had a negative with this high density and we got the gra iny noise in the 'Nhite 

part ol the linal result. From our research we had to conc lude, to our regret, that this material 

does not suit digital restoration at this time, so we simply made a line grain master positive. The 

resu lt was terrilic . Currently, lor analogue printing this density poses no problem. 

What we learned from th is experience is that one has to make a carelul choice ol what to re 

store digitally. Digital technology is stili in the process of development, and there is stili rnuch 

room lor improvement. In fact , just a lew months after this case , our Diamant soltware was 

updated, and stabilisation did work in spite ol these grains. In contrast, photochemical tech

nology is so mature that we are quite aware ol its capacity, as we ll as its lim itations. For us it 

is important to compare digita l and analogue means on an equal level and to lind the most ap 

propriate method ol restoration lor each individual source. Although it may sound parado>(i cal, 

in order to compa re to preservation carried out by opt imal contact printing lor picture quality, 

Dur current so lution is >digital re storation with as little digital interlerence as possible<. 

Aulhorised, revised version of an artic/e firsl published in Oclober 2011 as " From a Wooden Box to Digital Film 

Restoration. in the Journal ol Film Preserva ti on (84): 63-72. 
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Stretching the Borders. 
Preserving the Installations 
of Marijke van Warmerdam 

Introduction 

It is always a strange and exciting encounter when a restorer is confronted with the premiere r 
of the f inal preservation worl<. Usually this invo lves a publ ic screening of a restored film . In 

this case , however, it involved the opening of the exhibition at the Museum Boijmans van 

Beuningen in Rotterdam dedicated to the Dutch visual artist Marijke van Warmerdam . For the 

exh ibit ion, which opened in Octa ber 2011, the EYE Film Institute digitally transferred and 

restored severa I of th e a rti sťs film loops. For many, this wou ld be the first time that most ol 

her films would be experienced differently: projected by beamers instead of the 16mm and " 

35mm modified loop projectors for which she became internationally known. As for mysel!, 

I had never seen her work exhibited before the camera negatives entered our archive, bul 

this did not prevent me from wondering how the perception of her work would change after 

migrating it from one format to another, very different one. 

Tlle state of anxiety felt upon entering the exh ibition space betrayed a concern, no doubl 

shared by the artist herse lf, stemming from having spent months working towards a common 

goa l : to ensure that th e v isua l quality of the exh ibited images met th e high standards we had , 

set for ourse lves . Yet we had different perspectives. For the archive, one of the concerns ol 

this major project was wh ether her work would change in nature when translated from its 

original, ana logue form to digital, and how we could make sure to do just ice to th e essence 

of th e work in so doing . For the artist, meanwhi le, the main concern had less to do with • 

authentic ity and more with guaranteeing that the work would retain its aesthetic impact on 

IN PRACT ICE : Digi tal Film Res toration Within Arcllives " Simona Monizza 

Marijke van Warmerdam - Close by in the distance Exhibit;on curated by Jan Debbaut, Museum Boijmans va n Beuning en 
Photo: Lotte Stekelenburg. The image is reprod uced with the kind permission of Marijke van Warmerdam. 

lhe audience within the new medium. Th e exhibition became the space where these differ

ent approaches converged and where the vi sual perception of the work cOll ld be experi enced 

and judged. 

On ly th rollgh state-of-the-art projection does the restored wo rk come to life. Until recently 

in the ana loglle world , you cOllld sti li rely on a certain qual ity standard when using good pro 

jectors, even though some variab les always had to be taken into account. But this world is 

rapid ly changing , analogue projection is disa ppearing from cinemas (and even some arc hi ves) 

and the knowledge required to maintain and operate th e eqlli pment is becoming scarce. 

When you enter the world of digital project ion on the other hand , the scenario is far di /ferent : 

standards have yet to be estab lished and there are several , comp licated steps between th e 

linal re storation and its presentation with the resu lts depend ing on a variety ol factors, not 

least the exhi bitor 's budget. 
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70 This radically changing landscape is gradually forcing artists like Marijke van Warmerdam, ! 
[ 

who until last year had stili been working within the medium of film, to adopt differénl f 
strategies. Tacita Dean 's Fl LM, an exhibition shown at the Turbine Hall of the Tate Modern t,:' 

in London from ll'h October 2011 to l1'h March 2012, is in a way a response to this. The i ,. 
obsolescence of film technology is not only affecting display methods but also duplication ~ 

practices, and archives that deal with the preservation of artists' films or installation works 

are at times caught unprepared in what is stili a learning process in this transitional period 

from analogue to digital. 

I, 
I 
I 

ln this paper I will address the subject of perceptual change when translating an artist's film f , 
from the analogue to the digital realm . In doing so, I will focus on Dne particular case study, 

which I feel is emblematic of the problems and difficulties encountered when dealing with a 

body of work that has very specific visual characteristics and thus defies standard archival 

practice: Marijke van Warmerdam's film loop HANOSTANO (1992) . 

Lost in Translation 

»Film is not translatable . Lossless conversion is a fallacy. Conversion entails translation and 

modification - a facsimile or imitation. The reading may confuse the conversion for something 

else, for sometlling else is the certain result of the conversion.«l 

t 

I. 

ln which way does the translation from analogue to digital influence the aesthetic perception r 
of film and installation artwork? What do you lose or gain when translating an analogue-born I 

f 
artefact into a digital one 7 How does this translation influence the essence of the work, and r 

does this even matter? As audiovisual archives are embracing the digital era at an even faster 

pace than would be desirable, questions like these become crucial, even though the answers 

are not always immediately forthcoming. Moreover, they should lead to regular open discus

sions ar evaluations , as the choices ma de by preservationists dealing with these issues today 

will influence and determine not only how contemporary and future generations will experi

ence the audiovisual content being provided by these heritage institutions, but also what will 

be visible in future . 

Unfortunately, it is rarely the ca se that such a discussion arises. A certain blindness 10 

criticism Dr even doubts in favour of pragmatism rules this >transitional< field and the only 

voices of resistance seem to be coming from a small but determined group of artists, rather 

than archivists . There are exceptions, however. Michael Friend clearly points out where Dur 

t 
; 

I 
í 
~ 

I 
I 
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responsibilities lie in the accompanying publication to Tacita Oean's FILM exhibition: »For 

Ihe archivists, there is a looming curatorial issue concerning the extent to which the physical 

values, the original aesthetic, of celluloid-based moving images can accurately be captured 

and rendered - bacl, to film and on digital screens. We will have to improve aur methods of 

capturing and displaying historical film images, we will have to define what we consider ac

ceptable , authentic or false.« 2 

When speaking about the concept of capturing and translating analogue images in the digi

lal world, I am referring only to High Definition scanning Dr projection techniques. Anylhing 

below HO resolution (l920x1080 pixels) should be considered inappropriate by an archive 

when its goal is to display the images at a sufficient quality in a cinema or museum space . 

But th is option poses some problems. High quality digital projectors are stili very expensive, 

and thus off limits to a lot of institutions. Even the biggest modern art museums would not be 

able to afford the highest quality digital projectors for a large-scale exhibition. Compromi ses, 

therefore, have to be made, which in turn affect the quality of the images to a certain extent. 

Most of the current projectors are meanwhile better equipped to serve modern, digital-born 

media art than archival images with dlfferent aspect ratios and speeds. A certain speci al ist 

care and understanding is therefore necessary when testing the machines, as different para

meters might be needed, calling for a better collaboration between archives, art museums, 

arlists and technical suppliers . 

But it is not just the quality of images that are at stake here. Another problem related 10 the 

translation of images in the digital era is the medium specificity of most experimental and 

artists ' films , and the ethical issues re lated to the change of forma!. Some experimental film 

makers and artists take this medium awareness to the extreme, using celluloid as a ca nvas 

for their artistic expression. Vet these extremes push the very limits of restoration practices . 

ln restoring the films, a custom approach is often required, resultin~ at times in confllcting 

practices within the same institution ar in principles being bent according to necessity. This 

does not have to be considered strictly a bad thing if it opens up possibilities and begs re 

flection . 

Interest in the medium, research and experimentation within the medium, and awareness of 

using the medium in a specific way to achieve an aesthetic result are just some of the at

tributes that characterise experimental or artists' films. In a way, they also determine their 

fragility , for the perception af these films Illight, in fact, radically change when made digital. 
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72 There might come a day when the qua lity of digital images will not be any different from their 

analogue counterparts , but the conceptuallink between the content of the image and its me

dium of expression will be lost , together perhaps with the historical ,Iook< of those images. 

When trans lating to digital, the boundaries of intervention and simulation become vague, 

while the possibilities become infinite, making the decision process during preservation an ~ 

arduous one. Moreover, there is a world of difference between films produced for the cinema I 
and films created for an installation or exhibition. For a few yea rs now, EYE Film Inst itute I 

't;: 

has become increasingly aware of the potential value for our collection of works produeed r 
by visual artists as installations in gallery spaces. This interest has led us to approaeh a ! 

1, 

selected group of artists and museums for ca llaborati ve preservation projeets, but has also j' 
t 

exposed our limits , as insta lIation work often eomes with some very specific issues that do I 
not fit with standard practices. For instance, an installation work can often come with sev- t 

,,,' wmpo",o" 'o dlff",,' 'mm,', 'h" "qo',;og , d,ff",,' 'pp"och 'o jh"~ wllh wh "h I .•. 
we are more familiar when deal ing with cataloguing, preservation and presentation. Another ~ 

critical issue is the , Iimited edition< status of some of these works. Artists that seli their work I·.·. 

in a limited edit ion to modern art museums deal with a different economic system than the • 

archives are used to and commun ication between these two worlds, whilst not impossible, I 
has not always proven to be easy. 

Marijke van Warmerdam 

L Marijke van Warmerdam is an important Dutch visua l artist, best known for her 16mm and 

35mm film loops. Since the ear ly 19905, her film loops have been presented in semi-ob- t 
scured spaces within galleries or museums using purpose-built EIKI projectors with xenon 

light lamps for optimal image quality. Her films are not meant to be sereened in the cinema. 

Her background is in sculpture, but she turned to film as a way of maintaining through move-

ment the scu lptural element of her work and its relationship with the space. Apart from the 

position of the images with in the space , the size of the projected images also plays a key role 

in the creation of the desired sculptural effect. Some of her work is meant to be projected in 

life-size, start ing from the ground, in order to impart a feeling of reality to the spectators.3 

Her film projection methods have always stressed this scu lptural aspect by placing the loop 

projector prominently within the space, allowing the audience to interaet with both the pro

jector as well as the projected image. In 50 doing, she has proved influentia l in turning film 

i 
I 
f 
f 
! 
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t 

loop projection into an autonomous form of artist ic expression . "Her screenings - film loops 

requiring complex projector set-ups - are a far cry from conventional projeetions in darkened 

spaees, for her films are shown on screens and wa ll s in bright exhibition rooms or pu blie 

spaees where the viewer can move aroLlnd freely and enjoy an unconstrained, flexible re 

spon se to the play of images.« 4 

Marijke van Warmerdam has always been very specific about the look of her films and has 

put the visual quality of the image at the forefront of her warking method. She chose to 

shoot her work on 16mm and, more recently, 35mm film because of its high photographic 

qualities , working with professionals from the field and putting extreme care in the choice 

of colaur grading, camera work, editing and special effects . Her interest in the visual q ual 

ity of her work does not stop at the pre- and post-produCtion levels . The presentation of her 

work is every bit as important as it s making. When a museum purchases one of her artworks 

for its collections , she provides tl1e curators with detailed instructions on how to display it 

properly. On a different level , she has also developed a quite unique awareness, amongst art

ists and filmmakers, of the necess ity to care for the medium film in its own terms . Since the 

beginning, Marijke van Warmerdam has protected her original camera negatives by deposit

ing them in the acclimatised vaults of the film laboratory, producing preservation elements 

and master negatives to avoid the risk of damaging the precious camera originals during the 

process of striking prints for exhibitions. Logistically the laboratory was the perfect hous

ing plaee for her films , as she was able to produce new prints on demand at the galleries' 

request. The need to deposit her films in an archive was not felt. Thus, when we first ap

proached her in 2007, our offer to assume responsibility for the safeguarding of her films was 

politely refused. Back then , we could not provide large-scale digital preservation and film 

laboratories were not yet closing down . 

This situation changed within a couple of years, init iated by the retrospective being planned 

by the Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, where no less than twenty of her film loops were 

going to be exhibited posing the immediate problem of just how to exhibit them. Fin ding 

severa I 16mm and 35mm modified loop projectors was almost immediately discarded as an 

impossible task . The moment had come for Marijke van Warmerdam to consider a radical 

ehange of strategy. The seeds of this new approach towards digital display technologies had 

already been sown in 2010, however, when she presented HANDSTAND, her first film loap 

made in 1992, digitaliy at Huis Marseille in Amsterdam. 
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74 HANDSTAND and the Obsolescence of Technology 

Made in 1992, HANDSTAND consists of two different shots of a young woman performinga 

handstand against a wh ite wal l. These two shots are then looped to become what looks like 

a cont inuous movement where beginning and end disappear. This lilm loop was one ol her 

lirst works and was shot on 16mm Kodak camera negative. Parts ol the image are presented 

in slow motiol1 , the effect of which was achieved using an optical bench to copy the original 

l1egative onto intermediate positive , printing every second frame twice. From this intermedi

ate positive al1 internegat ive was struck, wh ich served as a printing master for the production 

of exhibit ion prints. 

r 
t 

Like many artists in this field, Marijke van Warmerdam produces her work in >editions<. In 

the case of HANDSTAND, the lilm came in five cop ies, or >edit ion s<, which have been sold to t 
modern art museums and galleries together with instructions on how to project them. When t 
they buy the edition, the museums also buy the rights to exchange the exhibition prints at t 
production costs whenever it is needed during the installation or exhibition 's run. Running on ~ 

a continuous loop through the projector, prints are apt to wear out rapidly and it is estimated 

that they usually need to be replaced once a week . f 
Since 1992 a lot has changed in ana logue film technology. Projecting 16mm loops on Marijke I 
van Warmerdam's preferred modified EIKI projectors with xenon lamps has beeome quite dif- I, 

fieult to organise . Both the equipment and the knowledge neeessary to run that equipment ! 

are rapidly disappearing. 35mm loop systems are even rarer to lind, likewise the right spare t 
I 

parts needed to maintain them. Ruud Molleman, the wizard behind most of the teehnical 

modifieations made to van Warmerdam's projectors, has reeently retired. Although he stili 

participates in the oceasion al small project, he would not be able to facilitate a large-scale 

exhib ition, which utilises the se loop machines over an extended period of time. 

With her chosen display technique having now become obso lete, Marijke van Warmerdam 

was, in a way, lorced to consider a different path lor the exhibition at the Museum Boijmans 

van Beuningen. Up until then , she had developed a reputation lor being a purist in her ap-

proach to her chosen medium. During a series ol interviews conducted with the artist in 

2003/2004, Mark-Paul Meyer, sen ior cu rator ol the EYE Film Inst itute, asked about her view 

on the luture of digital tech nologies in relation to her work. From a eurator's point ol view, this 

was a necessary question as it cou ld help determine preservation and presentation strategies 

for the luture should the work one day enter the Film Institute's collect ionsS 

í 
r 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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Back then, the photographic quality ol th e films was sti li the main reason behind the choice 

ol the medium. In 2003, nobody could have predicted the lull effect that digital technology 

would eventually have on the analogue forms of preservation and presentation. The radlcal 

developments in digital technology that have occurred since then, together with the urgent 

questions posed by the upcoming ex llibiti on at the Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, ac

celerated the need for Marijke van Warmerdam to adopt a new approach. Thi s created fertile 

ground for a new co llaboration between the artist and the EYE Film Inst itute . By then, we 

had developed a suitable digital preservation workl low within the Images for the Future 

preservation and digitisation project , which could guide the transiti on of her analogue work 

to digital . 

Although the project proved to be challenging, it also helped us to establish a standard work

Ilow, which could then be app lied to other MariJke van Warmerdam films, as well as lilms by 

other, similar artists. It was clear from the beginning, meanwhi le, t hat our task would not end 

with the digital restoration of her work and saving the files on Ilard drives . The sign ilicance ol 

the upcoming exhibition meant that we had to preside over the projection techniques as well, 

ensuring, together with the artist , that the way the work was going to be shown wou ld conform 

to the standards ol quality that we had set at the beginning. Th is involved th e collaborati on 

ol severa I different partners includ ing the Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, the laboratory 

CINECO (for the digital restoration work) and the company Beam Systems (in charge of the 

digital projection technique). 

Digital Workflow(s) 

,With digital film, I'm constantly wondering wh ether all the datais sti li well preserved .«6 

ln spring 2011, half a year prior to the opening of the exhibition at the Museum Bo ijmans van 

Beuningen, a digital version of HANDSTAND was shown at the Stedel ijk Museum in Amster

dam. Th is gaye us a valuable opportunity to test run a possible workflow. CINECO laborato

ries in Amsterdam collaborated in the technica l realisation of the restoration work. Using an 

Arriscan, they first scanned the original camera negative at 2K resolution . The scanned data 

was then graded and cropped to the film's or ig inal image aspect ratio, while the slow motion 

effect was reconstructed using digital edit ing techniques. The co lour grading was carried 

aut on the Nucoda grading su ite under the artisťs supervision . Once we had approved the 

linal result, the film was delivered to the Stedelijk in the lorm of sequential TIFF files. The 
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76 Stedelijk took over the project and arranged lor the lilm to be projected in their exhibition t, 

space. The l iles were compressed to a QuickTime movie lile , which was then projected using 

:c~:~:,s:n~cw:~eO~o~;r~l:t-:~li:y b:~:~~a::::vae~~ :~:tnu:~n:a:r::::~:a~;e:r~~n~r:~:::~~e:na: I 
>no ise< , on the wh ite background wall. This was the starting point ol an extens ive research 

project, which on ly came to an end with the opening ol the exhibition at the Museum Boij-

mans van Beuningen. 

To ascertain the root ol the prob lem it was decided to conduct a comparison between the 

t 
1. 

i .. original, ana logue projection and the new digital one at the Stedelijk Museum. Meanwhile, ! 

different compression codecs were tested to see il any unwanted side ellects had occurred 

when converting the origina I uncompressed logarithmic DPX liles to linear TIFF li les, but no 

problems were lound . A 16mm print ol HANDSTAND was projected using the original EIKI 

loop projector and compared to the digital image. From the comparison, we realised that due 

to its resolution, contrast and grain structure, the original camera negative was probably not 

best suited lor transfer into a high resolution digital lormat. The master negative used to 

produce the 16mm print, meanwhile, was already two printing generations removed lrom the 

original ca mera negative. The print therelore showed a more organic and natural presence ol 

grain than its digital counterpart. 

The slow motion effect, which magnilies the movement ol the grain in certain parts ol the 

image, might have also contributed to the perception ol the grain as a disturbing lactor in the 

much sharper, digital version . In a way, a whole new dillerent version had been created by 

going digita l, wh ich at this stage had li ltle in common with the look ol the original , analogue 

version. However, the decision to adopt digital technologies in allowing van Warmerdam's 

work to be exhibited in the near or distant luture was now set. Creating an improved digital 

workllow to guarantee the highest possible image quality within the available means therefore 

became our absolute priority. 

We started by going right back to the beginning and re-scan ning the lilm at 2K resolution. The 

decision to scan in 2K was mainly driven by the fact that current HD projectors can project at 

a higher resolution than belore. Even though most exhibition venues cou ld not show films at 

full 2K yet, they would be ab le to present films with a 1.33:1 aspect ratio at a resolution ol 

1600x1 200 pixels, when using a beamer with UXGA resolution. This automatica lly leads to 

the issue ol the lile format. We agreed to work with Apple ProRes files in the exh ibiti on as the 

t 
~ 
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format can accommodate either a resolution of 1600x1200 pixels or HD 1920x1080 pix:els, 

and can be opened easily in QuickTime player. 

Once it was clear that we were going to deliver ProRes Iiles, we asked CINECO to convert the 

original 2K DPX files to different ProRes variants (422 HQ and 444) and to compare them 

side-by-side on the Nucoda to assess any eventual loss of information or quality. As no crit ical 

loss cou ld be detected , we opted for the slightly lower quality, yet more convenient , Pro Res 

HQ 422 forma!. This also meant that the lile conversion cou ld take place within CINECO's 

regular workflow using their standard calibration settings, making it easier to control the 

quality at each step. The l inal , approved ProRes Iiles were delivered to Beam Systems, who 

proceeded to test them on severa l dillerent types ol projectors of different price and q ual 

ily ranges. The projector that showed the highest quality level during our test was , perhaps 

unsurprisingly, also the most expensive. For an exhibition containing 20 projected lilms, this 

was simp ly not an affordable opt ion. TIle l inal cho ice ol a projector ultimately depends II pon 

Ihe available budget - such compromi ses are a necessary lact when dealing with var ious 

conllicting demands, expectat ions and possibilities. For the exhibition , we seltled on u sing 

Panasonic PT-DZ570E projectors. 

While testing the projectors , we were surprised to be confronted with a different image to that 

which we had seen bac k at the lab. It seemed that the ca librations used by CINECO differed 

lrom the ones used by Beam Systems and this gaye the Iiles a different appearance on p lay

back. To bring back the original, approved look ol the lile , Beam Systems started re-grading 

them and changing their gamma. This unlortunately led to visual noise - the same problem 

Ihat we had encountered in the projection at the Stedelijk Museum. Rather than manipu late 

the ProRes liles, we real ised that lor optimal results the difference in appearance had to be 

researched and solved back at the laboratory. Once the prob lem had been located and sol ved, 

we were able to develop a workllow where no extra steps were needed between the creatiDn of 

the linal , approved ProRes liles at the laboratory and the ir projection in the exhibition. 

Conclusion 

As we were not involved in the linal sett ing up ol the beamers at the Museum Boijmans van 

Beuningen, the exh ibiti on open ing was the moment when we were first conlronted with our 

preservation work. Having gone through such a long period ol testing, we lelt conlident that 

we would not lace any surprises. Once we entered the main exhib it ion room, we lound our-
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78 se lves surrounded by beautiful hanging screens, upon wh ich the digital versions of Marijke 

van Warmerdam's f il m loops were projected back to back. Both the singu lar arrangement of 

the screens within the space, and the comb ination of the films triggered a playful dia logue 

amongst the f ilms on t l1e one hand, and between the film loops and the aud ience on the 

other. 

The immediate sensorial reaction was to the silence in the ma in room. I wondered how it 

would have been different had the noisy analogue loop projectors been installed instead, 

even though Marijke van Warmerdam has stated that she does not consider the sound of the 

ana logue projectors to play a crucia l role in the experience of her work. 

The level to which the sculptural nature of her work changed in the transition from analogue 

to d igital remained a difficu lt question to answer. From now on, this aspect of her work will 

be defined by the resolution used , as well as the size of the projection screen, the placement 

of these screens witllin t he exhibition space and how the aud ience interacts with them. With 

HANDSTAND, it was proved Ihat the efforts taken to ensure its visual qua lity did pay off. The 

image d id not reveal unwanted noise and we could finally enjoy t he mesmerising quality ol 

this work anew in li fe-size projection. 

This leads us to the heart of the question: how can the essence of an art work be defined and 

how does it change when translated from an analogue, three-dimensional work into a digital 

one? ln the case of Marijke van Warmerdam it is possible to say that the quality of the image 

forms the essence of her work and her working method , with its ,scu lptu ra l nature, com ing 

second . Select ing a lower reso lution scan or display method wou ld, therefore, do a major 

injust ice to her aesthetic and artistic intentions. 

Stri pped of thei r analogue Illachinery, van Warmerdam's film loops have entered a new di

mension. While t hey appeal' more clean and stabl e than their ana logue counterparts , they stili 

bear the unmistakabl e ,Iook, of f ilm , thanks 10 the ir masterful ci nemalography and inherenl 

film grain, which was de li berate ly not elim inated during the transfer process . In a way, the 

focus of t he spectator is now, more than ever, directed so lely towards the images and their 

aesth et ic power, and less towards the ir display context. This, of course, then infl uences Ihe 

way Ihe spectator perce ives these images. 

II cannot be denied, however, that an essential element of her work has now disappeared in 

its new, digital dimension. The formal strategy of the 16mm and 35mm film loop projection 

technique has disappeared behind the ,invisible, beamer and with it to a certain extent Ihe 
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materia li sat ion of lime. Whether or not Ihis wil l affect the perception of her work remains to 

be seen. Surprisingly, this was not a topi c of ref lect ion in the exhib it ion's accompanying cata

logue. Hopefu lly, it will remain a topic of concem for archivists and conservators in this time, 

when rapid technologica l change is seriously affect ing the preservation and display of mu

seum co llections. Keep ing the debate about ,best pract ices< alive and sharin g experiences, 

while never forgett ing lhal whatever decision we make, we are responsible for the long-term 

visibil ily of the col lection for future generations, become in this transitional period a call for 

action that simply cannot be ignored . 
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80 " Reto Kromer 

The Preservation 
of Home Movies: 
A Field Report 

I 
This article distills some of the expertise gathered over a quarter of a century in the field. I 
It reports on the difficulties of respecti ng the eth ical princip les of conservation and restora- r

tion from withín the specífi c f ield of home movies, especia lly with the ongoing move from t 
analogue to digítal. It illustrates the vast area of experimentation by small gauge amateur f, 
filmmakers , and how digital techniques today can give us greater opportunities for both pres- t 
ervatíoll and access to t his very special herítage. [ 

~. 

t An Ounce of Ethics 

To begin with, a líttl e refresher on ethics cou ld be usefu l. The following three princ iples have 1 
governed our restoration work for yea rs. At our lab, we believe a restorat ion can only be con· I 
sidered such íf: t 
• the probability that a work is ava ilable in its integrity in the future is increased; 

• all th e optíons that ex isted before takíng an actíon remain open afte r the action; 

• every step ís carefu ll y documented. 

If, after restora tion, t he pro babi lity of surviva l decreases, then you are certainly doing some

thing wrong; and if the probabi lity remains the same, you are si mply losing your money. We 

be lieve that resto rers today do not have the right to close off the doors to th e next generation. 

On the contrary, thei r work has to keep all the possib ilities open for future restorers. Even 

if it is IlOt always possible to do this in practice, it should stili rem ai n our idea l goal and we 
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should at least always keep it present ill our minds, even if we cannot follow the principle 

to the letter. We must know when we are doing something >dangerous< . And the third point 

shou ld be the evidence. Every single step must be carefully documented. In documenting the 

restoration process, the following questíons mu st be answered: 

• What is the state of t he original element before taking act ion? 

• What kind of intervention is done? And how? And why? 

• What is the state of the original element after taking action? 

• Which new elements have been produced? And how? And why? 

Please keep in mind that if you go through an ana logue or a elígital resloration process , you 

end up with more elements to take care of, not less. 

Everything has been Explored 

The small gauge formats current ly sti li in (albeít limited) existence are: 9.5mm (Pathé Baby) , 

16mm, various 8mm flavours and Super 8. 

The image is often reversa l but can also be negative-pos itive. Sometimes the majority of 

a reel has been shot in black and wh ite with some key scenes shot in co lour. Many co l Dur 

systems are to be founel in home mov ies: tl1e spectacular Kodachrome, th e natural colours 

produceel by the fascinating lenti cular system s like Koelacolor anel Agfacolor, or the tech ni 

ca lly tricky to achieve Dufaycolor. 

The possibilities to add sound to the image are va st: from a music cassette player started 

more or less simultaneously with the projector, to a fully míxed magnetic or opt ical SOLI nel

track (commag or comoptl , or t he synchronous separate magnetic reels used by televis ion 

(sepmag). And, of course , both mono and stereo formats have been extensive ly used . 

Typical issues inherent to sma ll gauge amateur films include fli cker, blurriness, instabi lity, 

creative ly adventurous splicing techniques, over- anel underexposed shots, non-standarel pro

jection speed - and, of cou rse , all kinds of scratches . Many of these issues are freq uentl y to 

be encou ntered all at once on a si ngle ree l of film. 
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82 Analogue and Digital Workflows 

Tilere are several possible workflows for tlle restoration of 9.5mm films . To date, we have 

explored tlle following in aur lab: 

• Analogue blow-up to 16mm 

• Analogue blow-up to 35mm 

• Digital blow-up to 16ml11 

• Digital blow-up to 35ml11 

• Digitisation ill HD quality 

Tilere are other possible workflows, wh ich we have not yet attempted, including: 

• Analogue reduction onto Super 8 

• Digitisation in SD quality 

• Digitisation in 2K (or higher) quality 

Currently, we are exploring the exciting possibility of recording digitised images onto 9.5mm 

film. In reality, this experimental project will entail the recording of the images onto 16mm 

stock, which will then be cut to the 9 .5mm format. 

But in the Meantime ... 

I strongly suggest we continue to follow the best practices which archivists have been fal· 

lowing in the ana logue world for decades. Please continue to take care of the >original< film 

elements. I am convinced that in the future we or our successors will be a lot happier if we 

stili have the option to go back to those >original< film elements. For this reason, >original< film 

elements should be kept for as long as possib le, even in the >digital era< (and, I guess, al50 

the post-digital era). 

Every arcllivist silou Id be effective. In the end, on ly one cost-efficient solution exists in the 

real world: 

• Keep the >origina ls<. 

• Take more preventive actions on >originals< 

(improve storage conditions by improving insulation, air conditioning and packaging). 

• Less handl ing of the >origlna l<. 

• Create digital copies for easy access. 
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Nine Point Five. 
A Rediscovery 

The Austrian Film Museum is not, strictly speaking, a >National< or >Regional< Film Archive , 

entrusted with the mandate to collec t and safeguard solely national or loeal film production. 

More akin to an art museum, the Film Museum has been relatively free in its choice of what 

to acquire and wlly. As such, tlle collections preserved within its vaults located in Vienna's 

19th district constitute a broad and faseinating erossover of nalional and super-nationaf (in

ternational) film heritage . 

Since its foundation in 1964, the Film Museum has adhered to a very precise and well defined 

curatorial orientation in its collection and preservation activities , namely: »[thel representa

tive portrayal of the medium [filml, [ ... l through outstanding examples of all its variants« 1 

lIs collection therefore ranges from vintage 35mm nitrate prints of early hand- or ste ncil

co loured films such as those by Segundo de Chomón, right the way through to Stan 8rak

hage's experimenta l 8mm films; from the masterpieces of the great Soviet directors such as 

Ei5enstein, Dovženko and Vertov, to deposits and donations entrusted to the Fi lm Museum by 

artists and filmmakers stili active today. 

ln recent years , the Film Museum has increasingly turned its attention to orphan and ama

teur films . This new focus has manifested itself in severa I large-scale projects involving the 

acquisition, catalogu ing and digitisation of small gauge films that were (or are now) pa rt of 

the Film Museum's colleetion. The amateur film collection current ly consists of around 8,000 

individua l elements, including >home movies< or home-made f ilms, as well as reduction p rints 

of commercial films for home viewing in 8mm , Super 8, 16mm and 9.5mm formats. 
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84 The 9.5mm films in particular offer material of incredible historical relevance, ranging from i; cinema is rapidly changing and the film industry is adopting new tech nologies: film is fasl be-

eye-opening images that document tlle annexation of Austria by Hitler's regime in the 19305, ·" ing overtaken by Digital or >D-Cinema,. 16mm is today virtually an obsolete forma! itself: f ilm 

to simple visual records of family vacations in the 1960s and '70s. Almost all of the films 

are unique items existing only as single prints. Their high value therefore demands a greal 

sense of responsibility from the Film Museum in its commitment to their ongoing preserva· 

tion. Unfortunately, the 9 .5mm format has now become obsolete and printing of new copies 

by analogue means is only possible in a few, highly specialised laboratories. 

At the same time, the Fill11 Museum faces a great challenge in deciding how best to simu lale 

and/or clarify the original viewing context of these fill11s, especia lly when the fill11s themselves 

are in SUC ll a precar ious cOlldition that they can no longer be screened using a convent ional 

9 .5111111 film projector. Every arch iv ist is familiar with the fact that the films should first be 

preserved before they can be safely screened, and the films belonging to the Film Museum's 

amateur film collect ion are 110 exception. 

An Archival Dilemma 

For the routine preservation of small gauge films with such a high degree of obsolescence, 

film arcllives are effectively faced with two options: d igitising the original film elements in a 

variety of different sta ndards and resolutions , ar blowing them up to 16 ar 35mm film photo· 

chemically in one of a few specialised laboratories, such as Synchro Film in Vienna , which is 

equipped with opt ical wet-gate printers for this purpose. 2 

From a long-term perspective, however, neither of these so lutions can be considered entirely 

adequate. On th e one hand, digita l preservation alone is not sufficient. As has already been 

determined by severa I major investigations, digital preservation requires the frequent migra· 

tion of data, which in turn necessitates a constant and considerable financial investment far 

outstretching the budgels 110rmally afforded film archives 3 Moreover, Ihe obsolescence ol 

digital standards and platforms is so rapid Ihat one cannot even begin 10 calculale the total 

long-term investment in terms of hardware/software upgrades and personnel. However, there 

is no doubt that Ihis is t lle direction in which technology is current ly heading. 

16mm analogue film, meanwhile , offers a format which is most sim ilar to 9.5ml11 in terms ol 

image dimension , portabi lity and functionality. Moreover, preservation on film offers a less 

problemat ic scenario, as it is far less expensive and logistically much safer - under optimal 

storage conditions, a film print can last for several hundreds of years. However, the nature ol 
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laboratories are systematically phasing aut the printing and processing of 16mm films, while 

film stock manufacturers threaten to cease the produ ct ion of 16mm raw stock. As a result, 

the costs of analogue preservation on 15mm are ever increasing and the possibility of actively 

preserving entire co llections of 9.5mm films >on film' appears less feasible. 

ln addition to losing its market , the obsolete 9.5mm gauge has also lost its ideal scree ning 

environment, namely private homes, in the presence of the families and friends of each i ndi

vid ua I filmmaker. This aspect of the amateur film heritage is not restorab le, pertaining as it 

does to the sphere of individual experience and the emotional connect ion to the film content. 

A key question concerning these films is t herefore how best to reflect the way private content 

was conceived , realised and shown in the past cen tury. If, on the one hand, the content is 

digitised, it could be easily distributed via platforms like the internet or TV-on-demand. Ethi

cal and legal problems could emerge from such an approach, however. The way the content 

is received by a wide , >massified, audience on the web risks overlooking the historical and 

contextual specificities of the films concerned. The need to show these films in the cinema's 

,black box, corresponds to the need to discuss their content and the technical hi story of the 

medium that generated that content. 

ln contrast to commercial cinema and a significant fraction of experimental cinema, it is no 

longer poss ible to re -create the exact same historical viewing experience of amateur film s in 

their natural form of >home screen ings, . Nonetheless, it is at least possib le to open up the 

discussion around them and to propase incre ased access to the film s by opening the original 

film collections to the public or cu rating programmes at spec ialist film festivals and simi lar 

initiatives. The opportunity to see how the ori gina l was created should be endorsed with the 

active involvement of the filmmakers and/ar their families where possib le. In the case of 

>orphan, films, where the identi t ies of the authors are unknown, screening th e films cou ld 

meanwhile prove an invaluable aid in locat ing and identifying their rights holders. 

The Approach of the Austrian Film Museum 

ln addition to its regular preservatioll and pre sentation activities, the Austrian Film Museum 

has been a partner - togeth er with the Austrian Film Gallery, Krems, and Filmarch iv Austria 

- in a pioneering project to develop and operate working laboratory facilities for the d igital 
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86 restoration of archiva l films. With a rare opportunity to use top-grade software and hardware 

on a regular bas is, t he Film Museum decided to devote some of its energies to the ambitious 

experiment of restoring a selection of digitised 9.5mm films and reprinting them on 35mm. 

Its aim was to lay the foundation of a future standard procedure for the restoration of films 

on small and obsolete gauges that could be implemented by other film heritage institutions 

r 
as well. The candidates to be restored and preserved on 35mm are selected following an I 
analysis of their historical and archival representative value in line with the Film Museum's .• ,'. 

restoration poli cy4 . 

As the Film Museum has no possibi lity to digitise 9 .5mm films at its own facilities, this task 

had to be outsourced - in this ca se to La Camera Ottica , the University of Ud ine's film and 

video laboratory in Gorizia, Italy. Together with Home Movies - Arch ivio Nazionale del Film di 

Famiglia (the National Home Movie Archive) in Bologna, the lab developed a custom scanner 

capable of digitising 9 .5mm films in up to 2K (2048x1556 pixels) resolution. Before the li lms 

are sent to the laboratory for digitisation, they are carefully inspected and, where necessary, 

repaired. The archive staff ana lyses each film print, measuring its length and determining its 

physical condition. In some cases, th e archivist will need to add new start and end leaders 

and repair damaged splices , taking great care to ensure that no frame is lost in the process. 

The 2K, lO-bit logarithmic scans are delivered as sequential images files in Digital Picture 

Exchange (DPX) format, which are subsequently imported into the Diamant film restoration 

software for defli ckering, stabilising and cleaning. 

The use of digital image restoratlon software on films like these must be careful ly monitored, 

as the use ol 'radical, tools for deflickering and degraining introduces the risk of 'overdoing< 

the restoration work . The use of these tools has been proven necessary, since the inherent 

defects of the 9.5mm original will be significantly magnified when presented on the ,big 

screen, intended primarily for 35mm projection. This has the negative side-effect ol distract

ing t he audience, preventing them from focussing on the content of the film . When applying 

restoration tools , however, it is necessary to establish precise limits . These limits are deter

mined by t he restorer based both on his or her understanding of the historical material and 

own aesthetic judgment. The result is therefore a compromise between the original and the 

poss ibilities offered by modern restoration technology. 

Before the restored dig ital images are recorded out to fi lm, they are first graded to ensure 

the end result will achieve a ,Iook, sim ilar to the orig inal. The Scratch software developed 
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and marketed by Assimilate Inc. in the US is used for this purpose. Like most ol the tools 

employed in digital restoration , it was developed essential ly for use in contemporary film and 

television post-production and must therefore be adapted to the restorer's purpose. In the 

linal step of the process , the graded data (the so-called ,digital intermediate,) is recorded 

onto 35mm intermediate negative film stock using an Arri/aser film recorder. 

AII data produced during each step of the digital intermediate process are committed to LTO 

magnetic ta pe for long-term storage . Backups of the Diamant and Scratch sessions are also 

preserved together with all va luable metadata, serv ing to document the technical proceedlngs 

of the restoration. At the end of each restoration , exhaustive reports are compiled, which are 

retained for internal reference with an aim to eventually publishing them (in abridged forml 

on the Film Museum 's website. From the graded, restored DPX image files , a digital video file, 

encoded in Apple ProRes 422 HQ format at full 2K resolution, is also produced. These files, 

which are considerably smaller than the DPX sequences but stili of extremely high qual ity, 

are then retained on a local NAS-server as a more convenient form of access for re sea rchers, 

artists, filmmakers and other Film Museum co llaborators . 

Case Studies and Conclusions 

By the end of 2011 , the Film Museum had restored only two ,pilot, films , FAMILlENGRUP

PENB ILD and EROFFNUNG DER PACKSTRASSE. Both films originate from the mid-1930s 

and their total duration (at the appropriate projection speed of approximately 16 frames per 

second) is less than six minutes. However, the Film Museum's aim with these two restorations 

was to establish a standard method for the digital restoration of 9.5mm films, which could be 

applied to all future restorations. With that, the total number ol restorations should increase 

progressively, growing from around twenty minutes worth of films in 2012 to a predicted forty 

minutes in 2013. The practice adopted for these first two projects necessitates the use of d igi 

tal technology to ,blow up' the original 9.5mm frame to 35mm . This means that an image of 

55.25mm2 area is stretched to fill the entire silent aperture 35mm frame with an aspect ratio 

of 1:1.33 and 464.7mm2 image area (i.e . more than eight t imes its original size). In 35mm 

projection about lO% of the periphera l picture informatioll stored in the 35mm film frame is 

masked oft. Therefore, the perforatiolls located at the top and bottom of each 9.5mm fram8 are 

not visible on screen even though they are retain ed from the original in both the digital facsi mile 

(2K scan) and the 35mm ,blow up'. In contrast, if the 9 .5mm film origina l were to be projected, 
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88 the perlorations would be clear ly visible. An important aspect ol the 9.5mm viewing experience 

is therelore lost in its >transformation < to the 35mm lormat. 

With the >blow up, to 35mm, the inherent grain ol the 9.5mm original is enlarged . To work 

around this, grain management has to be ca relully applied. However, the resulting visual im

pression ol the 35mm >blow up, is somehow uncanny and unlit. The comparatively extreme 

width ol the projected 35mm image bears little resemblance to a projected 9.5mm image, 

which was intended to be shown on a sma ll screen in a home sett ing. 

One solution to maintain the essence ol the original 9.5mm viewing experience would be 

to print the digital intermediate letter- and pillar-boxed onto the 35mm Irame, i.e . with a 

reduced image concentrated ln the centre ol the Irame, surrounded by a >blank, area on all 

sides. The image would therelore appear sma ller in projection, simulating at least part ol the 

lilm 's original screening experience more closely. However, the extreme discrepancy between 

the visual content and the 35 mm lilm Irame (approximately only 40% ol the lull Irame image 

is usedl makes this a highly uneconomic option . 

As an alternative, the Film Museum is working to adapt its existing 35mm projection equip

ment to optimise it lor the presentation ol >b low ups, from small gauge lormats . With the use 

ol a lens with a longer local length and a more accurate mask, an uncropped image can be 

focused on the cinema screen at a smaller, more appropriate size. In this way, current analogue 

and digital technologies can be used in conjunction to mediate the production and presentation 

context ol the original 9.5mm amateur lilm works more satislactorily by contemporary means. 

I Frorn the Film Museum's »M is

sion StatementOl, ava il ab le online 

at, 11ttp.llwww.filmmllseum.atlenl 

about, us/ll1ission,statemen t 

, For alternative approaches to the 

preservatioll of small gauge forrna!s, 

see also th e con triblltion by Reto 

l(rol11er in this volume. 

3 The Digital Dilemma 1 & 2, and 

Lang Te rm Management and Starage 

af Digital Motion Pic ture Film Mate

rial, The Science Technology Coun

ci l. Available to download at, httpJI 

www.oscars.org/science-technology/ 

cOllnc il /publications/i ndex. hlml 

, See also the contri bution by 

Alexander Horwath in this volume. 

Com plete version, http Jlwww.fi lm

museu m. atl en Icoll ect i 0 11 sili I m _ COI

lection/digital,lilm,restoratioll 
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Film and Video Quality 
Assessment Too1s for 
Digital Preservation 

Quality assessment ol audiovisual liles is an important task in several steps ol the media 

production, delivery, preservation, restoration and content re-use processes. Today, main ly 

technical properties ol the liles can be checked, e.g. lile integrity or standards complian ce 

ol lile wrappers and encoded streams. Check ing the audiovisual qual ity manually results in 

extremely high labour costs. In this paper we prese llt a sem i-automatic quality assessment 

approach that combines the elliciency of lully automatic detection with the interpretati on 

capability ol humans to provide verilied high quality assessment results. We present a set ol 

10015 lor automatic content-based detection ol common video/movie defects like Iloise a nd 

film grain , test pattern, video breakup, sharpness, Ireeze Irame, and dust and dirt. The detec

tors are robust against common image degradations alld operate in real -time for content in 

standard definition resolution. The detection results are shown in a Graphical User Interface 

by providing various synchronised compollents lor visua li sat ion and verilication increasing the 

operator efficiency. We lurther propose extensions to tl1e metadata standard MPEG-7 in order 

to represent quality and impairment metadata in a well-structured and long-term interop er

able way. 

1 Introduction 

Qua lity control lor audiovisual (AV) files is an important ta sk in several steps ol the me

dia production, de livery, preservation, restoration and content re -use processes. In these 

processes AV files need to be checked on different levels. On the lile level data integrity is 
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90 checked by means of fixity information , e.g. with checksums or hashes implemented within 

storage, content or preservation management systems. On the file wrapper (e.g. MXF) and on 

the stream encod ing (e .g. MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 or JPEG2000) level standards comp liance is 

checked by means of avai lable industry tools . On the content level on ly a sma ll set of tools 

for spotting visual or audio distortions is avai lable. Today, manual checking of the visual and 

audio quality results in extremely high labour costs or, and if these costs cannot be afforded, 

in not assuring the content qual ity. The transition to file-based production and preservation 

environments enables automation of quality assurance tasks with the goals of reducing qual

ity assurance costs, increasing the quality of the content produced and assuring quality ol 

content ingested in and re-used out of a digital archive. 

ln t hi s paper we focus on recent results in content-based visual quality assessment (QAl. 

Section 2 presents archive related use cases for content-based visual QA. In Section 3, 

general approaches about how to do content-based QA are explained and selected. Section 4 

provides an overview of our novel tools for automatic quality detection, Section 5 on efficient, 

interactive quality verification tools, and in Section 6 we give an overview on our framework 

proposed for the standardised description of visual impairments. 

2 Archive Use Cases for Content-Based UA 

Content-based quality assessment can be benefic ial in various digital video or movie archive 

related use cases. 

For archive content ingest or migration, to 

• monitor the film scanning process, e.g. for white and black points, instability, 

lack of focus, fl icker, etc. 

• monitor if the video player shows problems, e.g. for head clogs, drop-outs, 

video breakups, off- Iock situations , etc . 

• check the encod ing or trans-coding, e.g. for blocking, sharpness, etc. 

For archive content selectioll, access and usage to 

• select the ,best quality copy, in case the content is ava ilable in more than one copy, 

• se lect a video or movie with minimum quality for a certa in usage, e.g. is the actual 

resolution of the content suitable for Standard Definition to High Definition up-conversionl 

broadcastlBlu-ray production . 
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• select a movie where addi ti onal post-processing costs can be avoided , e.g . a movie with 

low film grain noise/flickering/image instability, avoiding restoration costs. 

For restoration planning to 

• est imate the cost and time of restoration, e.g. based on amount of dust, noise, flicker a nd 

image instability present in the unrestored content. 

• select the most appropriate restoration tools/systems for content with spec ific impairments. 

3 How 10 Conducl Contenl-Based UA 

Although humans are able to provide very reliable quality assessments, in practice thi s ap 

proach is too time-consuming and the refore extremely cost ly. Alternatively, fu lly automatic 

QA approaches can be implemented very cost-efficient ly, but cannot provide the same fun c

tionality and reliability as human judgments. We thus aim at an approach combining the 

benefits of both worlds, i .e. the cost efficiency of automatic tools with the interpretation ca

pability of humans. Figure 1 illustrates this semi-automatic approach where audiovisua l files 

are first ana lysed fully automatica lly and then these analysis results are verif ied interactively 

by humans, providing a final quality report. 

Analysis 
Profile 

Setup (ance) 

D Interactive 
Verifi cation 

~'-------' 

Movie, 
Video 

Storage 

[[J.:t', ... ... . 
! . .,. , '\ 

:\1"- , 

, : " .'; 

Figure 1 Semi~automatic quali ty assessment \>J orkflmv cons isting of fuHy automatic quality analysis and inter
active quality veriftcation 
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92 An analysis profile def ines the type and parameters of automatic impairment detectors to be 

applied for a certain QA task, e.g. fil m scanning QA , video tape migration QA and restoration 

preparation QA. 

4 Aulomalic Content-Based Detectors 

Video/movie qual ity detection methods can be categorised by th e amount of information 

avai lab le from the original undistorted video/movie. Fu ll -reference methods need access to 

both, t l1e current copy and the original undistorted video/movie (the reference). Reduced-ref

erence QA methods work with only partia l information of the original video/mov ie. Reference

free methods rely only on t he current copy ava ilable. In the application areas preservation and 

restorat ion t he original undistorted video/movie is practically unavailable in almost any case; 

t herefore reference-free QA methods allow the widest range of appli cat ion. In the following, a 

set of state-of-the-art deteetors based on reference-free methods are descr ibed . 

Electronic noise (of analogue or digital source) or film grain noise is present to different de

grees in any video or movie content. Also, modern digital movie cameras create a sign ificant 

amount of noise wl18n shooting e.g. in low-light eonditions . The noise/film gra in detector sup

ports 11 0ise level est imatioll for different types of noi se, from ve ry fine elect ronic noi se , over 

different kinds of d igital sensor noise up to very coarse film gra in noise. Inter laced as well as 

progressively sampled video/movie is supported. The signal dependency of no ise (d ifferent 

strength of noise in different luminance and ehrominance channels) is also estimated . The 

detector is robust aga inst a wide range of image degradations incl uding flicker and image 

instabi li ty. The noise/grain value is est imated for every nth frame statistically from measure

ment va lues of a tempora l sliding window centred at the frame. A graphics card wi th CUDAI 

support is needed fo r the computationa lly expensive loca l motion estimation task, all owing 

the detector to operate in rea l-time for Standard Definition (SD) material. The detector can be 

used for detennining wh ether noise resto rat ionlreduction is required, e.g. in post-production 

or before archive eontent re -use or before play-out. It can also be used to monitor the fi lm 

sca nning process in regard to no ise produced by the scanner. 

TIle video breakup detector described in Winter et al. (2010) and Rosner et al. (2012) de

tects tempora l segmellts in the video conta ining major image disrupti oll s, for example caused 

by head clogg ing, assemble ed its , lost lock, recorded serious digital error co rrections , severe 

TBC hits and damaged tape s. A typical video breakup defect is shown in Figure 2 at the 
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lower-r ight. Although it is pr imar ily targeted to deteet ,ana logue< defects (showing hori zo ntal 

line distortions) , also severe digital errors (typica lly exhib iting blocking defects) are detected. 

The output of the video breakup detector is a li st of te lllpora l segments where video brea kup 

occurs, and a severity va lue for each segment which gives an indication of how severe the 

video breakup defect is. Due to a CUDA support ing graphics card for ca lcu lat ing key cornpo 

nents such as motion estilllation , tl18 detector is able to operate ill real-time for SD mate ri al. 

The sharpness detector measures the actual sharpness of the content, relative to the nominal 

video/movie reso lution. The sharpness va lue is ca lcu lated for every nth f rame in the video. It 

can be used, for example, to detect if cO ll tent has been up-sca led f rolll Standard Definitio n to 

High Definition video , ar to monitor the f ilm scanning process for aut of foc us qua lity contral. 

Freeze frames oceur when, due to various reasons, no va lid content data for the current f rame 

Gan be retrieved. In this case, most video player or transllli ssion devices deliver the previ

ous frame (or field) instead, leading to severa l consecutive frames with ident ica l content in 

the video strealll . The freeze frallle deteetor deseribed in Schallauer et al. (2009) detects 

tem poral seglllents where freeze frallle defeets occur. The detector is ab le to differentiate 

norma I static illlage eontent (e.g . titles and captions) frolll an actual freeze frallle defect and 

is robust aga inst noise which can be superim posed on frozen frallles . The detector oper ates 

si[''lificantly faster than real-time for SD video Illaterial. 

Dust, dirt and blotches are very frequent defects in archived fillll. They appear as bright or 

dar k spots of irregular shape and have in eOlllmon that a single defect of th is category occurs 

usually on ly in Dne frallle. Uti lising thi s cha raete ri st ic, t ll e Single-Frame-Defect (SFD) detec

tor described in Schallauer et al. (2007) Illeasures tlle alllount of dus! , dir t and blotches in 

a frallle as percentage of the image area occluded by these defects . The SFD defect alllount 

is ca lcu lated on a tempora lly sub-salllpled video, e.g. for every 20'" frallle . The SFD delee!or 

operates in real-time for material in SD resollltion. 

5 Efficient Manual Guality Verification 

Efficient visuali sati on and ver ifi cation of im pai rment analysis reslllts shall support an opera

tar to gel a qu ick overview of the condition of tlle Illaterial and to all ow for manual corrections 

and final qua li ty judgment by the operator. 

ln th e foll ow ing, we descri be the user inter face shown in Figure 2. It is composed ol four 

main parts: 
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Figure 2 User lnterface for efficient interactive verification of automatic detections 

CD Timeline views showing defect events for the full temporal range of the video. These 

include a global timeline view showing the shot structure and the temporal zoom period lor 

the timeline views in part 3. 

CD A defect list component showing defect events and their properties for efficient verification. 

<ll Timeline views showing a zoomed tempora l resolution providing a level of detail that can 

be freely adjusted . 

® A video player with frame accurate position ing support and audio playback. 

The video player is the central component ol the user interlace. AII other components syn

chronise with it. The video player can be positioned on an extra monitor lor playback in lull 

resolution. The other components, like the event list component and the timeline views, ean 

also be deployed on a second monitor. 

AII eomponents provide additi ona l navigation functionalities. Th e key Irame and stripe image 

timeline views shown in the bottom ol part 3 in Figure 2 provide a quick visual overviewol 

the video content. Key Irames and stripe images are aligned on the timeline accord ing to their 
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respective time po ints. Navigation is possible by clicking on the timeline , or by moving the 

serall whee l lor frame accurate positioning. 

Timeline views showing impairment detection results may either visualise continuous quality 

measures in the form ol line or bar charts such as the visual activity and the noise/grain level 

within spec ific time ranges . Detections having an event- like character are also visualised on 

limeline views by indicating the temporal segment ol the detection. These are , for exam pie , 

video breakups, uniform colour and test pattern segments . The different views appear both 

over the lull video range (part 1 in Figure 2) and lor the selected zoom period (part 3 in Fig

ure 2). For unilorm co lour detections the respect ive segments are additionally fill ed with the 

colour detected . 

The time an operator can spend to verily automatic analysis results is typically limited and it 

may be the case that not all delect detections can be manually verilied. So the time the op

erator has available should be utili sed best. For this it is very uselul to be ab le to handle the 

most relevant detections lirst. To support this, the detections listed in the defect li st view can 

be sorted by all co lumns. So, when sort ing by severity, an operator can efficiently verily the 

most relevant detections lirst. A detection can either be approved, discarded , or postponed 

lor later verification by the operator. After such a manual verification the next detectio n in 

Ihe list not verified yet will be selected . This verilication process is supported by a special 

mode where the video will play in a loop around the currently selected detection including a 

conligurable pre-roll and post-roll time. 

6 Representing Guality Metadata 

The description ol the quality of audiovisua l content and the defects it might conta in is part 

ol the contenťs preservation metadata. Thus, the metadata cannot be dependent on the spe

cific tools used for quality analysis, bu t must be understood by all the different preservation 

and restoration tools in the workllow. In addition, preservation metadata is on ly usefu l if it 

can stili be interpreted many years after its creation. These requirements call lor a standard 

ised approach lor representing quality metadata . 

The quality description sha ll all ow lor getting an overv iew ol the condition ol the audiovisual 

material. It shall thus be a compact description and contain details only il abso lu te ly neces

sary. The description is mainly produced by automatic tools, on ly validated by the operator, 

and it sha ll also be possible to process the description automatically. Therefore, 
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96 • the tim e po int or range lor which a description is val id must be specilied, 

• quality has to be quantilied numerically or by sets ol delined terms, 

• delects need to be unarn bigllously identili ab le, and 

• optionally, properties ol delects may be lurther described numerica lly or by sets ol 

delined terms. 

As the descriptions su pport t he user in getting a quick overview ol th e materials' cond ition, 

they shall be defined in a way that they are easy to visualise. Especially quality measures and 

defect descriptors that represent a larger time range shall al low condensed vis llalisation over 

time. Quantitative descriptions ol impairments shall correspond to the perceived' severity of 

the defect. 

6.1 State of the Art 

MPEG-7 is a standard for the description ol multimedia content, incl llding structuring the 

content as well as describing a number of low-, mid- and high-Ievel features for each of the 

segments in the strllcture. In MPEG-7 some impairment descriptors and description schemes 

have already been standard ised . The MediaQuality descr iptor (ISOll EC 2001) contains (I) a 

qual ity rating, expressed as a floating point value, (II) a rating source and (III) a list of per

ceptible defects, disc rimin ated into visual and audio defects, each ol them being a term in 

a c lassification scheme. Class ification schemes are MPEG -7 description schemes for defin

ing hierarchies of controll ed vocabulary. It is, however, not possible to describe th e delect 

in more deta il or its exact (spatio-)temporal location. The AudioSignalQualityDS (ISO/IEC 

2004) can be added to each audio segment and contains some segment-based audio param

eters and a list of error events. Each of these error events is described by the error class (a 

relerence to a term in a c lass ifi ca ti on scheme), time stamp and channe l number, detection 

meth od (manual, automati c J, releva nce, status and optional text annotation. 

6.2 MPEG-7 Extension for Vi sual Defect and Quality Description 

Based on an analysis ol the st ate of the art and the requirements defined above it becomes 

clear that MPEG-7 is a suitabl e standard to serve as a basis for the description of visual 

impairments. MPEG-7 allows to structure descriptions on different levels of granu larity and 

already offers some tools for quality descri pt ion, especially in the audio domain. Thus, we 
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Figuro 3 Top·level classes ofthe impa irment classification s(heme 
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98 have proposed an extension to MPEG-7 for describing visual impairments, similar to that for 

audio quality and defects defined in ISO/IEC 2004, a set of detai led descriptors for specific 

quality measures and defecl descriptors and an exlended classification scheme for visual and 

audio impairmenls. 

The extension is based on the MPEG-7 Audiovisual Description Profile (ISO/IEC 2012) which 

has been proposed for detailed description of audiovisual content in production and archiv· 

ing. The MPEG-7 extension for defect and quality description is available at Bailer et al. 

(20ll). 

There is a generic visual descriptor for defects which spec ifies general properties and reler· 

ences in a classification scheme. This is the minimum description of a defect, specilying 

its type and the segment of its occurrence. In addition , specilic descriptors for a number 

of defects and quality measures have been defined , which allow to describe their respective 

properties. 

Starting from the Brava broadcast archive programme impairments dictionary (Brava 2002), 

we have defined a comprehensive impairment classilication scheme that provides lor hierar· 

chical organisation and multilingual description of defects. The main organisation criteria ol 

the classification scheme are the visible and audible eflects ol delects. The top levels ol the 

visual and audio delects in the classilication scheme are visualised in Figure 3. 

Conclusions 

Content-based quality assessment is a benelicial tool in video/movie preservation related use 

cases, as it covers arch ive content ingest and migration, archive content se lection, access 

and usage and restoration planning. Automation ol QA is essential to. reduce costs; a sem i

automatic QA approacll optimally combines the efficiency of lully automatic detection with 

the interpretation capability ol humans to provide ver ili ed results. A set ol tools lor automatic 

content-based detection ol common video/movie defects like noise and Iilm gra in , test pat

tern, video breakup, sharpness, Ireeze Irame, and dust and dirt was presented, operating in 

real -t ime for content in SD resolution. In order to verily resu lts, automatic detections need to 

be checked by human operators . A tool was presented providing various timel ine views giv

ing a quick overview of the cond ition ol the material and supporting an operator in effic ient 

verifi cation and linal quality judgment. In order to ensure that quality ana lysis results can be . 

exchanged with tools throughout the workllow and remain understandable in the long term, a 
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description based on the MPEG-7 metadata sta ndard has been proposed. Our luture work will 

focus on the development of automati c quality detection and interactive verilication funct ions 

needed for the large number of additional impairments occurring in movie and video produc

tion, preservation, migration and re-use scenarios. 
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102 " Niko/aus Wostry, Si/vester Stóger, Kar/ Wratschko 

Mapping the Space/Time of 
Austrian Film Heritage. 
Digital Restorations of 
Fil marchiv Austria (2009-2011) 

Fi/marchiv Austria considers preserving and restoring the Austrian film heritage as one of its 

most important tasks. Within the process of restoration and preservation the entire Austrian 

film heritage needs to be taken into account. The following text covers the core topics oťour 

restoration projects and gives an overview of the fi/ms that have been successfully restored and 

preserved by digita/ means. The estab/ished workf/ow covers scanning at a reso/ution of 3K us

ing an Arriscan with wet-gate, fol/owed by automatic and manua/ retouch in the restoration soft

ware Diamant by HS-Art. During the digita/ manipulation we follow a str ict phi/osophy of ,/ess 

is more<. After c% ur correction , carried out using Scratch by Assimi /ate /nc., the fina/ data is 

recorded back onto 35mm internegative film stock using an Arri/aser. The ana/ogue outcome is 

then considered to be the new archival master material , whi/e the digita/ data of the scanned 

and restored fi/ms is saved on LTO tapes as DPX fi/es for future use. Hybrid restorations/recon

structions are carried out, thereby comb ining the best resu/ts of analogue and digita/ technol

ogy. Additionally, all fi/ms are a/50 made availab /e as positive prints for screening purposes. This 

secures an idea/ comb ination of high /evel preservation and proactive presentation. 

The Oldest Austrian Fiction Film Productions: Saturn 

The erotic shorts by the Vien !lese production company Saturn can be /abelled the o/dest Austri

an narrative motion pictures . Formally impressive and picturing erotic attractions in a diversity 

of genres, they can be considered as some of the most interest ing productions from the time ol 

pioneer fi/mmaking. Due to severe ageing and decay in some parts, poor recording techn%gies 

CASE STUD IE S: Digital Film Restoral ion Within Arch ives " Nikolaus Wostry, Si lvester Stoger, Kari Wratschko 

MESSTER KRIEGSWOCHENSCHAU NR. 20/1916: KRIEGS

BERICHTE VOM BALKAN (1916) 

IOAS STATTHALTEREISPITAL FOR KRIEGSVERWUNDETE 1M 

HAUSE DES FLOTTENVERElNSKINO IN WIEN VI, MARIA

HILFERSTRASSE 85-87) (approx. 1914) 

AUFREGENDE LEKTORE (J908/!0) 

BADEN VERBOTEN (1906/07) 

DIE MACHT DER HVPNOSE (1908/10) 

Mapping the SpaceITime of Austrian Film Heritage. Digital Reslorations ol Filrnarchiv Austria (20m 



104 as well as heavy censorship, lhe quality of the source material is, in some cases, extremely paor. 

Here, digital manipulation and ed iting possibil ities are very helpful in overcoming the problems 

caused, for instance , by severe censorship, which has left the sources as very disparate frag

ments suffering from heavy physical damage. Without manual retouch it would not have been 

possible to preserve these early films in such excel lent quality. Thanks to the full digital restara- . 

tion of 22 of the 31 existent Saturn films - in some cases original negatives - it was possible to 

enhance their visual appearance and pay them the respect they so truly deserve. 

"BADEN VERBOTEN A 1906/07. b/w . 21 Illetres " DIANA 1M BADE A 1906/07. b/w, 26.2 metre s "SCHLEIERTANZ A 1906/07, b/w, 12 me· 

tres " DAS SANDBAD A 1906/07, b/ w. 29 metre s " DER TRAUM DES BILDHAUERS A 190 7, b/w. 79 met res ,, [ElN MADCHEN ANS FEN· 

STER GENAGELT] A 1908/10, b/w , 22 metres " DER HAUSARZT A 1908/ 10, b/ w, 1265 metres " DIE MACHT DER HYPNOSE A 1908/10, 

bl .. , 130.6 metre s " WEiBLICHE ASSENTlERUNG A 1908/ 10, b/w, yo.4 metres " AUFREGENDE LEKTURE A 190 8/ 10, b/w, 61 metres. 

[DIE ZAUBERElEN DES MANDARINS] A 1908/10, b/w, 30 metres " JUGENDSPIELE A 1907, b/w, 25 metres " LEBENDER MARMOR A 

approx. 1908. b/ w, 106 metres" 1M BADE A approx. 190 9 , b/w. 70.6 metres 

Austria in Historical Film Documents, the Habsburg Monarchy and the First World War 

Today, Filmarchiv Austria is responsible for housing the largest collection of film material 

dealing with the era of the Habsburg monarchy. Historical film documents from 1896 to 1918 

provide a striking depiction of the impressive changes of the early 20th century. Following 

extensive acquisition activit ies, Filmarchiv Austria has managed to increase the size of its 

core co llection dedicated to Austrian fi lm heritage and to systematically preserve these films 

over the last years . In 2011, the first four films of this collection were digitally restored in fu II 

and consequent ly the safeguard ing of these holdings is slowly being transferred to the digital 

department. Especially in regard to the historical colouring techniques that were so important 

for the Austrian war propaganda, the enhancements possible with digital colour correction 

have made this step more than worthwhile . Also, when looking at parts that have suffered 

severe nitrate decay, it is very helpful to carefully correct the colour of the remaining Image 

whi le keeping the decay visible to be preserved in the same state as the originals. 

"WIEN. NEUE POLNISCHE LEGIONARE ZIEHEN INS FELD Germany approx. 1914, Eiko-Woche, colour, 75 metres " [OAS STATTHAl· 

TEREISPITAL FOR KRIEGSVERWUNDETE 1M HAUSE OES FLOTTENVEREINSKINO IN WIEN VI, MARIAHILFERSTRASSE 85-871 A ap· 

prox. 1914 , colour and b/w. 29 metres " MESSTER KRIEGSWOCHENSCHAU NR. 2011916: KRIEGSBERICHTE VOM BALKAN Germany 

CASE STUDIES ; Oigital Film Restoration Within Archives I I Nikolaus Wostry, Silvester Stoger, Kar1 Wratschko 

lEICHENBEGANGNIS ALBERT BARON ROTHSCHILD (1911) LEICHENBEGANGNIS ALBERT BARON ROTHSCHILD (19U) 

HNE FAHRT DURCH DIE WACHAU (1912) EINE FAHRT DURCH DIE WACHAU (191 2) 

VOM TABAKBLATT ZUR VIRGlNIER (1927) 

Mapping the Spa ce/T i l11e of Austrian Film Heritage. Digital Restorat ions or Filmarchiv Austri a ( 2 0 0~ 



106 1916, Messter,fihn Berlin , colour, 65 Inetres » KRIEGSBILDER VOM BALKAN A approx. 1917, Sascha , Messter film, b/w, 61 metres > 

SASCHA-MESSTER KRIEGSWOCHENSCHAU VON DER HOCHALPENFRONT lU ITALIEN A approx.1916, Sascha ,Messter, Wien. b/w.45 

met re s » SASCHA KRIEGSBERICHT NR, 79B, AUFNAHMEN VON DER RUSSISCHEN FRONT 1M AUFTRAG DES KRIEGSMINISTERIUMS 

A 1916, Sascha- film , Wien . b/,". 81 1llelres 

Austria in Historical Film Documents: A Historical Topography 

One of the long-term preoccupations of Filmarchiv Austria , including its digital restorations, has 

been the systematic development of a cinematic topography of Austria's regions and counties. 

Mediated through DVD publications and >on site' screenings , this topic constantly receives a 

highly positive respollse . By screening documents that not on ly show and help to understand 

crucial caesuras of Austrian history but also communicate local and regional stories of every' 

day life, the Austrian audiovisual heritage ga ins a new and heightened value . In EINE FAHRT 

DURCH DIE WACHAU, d igita l colour correction once again proved its merits, The colours of this 

tinted and toned film are faded to such a degree that they could not be rega ined by analogue 

copying as attempts to enhance the visible colours led to hard contrast and oversaturation in the 

duplicates. Only by worki ng with Scratch was it possible to shift the different colours separately, , 

while also taking care ol the contrast in the process, It is also worthwhile to mention the resto, , 

ration ol VOM TABAKBLATT ZUR VIRGINIER here. This film shows the production ol cigars in , 

a factory, the grounds of which housed the very faci lit ies where the film was digitally restored. -

»LElCHENBEGANGNIS ALBERT BARON ROTHSCHILD A 1911. Osterreichisch-ungarische Kinoindustrie Gesellsc haft m.b.H .• Wien. b/~ 

60,5 metre s » OAS E1NKUCHENHAUS A 1923. b/w, 523 metres" VOM TABAKBLATT lUR Vr'RGINIER A 1927. Ing. Karl K6finger,filll\ 

b/w, 564 met res» EINE FAHRT DURCH DIE WACHAU A 1912. Sascha,filmfabrik Wien. colour, 96 metre s 

Historical Film Documents: The Period of National Socialism in Austria (1938-1945) 

INATIONALSOlIALISTISCHER AUFMARSCH UNO FAHNEN
WElHE IN KREMS AN DER DONAU) (approx, 1938) 

ln some cases, the use of digital restoration is considered an important means to facilita!e 

a more direct immers ion for viewers , which often triggers a persona I or even emotiona l reac', 

tion. Especially in the case of l ilm material from the era of National Socialist Austria, stran&, 

feedback Irom the public can be observed in respect to films shown in previously unseeof 

pi cture quality, natural colours and with digitally corrected fading, It seems that digital res·, BRAUTlGAM AUF KREDIT (1921) 

toration helps to underline the historic content of those documents and its importance whe~) 

their quality speaks in a more contemporary visual language. 

[ADOLF HITLER BESUCHT AM 3./4, APRIll938 DIE 
STEIRISCHE LANDESHAUPTSTADT) (1938) 

[DER BAU DES SODOSTWALLS IN DER UNTERSTEIERMAR K) 
(1944/45) 

BRAUTlGAM AUF KREDIT (1921) 

CASE STUD1 ES: DigHal Film Restora lion Wilh in Archives " Nikolaus Wostry, Silvester Stoger, KarI Wrat schl!, 
Mapp ing the SpiJcelTime af Aus trran Fi lm Heritage. Digi lal Res toratians af Fllmarchiv Aus tr ia (200 ~ 



!O8 " [NATIONAlSOZIALISTlSCHER AUFMARSCH UNO FAHNENWElHE IN KREMS AN DER DONAU] A approx. 1938, b/w, 148 metres ,. ' 

[ADOLF HiTlER BESUCHT AM 3./4. APRIL 1938 DIE STElRISCHE lANDESHAUPTSTADT] A 1938, colour, 41 metres ,, [NATlONAl' 

SOZIALISTlSCHER KRElSTAG IN KREMS AN DER DONAU] A approx. 1939, b/w, 65 metres" [DER BAU DES SUDOSTWALLSIN J 

DER UNTERSTEIERMARK] A 1944/45, b/w, 271 metre s 

Austrian Feature Films ol the 1920s 

ln the 1920s, Austrian fea ture lilm production reached its peak expansion. Catalysed by the 

immellse inflation the Austriall currency went through during that period, it was possible t6 
export feature l ilms below the global market prices. Thanks to the subsequent widespread 

distribution, many Austrian silent feature fi lms - in contrast to Austrian documentary films 

- could be conserved as unique elements in international archives. Through repatriation ef-. 

forts, Fllmarchlv Austna has been able to bulld up an exceptlonal collectlon , whlch not only 

includes a high variety of oeuvres but has also made it possible to create a work-centred clas"" 

sification of this production period for the first time. 

As multiple sources are frequently available, a >hybrid< restoration workflow is partly used iQ 

the reconstruction of fi lms from that period. Sometimes unique, hand-coloured elements are 

digitally restored and colour-corrected while other parts of the same film are contact-printed 

and then joined together with the digitally treated parts in the final reconstruction. In addi; 

tion, a renewal and extension of badly preserved flash titles is carried out digitally whereas 

the moving image parts are copied photochemically. For instance, the copy of DER JUNGE 

MEDARDUS contained very poor flash titles, a significant number of which were documented, 

but no longer available as actual titles. Thus, by comb ining digital compos iting techniques 

with letters ol the existing titles, it was possible to clean them and even reconstruct the miss

ing ones in their original t ypeset. 

These >ana logue/d igital hybrid< recon structions combine the best of both worlds and help to 

bring important Austrian silent films back to life and onto the scree ns of film festivals like Le 

Giornate dej Cinema Muto in Pordenone. 

"BRiiUTlGAM AUF KREDIT A 1921 , Vola -Film, Wien, directed by Hans Steinhoff, co lour, length of restored colou r se· 

quences: 57.7 metres" DER JUNGE MEDARDUS A 1923, Sascha-Fi lm , directed by Mihály Kertész, b/w, reconst ruction 

of in!er!i!les, ex!ension of flasll intertitles" DER MANN, DER ZWElMAL STARB A 1922, Allianz-F ilm , directed by Franz 

Her!erich, colour, reconstructioll of intertitles, extension of flash interti!les 

CASE STUDIES: Oigitat Film Restoration Withil1 Archives " Nikolaus Wostry, Silvester Stoger, Kari Wralschko 

GUCKlOCH (1970; after restoration) 

HO ANTHROPOS (1970) SCHILLERS RiiuBER (1926) 

[lERNE SCHWIMMEN] (1926) 

Mapping the SpaceITirne ol Austr ian Film Heritage. Digital Reslorat ions ol Filmarchiv Aust ria (2009 



110 Austrian Avant-Garde Film 

Another focus of Filmarchiv Austria's digital restoration department concerns Austrian avant

garde film_ 2011 saw tlle rediscovery of one of the most important Austrian auteur filmmakers 

of the '70s and '80s, Mansur Madavi. Two of his early works, HO ANTHROPOS and GUCK

LOCH, both key works in the director's oeuvre, cou ld be made accessib le again through full 

digital restoration and were shown during the first big Madavi retrospective at Filmarchiv Aus

tria's Metro Cinema as well at the Czech film festival in Uherské Hradiště and in Mexico City 

following a guest lecture by Filmarchiv Austria at the Centra de Capacitación Cinematográfica. 

The only elements known to be in existence, each a 16mm b/w reversal film with a variable 

area optical soundtrack , served as source materials for the two restorations. Only in the case 

of GUCKLOCH a magnetic sound tape could also be located, which served as a source for the 

sou nd _ After the image restoration and the creation of a new sound negative from the mag

netic audio tape of GUCKLOCH , the synchronisat ion turned out to be a confusing obstacle as 

the film is highly experimental in character and no synchronisation marks were manifest. The 

only way to proceed was a painstaking trial and error routine which, in the end, generated a 

mesmeri sing resu lt on ce the right synchronisation point had been found. 

" HO ANTHROPOS A 1970, directed by Mansur Madavi, wi th sound , b/w, 264 metres" GUCKlOCH A 1970, directed by 

Mansur Madavi , with soulld , b/w, 356 metres 

History of the Austrian Advertising Film 

ln the course of an ongoing research project, Filmarchiv Austria has been working in coop

eration with leading Austrian enterprises to review the history of Austria's advertising and 

industrial films. In 2011 , two of the earliest films, directed by Peter Eng (who, like Ladislaus 

Tuszinsky, was one of the pioneers of Austrian animated filml , were digitally preserved. Due 

to the generally poor tradi tion of preserving such material , the two films now count as treas

ures of the Austrian film heritage. 

,, [LERNE SCHWIMMEN] A 1926, directed by Peter Eng, b/w, 44.4 metres " SCHILLERS RAUBER A 1926, d irected by Peter 

Eng, b/w. 56 l11etres 

CASE STUO IES: Oigita! Film Restoration Within Archives .. Nikolaus Wostry, SHvester Stoger, Kari Wratschko 

» Giovanna Fossati 

The Restoration of 
BEYOND THE ROCKS 

The long-thought-Iost film, BEYOND THE ROCKS - directed by Sam Wood in 1922 and 

starring Gloria Swanson and Rudolph Valentino - was found by the Nederlands Filmmuseum 

(since 2010 known as EYE Film Inst itute Netherlandsl in 2004 and restored in 2005 . Both 

digital and photochemical techniques were used for this restoration project, which resu Ited 

in the product ion of seven different versions, namely two silent restoration film versions, two 

sound distribution film versions, one sound distribution digital version and two DVD versions 

with two different soundtrack options. 

News of the retrieval and restoration of this title has travelled across th e globe. Th e different 

versions of the film have been shown at severa l festiva ls and in hundreds of venues in Europe, 

North and South America , Australia and Asia. Such wide theatr ical di stribution, together with 

the DVD release and the television braadcasts (on Turner Classic Movies and on Dutch public 

televisionl, made it possible to rea ch a much larger audience than the quite specialised one 

that is usually exposed to silent films . Obviously, such a wide exposure 11as opened the forum 

for an unprecedented, broad discussion on fi lm restoration. The discussion focused, on the 

one hand, on the new possibil iti es given by technology and, on the other hand , on the eth ical 

issues related to its application. Some of these ethi ca l issues will be discussed while describ

ing the restoration of BEYOND THE ROCKS and the decisions taken along the way. 

Until 2004, BEYOND THE ROCKS was one of the many silent films considered lost for good. 

Between 2000 and 2004, an almost complete nitrate print of th e film resurfaced, literall y 

reel by reel, at the Nederlands Filmmuseum. The f ilm was he ld in several unlabelled cans 

The Restora" on of BEYOND THE I 



Il2 scattered throughout a large film collection donated to the Nederlands Filmmuseum by the 

family of a Dutch film colleclor after his death in 2000. Under the supervision of Co llection 

Specialist Elif Rongen-Kaynak<; i, it took approximately three years to register and identify this 

large collection and with it al l the reels of BEYOND THE ROCKS. The nitrate print, in the end, 

turned out to be almost complete, with only a few frames and shots missing. Remarkably, 

only two minutes of the recovered film were damaged beyond restoration and the overall state 

of the nitrate was relatively good. 

The valuable co llaboration with the University of Texas, Harry Ransom Research Center, 

where the Gloria Swanson Collection is held , and the Margaret Herrick Library at the Acad

emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, which preserves the Paramount Scripts Collection, 

helped the Nederlands Filmmuseum to reconstruct the film's ed iting and its t itl e cards. 

ING Real Estate financially supported this restoration project, wh ich was carried out in col

laboration with the Haghefilm Conservat ion Center. From the very beginning, it was decided 

that not only would the film be restored to its original silent version, but that a version would 

also be produced with a newly composed soundtrack, written and performed by the Dutch 

composer Henny Vrienten . 

The first digitally restored sound version of BEYOND THE ROCKS, carry ing the Dutch title 

cards that were found in the nitrate print, premiered in Amsterdam in April 2005 during the 

Nederlands Filmmuseum biennia l festival, the Filmmuseum Biennale . A second sound ver

sion was shown in May 2005 at the Cannes film festival in the Cannes Classics selection; 

for this version more digital restoration had been applied to the image (i.e . more scratches 

were removed) and new Eng li sh title cards, ba sed on the cont inuity script, had replaced the 

Dutch ones. In July 2005, the same restorat ion version was shown at the festival II Cinema 

Ritrovato, held each year in Bologna. Both the sound and the silent resloration versions were 

shown at Le Giornate dej Cinema Muto in October 2005. 

BEYOND THE ROCKS was by far the most ambitious restoration and distribution project car

ried out by th e Nederlands Filmmuseum at that point, in terms of investment, exposure and 

techniques employed . The whole project cost around 200,000 Euros, including the costs for 

the analogue and digital resloration process, the new preservation film elements, the distri

bution film prints, the realisation of the new soundtrack and the digital masters for digital 

projection, DVD and broadcasting . The cost of the restoration alone was about half of the 

total amount. It shou ld be noted that the average cost of a photochem ical restoration for a 

CA SE STUD IES: Digital Film RestOl'alion Within Arcllives " Giovanna Fossati 

Original Digital D1GITAL INTERVENTlON 
Nitrate Pril1t - Intermediate f-

:: stabi1isation 
Tinting 2K Wet-Gate Sean :: deflicker 

Duteh Title Cards Film, Data :: dust removal 
:: il1terpolation 
:: grading 
:: digital til1ting for HD Master 
:: stretehing 18 to 24 fps for sound versi on 
:: reformatting image ratio for sound version 

Photoehemieal t Duplication 
Film) Film Transfer to Film 2K Data) Film (B/ W Duplicate Negative) 

t t t t 
B/ W Dl/teh English Silent 

f-+ ~ Sound Version ~ Sound Version I-- RestoratiDn Duplieate Digital Backup 
Tinting with Tinting with Tinting with 

Negative Desmet Method Desmet Method Desmet Method 

I I J 
+ 

HD Master: Digital Distribution, DVD, Broadeasting 

Restor.tion workflow of BEYOND THE ROCKS (Sam Wood , USA. 1922 - (ourtesy of EYE Film Institute Netherlands) 

feature-Iength silent film is , even today, stili significantly less than that of a digital restora

lion. Nevertheless, a sole ly photochemical process could have never given results compar ab le 

10 those obtained by also applying the digital. Let us look at the restoration process ste p by 

step . 

Once the nitrate print was recovered and inspected, the first step for its preservation was 

to reconstruct the correct editing of the film . As mentioned above, this was made possible 

thanks to the availability of the original continuity script, kindly provided by the Margaret 

Herrick Library at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, with Paramounťs per

mission . After minor re-editing, the nitrate print was se nt to the laboratory, in this case 

the Haghefilm Conservation Center in Amsterdal1l, which specialises in the restoratio II of 

archival films. There , the nitrate print went through carefu l inspection and physical re pair. 

Every single joint , tear and sprocket hole was inspected and , where necessary, repaired by 

hand. Subsequently, the nitrate print was carefu lly cleaned. After repairing and cleaning, a 

The Iles loralion ol BEYOND HlE 



114 one-to-one photochemical duplication of the nitrate print was made to produce a black and 

white duplicate negative . This negative serves as the preservation element of the nitrate print 

before any kind of digital interventions are carried out. 

Before digitising the nitrate print, a series of tests were performed to establish the necessary 

reso lution and bit depth for capturing all the details of the print in the scan. Based on the 

tests , it was decided to scan the nitrate print at so-called 2K resolution (i.e . 2048 x 1556 

pixels per frame) and at a colour depth of lQ-bit logarithmic. The scan was carried oul at 

Haghefilm on an Oxberry scanner custom fitted with a wet-gale to eliminate the appearance 

of superficial scratches on the base side of the film. Due to the fragility of the material , the 

scanning proces s had to be carefully supervised and often the film had to be fed manually 

into Ihe scanner's gate. 

For the digital restoration of a film, every single frame is typically stored as a separate f ile. In 

the case of BEYOND THE ROCKS, 80,000 files were produced, accounting for a total of more 

than one terabyte of data. The files were subsequent ly imported in Diamant, a high-speed im

age manipulation software especia lly developed for use on digitised archival films . Note Ihat, 

during digital restoration, a temporary storage of about five terabytes was needed , more than 

four limes the size of the scanned film. The digital image restoration process included image 

stab ilisation , deflickering and dust removal. 

Digital stabilisation was needed because , mainly due to the shrinkage of the nitrale print, 

the image often shook on the screen during projection. Although it is possible to correct this 

instability with digital tools , the restorer's goal should not be that of total stabil isation . Film

born films, espec ially silent ones, have never been ,rock steady< . For BEYOND THE ROCKS, 

some image instabi li ty was preserved , which replicates the original appearance of the film in 

projection . 

Some of the scenes also suffered from quite heavy flickering, i.e. the instability of light within 

the sa me shot. After a set of reference frames was chosen, shot by shot, the Diamant soft

ware averaged all the frames accordingly. As in the case of stabilisation, the choice was not 

for a comp lete deflickering, but rather for a lower level of flicker, typical of film projection and 

not disturbing for the eye. 

Dust removal (also known as scratch removal) was also largely applied. Before digital tools 

for restoration were developed, il was possible to remove only superfic ial scratches that had 

not reached the image via wet-gate duplication. When a scratch has removed part of the 

CASE STUD 1ES : Digital Filrn Restorat ion Wi thin Archilles " Giovanna Fossati 

BEYOND THE ROCKS 1922 

Image before (top) and after (bottom) 

digital restoration of a patch in a frame 
(Courtesy of EYE Film Institute Netherlands) 

original image from one or more frames, the on ly option is to recreate the missing part in 

the digital doma in. This is possible by copying it from the previous or the following fram es . 

Dust removal is a very powerful tool but also the most delicate to apply. A film consists of 

several thousands of frames , each one conta ining hundreds of scratches as a result of heavy 

use and decay. On ly an automated filter can lack le such an enormous number of co rrectio ns. 

Since computer software cari easily misread the image and, by mistake, remove part of it as 

a scratch, constant supervision is required and, when necessary, software mistakes must be 

corrected by the restorer. 

TllC Hestoratlon ar BEYQN D THE R{ 
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BEYON D TH E ROCKS 1922 

Image before (bottom) and after (top) 

digital restoration Df a patch in a frame 
(Courtesy of EYE Film Institute Netherlands) 

Once stabi li sation, deflicker and dust removal were carried out, there was sti li much damage 

in the image that needed to be addressed manua lly. Diamant, as with most software for digi

tal restoration , includes tools for correcting damage, such as tears or patches, individually. 

When BEYOND THE ROCf\ S was restored, in 2005, the on ly availab le tool for this in Diamant 

was the interpolation tool. 111 these cases the missing image information was reconstructed by 

mixing the previous and the following frames, on ly in the place of spots, scratches or patches. 

One extreme example of a digital intervention carried out on BEYOND THE ROCf\S was the 

CASE ST UDIES : Oigita l Film Restoration Witllin Archives » Giovanna Fossatl 

BEYOND THE ROCKS 1922 

Example of nitrate deterioration to 

a point beyond restoration 

(Courtesy of EYE Film 

Institute Netherla nds) 

creation by necessity of a completely new image to replace one that had been heavily d am

aged. This image did not exist before and we can only assume it to be very similar to the d am

aged one. From a restorer's perspective this is an ethically questionable intervention. Most 

restorers , though , would accept it as long as it is well documented and supposedly does not 

distort the original appearance of the film. 

Only two sequences of the nitrate print were so severe ly damaged by chemica l degradation 

that it was impossible to recover the image significantly. It was decided to keep these two 

sequences in the restored version anyway, as the narrative in these damaged fragments was 

stili clear enough to prese rve continuity. 

Once the digital restoration was completed, the data (known as the >d igital intermedlate<) 

needed to be graded to establ ish the co rrect printing lights for the entire film. Grading was 

carried out at Haghefilm and the final result was approved by the Nederlands Filmmuseum 

before pr in t ing the graded digital intermediat e on 35mm black and wh ite negative (in this 

case f\odak 5234 film stock was usedl. Re-recording back to film was done on an Arri/aser at 

a resolution of 2K, the same used for the sca n. 

It was decided to simulate the original tinting effects present on the nitrate print photoch emi

cally. This was achieved by app lyi ng the fla shi ng method developed by Noě l Desmet frorn the 
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118 Cinématheque Royale de Belgique in Brussels. With this method, the tint is artificially recre

ated in the projection print by printing the black and white negative onto colour film stock and 

then f lashing it with the appropr iate coloured light. Projection prints were printed on a particu

lar colour f il m stock, namely Agfa CP30, as it gaye the best resu lts, based on a series of tests. 

New English tit le cards that were missing in the Dutch version were created for the silent 

restoration version, following the continuity script. As no reference for the original style ol 

the Engl ish tit le cards had survived, and the Dutch tit les were too plain compared to those 

of studio productions from the t ime (often including artwork), it was decided that a modern 

style should be used. In this way a contemporary aud ience wou ld not be tricked into thinking 

that the title cards were original or based on an original reference. This is again a controver

sial choice since it affects the overall reception of the f ilm , considering that tit le cards are an 

integral part of the whole. From a conservative perspective, on ly th e restoration version with 

or iginal Dutch t itle cards wou ld be considered the restoration of what the film had been when 

shown to a Dutch audience at t he t ime of the original distribution. The English version with 

newly made tit le cards could be considered, from this perspective, no less >tampered with, 

than the version with added soundtrack discussed below. 

As mentioned earlier, besides restoring the film to its original silent version, the Nederlands 

Filmmuseum decided also to produce two distribution versions of BEYOND THE ROCKS with 

a new soundtrack by Dutch composer Henny Vr ienten, one with the origina l Dutch tit le cards 

and one with the newly ma de English titl e cards, based on the or iginal continuity script. 

Vrienten's soundtrack was the subject of much criticism from within the archival community. 

Indeed, although the music itself was widely apprec iated, the heavy use of sound effects 

(such as opening doors, barking dogs, and such) became the main point of criticism from 

fellow archivists and scholars. Mainly for this reason, the Nederlands Filmmuseum decided 

to add an alternative sound option to t he DVD edi tion where sound effects are reduced and 

well integrated in tlle score. Nevertheless, both of these versions, as we ll as the other five, 

are st ili very much in line with the Filmmuseum's policy of creating presentation versi on s of 

silent films meant for a contemporary audience. 

Although the workflow described above was used for both the silent and the sound versions, 

some extra steps were needed for producing the sound versions and the digital master for the 

DVD and for broadcasting. For the product ion of the sound version an extra digital step was 

needed together with the production of a separate negative for the sound version. Besides the 
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new film negatives (silent and sound), from which th e si lent restorat ion and the new sDund 

version were made, a High Definition tape was also produced directly from the restored clata, 

as a master for digital projection, the production of a DVD, and for television broadcasting. 

The two most radical interventions were done to convert an or iginally silent film into a sound 

version . Two modifications were needed for the purpose: first, stretch ing the fi lm from its 

original frame rate of 18 frames per second to the standard sound frame rate of 24 fra mes 

per second; secondly, the f il m's ful l frame had to be reformatted to a smaller size, the so

called >Academy' format, in order to make space on the left side of the image for the sound

track . At present, these are st ili the only ways to add a soundtrack to a si lent fi lm and to make 

it projectable (as film) in any commercial cinema . With digita l projeclion, which is now more 

widespread than it was at the time the restoration of BEYOND THE ROCKS was carried aut, 

the need to stretch a silent film to show it in regular c inemas is technica lly no longer ne ces

sary. This is st ili a controversial point of discussion, however, as Hollywood studios' Digital 

Cinema Initiatives (DCI) and the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) 

have fi xed the standard project ion speed for digital cinema at 24 and 48 f rames per second . 

Technically, the stretching effect could have been obtained in two ways, either by creating 

new frames as interpolations of the existing ones or by doubling existing frames. Based upon 

test results, in the case of BEYOND THE ROCKS, the latler was chosen as interpolation led to 

the creation of weird looking frames that were not acceptab le. On top of that, from an ethical 

perspective, creating new frames means add ing images to the film that have never been t here 

and could easi ly be mistaken for original frames. If bad ly documented, these interventions 

could also become irreversible. The stretching process that was chosen for BEYOND THE 

ROCKS in the end, namely to double every third frame of the film, going from 18 to 24 frames 

per second (i.e. 123345667899 ... ), is in contrast both detectable and reversible. The d raw

back of this cho ice, though, is that a stuttering effect can be noticed in projection. In reality, 

only an expert eye will notice the stutter, wh ich becomes more visible in combination with 

lateral movement with in the image and with panoramic shots. 

Finally, a different path for simulating the or iginal tints was followed in the creation of the HD 

master meant for digital projection, the DVD release and the television broadcast. As the Des

met method, a photochemical process, was used for making the film prints, a digital pro cess 

had to be applied for making the digital versions . Here co lour filters, simulating the orig inal 

tints, were added digitally to the black and white digital image. 
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120 The restoration of BEYOND THE ROCKS ma de use of everything that film technology could 

offer in 2005, on both the photochemical and the digital front. Although the use of digi

tal too ls made it poss ible to make the film cleaner, more stable and more pleasant to the 

viewer's eye, great care was also taken to ensure the characteristics of the original artefact 

were respected. The nitrate print was also duplicated >one-to-one< photochemically, to make 

sure that this unique print of the film could be preserved as it was found , even if the nitrate 

original would be damaged beyond recovery. 

BEYOND THE ROCKS is also a good example of the practical applicat ion of the Nederlands 

Fi lmmuseum's progressive policy for presenting and distributing historical films. The film has 

been shown within a reconstructed original setting (i.e. in the 1921 Tuschinski theatre in Am

sterdam) but with a newly composed musical score and not-original apparatus (i.e . a sound 

print instead of live music accompaniment); as a digital projection in severa I cinemas across 

the Netherlands; as a DVD with two different soundtrack options (i.e . with and without sound 

effects); as a te levision broadcast ; and, finally, as a silent film with live accompaniment al 

festiva ls and cinémathéques wor ldwide. 

Finally, the case of BEYON D THE ROCKS shows how users, with the turn to digital, are gain

ing a growing level of inc lusion in th e fi lm archiva l technological frame. A film like BEYOND 

THE ROCKS, t hanks to the great popularity of its leading actors , especially that of Valentino, 

belongs to the aud ience . Once the retrieval was announced, the expectation of being ab le 

to see the film instantly rose everywhere . This clearly influenced the restorers, also with 

respect to the choice of us ing multiple presentation platforms (traditional film projection , 

digital cinema projectioll , television and DVD). And, in turn, it is thanks to this choice that 

the restoration of BEYOND THE ROCKS has reached many more users than restored silenl 

films usually do. 

Aulhorised, abridged exlracl (ram, Fossali. Giovanna (2009). From Grain 10 Pixel. The Archival Life of Film in Transilion. 

Amslerdam, Amsterdam University Press, 235-245. 

CASE STUDIES: Digital Fil m Restoralion Within Archi ves " Giovanna Fossati 

» Anna Dobringer, Silvester Stoger, Kari Wratschko 

Changing Perspectives. 
OAS EINKUCHENHAUS* as an 
Example of Film Historiography 
and Contemporary Restoration 

ln 1923, the film OAS EINKOCHENHAUS was produced under the direction of Leopold Niern

berger, a pioneer of Austrian documentary and educational filmmaking. The film's centrep iece 

is a social architecture project of the same name, realised during the interwar period by the 

architect Otto Polak-Hellwig in the 15'" district of >Red Vienna<. Construction of the single

kitchen house, >Heim hof<, began in 1922 and was completed five years later. The main ele

ment of this new housing model was the controvers ial idea of centra lised housekeeping. The 

building in Pilgerimgasse was thus equipped with facil iti es such as a centra I kitchen, a kin 

dergarten, a service lift, a laundry, a vacuum-cleaning system, central heating, waste ch utes 

and more besides. If requested, do mestic chores such as cooking, cleaning and laundering 

were taken over by centra lly employed sta ft paid for by the tenants l Thus, the multi-story 

apartment complex did not amount to a mere accumulation of conventional residential units, 

but was much rather an attempt at a soc io -po litical restructuring of human living space. 2 

DAS EINKOCHENHAUS covers numerous aspects that lend themse lves to investigation s in 

the context of spatial theory. After a brief summary of the fi lm's contents, this wi ll be at

tempted in three points, as follows : 

1. a localisation of the film within aesthetic and film-hi storiograpllical space; 

2. a content-Ievel analysis of socia l spaces undergo ing transformation, as featured in the film; 

3. an examination of the transformative processes at the material leve l of the fi lm, which 

cover a range of different media and their respective spaces. 
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122 The concept ol the single-k itchen house is based on the socio-politieal idea ol reduc ing and 

easing housewives' domestic chores, so as to enable them - at least potential ly - to pursue a 

prolession outside of the lamily. In the lilm, this is expressed through the following intert itle: 

"The single-k itchen house is a requirement ol the times, which lorce women to earn a living. 

Since the family mother is relieved ol her housework, she can dedicate herself to her husband 

and children in sp ite ol being gainfully employed.« Despite the underlying ambition to change 

trad itional societal conventions, it already becomes apparent at this point that the notion ol 

domestic care as a woman's primary responsib ility as yet remains unchallenged. 

At the beginning ol the film, the present-day lile ol the film's heroine, Bessy Huli , is described 

in all its ted iousness : "Who knows the worries , the disappointments, that every housewile 

must endllre . And whieh are doub ly lelt by the woman who stradd les both housework and 

employment?« Thus we enter the narrative at Bessy's workplace, at a typewriter in an ollice, 

where she earns her living. A look at the elock signals the end ol the working day, whereupon 

she slips on her eoat and hurries home. There the day's true toil awaits her. In horror, she 

realises how her two unsupervised ch ildren have been whi li ng away their time: her daughler 

is playing with the ashes in tlle stove (intertit le: "A girl, though sti li so young, seeks domestic 

oecupations«), her son swings to-and-fro on the ehandelier (intertit le: "The boy has always 

lound his lun. In a game ol some perilousness.«). Without a momenťs rest, Bessy prepares a 

meal, which her impatient husband linds inedible and refuses to eat, and pays the eoal par

ter, who soils the apartment. Then the dirty dishes awa it her, work that an intertitle describes 

thus: "It is usually only the afternoon that brings the housewile quieter, thoughtful work.« 

The fami ly cannot go on like lhat. When the lather reads about the single-kitchen house on a 

billboard ad , the lam ily deeides to move. 

The eonstruetion ol the residential complex in Vienna's 15'h district is shown in several se

quences, by means of documentary footage . This is lo llowed by seenes presenting Bessy 

Huli in her newer, improved do mestic surroundings. The advantages ol the new domestic 

cireumstances presented here elar ify the extent to whieh the spat ial constellation ol her lile 

constitutes - or constituted - Bessy Hull's social situation . Whereas its negative aspects are 

portrayed as a produet ol the times, their dissolution lor the betler now appears as a logical 

consequence ol restructured domestic and living spaces (for example, the alorementioned 

pooling of all cooking activities in a central canteen kitchen: "The central kitchen: in 5 pots, 

2 cooks prepare what 40 housewives used to eook in 200 pots and pans.«). 
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DAS E1NKUCHENHAUS (1923) 

We enter the narrative at 

Bessy's workplace, at a type

writer in an office 

The new living space was designed to enable the >normal woman< - as portrayed in the fil m -

to do the housework laster and with greater ease, and thus to pursue paid employment !Tlore 

effectively. This becomes apparent in the lilm when Bessy's boss offers her a promotion and 

a pay rise. 

1. Aesthetic and Film-Historiographical Localisation 

Stylistica lly, DAS EINKUCHENHAUS is located between documentary, lictional narrative and 

advertising film. In its hybrid form, it corresponds to a standard practice ol 1920s lilm produc

tion , whieh increasingly understood lilm not only as entertainment, but also as an educational 

medium . In order not to bore audienees with purely doeumentary images and explanations , 

lictional narrative threads were woven into the doeumentary material. In Austria, this kind ol 

lilm came to be especially established in the lie ld ol health poliey. Well-known examples f rom 

Austria inelude such titles as DIE GEISSEL DER MENSCHHEIT (1917), produced by Wie

ner Kunstfilm (Vienna) , TUBERKULOSE (1922), produced by the Staatl iche Hauptlilmstelle 

(Vienna), and HYGIENE DER EHE (1922), produced by Pan -Film AG (Vienna). Educational 

films such as these were mostly prodllced with state support and thanks to thelr frequently 

voyeuristic charaeter - in the lield ol health, frequent subjects included hered itary diseases 

and sexuality - reached wide audiences. 
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OAS EINKUCHENHAUS (1923) Bessy's daughter is playing with the ashes in the stove 

By contrast, OAS EINKUCHENHAUS champions the virtu es of the new model of residential 

living described above, which is distinct not on ly in its overturning of trad itional family values, 

but must also be seen as an ideological manifestation due to its political roots in the Social 

Oemocratic camp. These controversial origins are skilfully blurred for propagand istic purpos

es by means of a semi-documentary narrative form that mixes uncommented, documentary 

shots of the building's construction with a narrative plot centred on the family life of the film's 

fictitious heroine, Bessy HulI. With methods akin to the modern advertising film, viewers are 

thus offered opportunities to relate, so as to learn to accept and appreciate the advantages 

of the new living space shown in the film and the affirmations of its culturally progressive na

ture. The film promises a happier and easier life, which seems to be just a few simple social 

and technological changes away. As wi ll be described in more deta il later on, these changes 

also result in a transformation of living space. 

CASE STUO IES: Digital Film Resloration Within Arc llives » Anna DObringer, Silvester St6ger, Kari Wratschko 

DAS E1NKUCHENHAUS (1923) 
. Intertitle: "It is usually only 

the afternoon that brings 

the housewife quieter, 

thoughtful work« 

The strategies for deploying film as an instrument of advertising or propaganda remain alrnost 

unchanged to the present day. It is stili usual for advertising films to offer simple solutions 

promising a comprehensive transformation of living circumstances. However, the characteris

tie cross-over between genres in educational films of the 1920s has for the most part fa lIen 

into disuse . In OAS EINKUCHENHAUS and other films of the time , viewers can clearly dis

tinguish between documentary and fictional shots (at least from today 's perspective). From 

the point of view of production techniques , it seems as if a comp lete mix and thus unified 

reception of the different levels of reality was not possible. 

This is different in contemporary productions: reenactment in documentary films today is 

almost impossible to identify, due to betler production standards on one hand, and rnore 

skilled media usage by these films ' protagonists on the other. Specific genres, such as seript

ed reality formats or mockumentaries, deploy these possibilities in order to irritate, agitate ar 

simply entertain the audience. On the otller hand, an increasing number of new feature li Ims 

employ documentary-film elements in order to more effeclively underscore the authenticity 

of fictional events. 

DAS EINKUCHENHAUS can clearly be seen as a predecessor of genres such as scripted 

reality. Oirector Leopo ld Niernberger appears to have intended to complete ly blend real a nd 
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126 fictional scenes, for the purposes of which the reenactment method was used in a Ilumber of 

ways . Thus the film , while clearly designed as a documentary, mostly shows fictional scenes 

in interior rooms that cannot clearly be identilied as having been shot either in a studio or on 

location in the actual building in the 15th district. 

2. Transformation of Social Spaces 

As late as 1967, Michel Foucault in his essay Other Spaces stili stated that the connection 

of private and public space was doomed to fail due to a lacking "de-sacralisatioll« of these 

spaces - the lact that we are stili "guided by oppositions that cannot be challenged , thal 

institutions and practises have not yet dared to ta ke on« .3 This underscores the revolutionary 

character of the Viennese communal housing project, which as early as the 1920s dares 10 

put forward solutions for an array ol domestic problems by integrating semi-public, commu

nal facilities into the private sphere of the lamily. 

Implementing such unusual socio-political ideas as relieving the wife and mother of her lun

damental duty to prepare daily meals for her husband and chi ldren even under the most 

arduous circumstances (as shown in the film) and relocating these duties into a communal 

organisation (the private family union opens up to a semi-public canteen kitchen) , the con

cept ol the single-kitchen house seems to shake the very foundations of the traditiona l family 

image of the 1920s. 

As showll in the f il m's opening scenes, the place ascribed to women with respect to their 

position and role in a traditional family setting is the domestic environment, and their lore

most duty consists of caring for the family's we ll -being. Getting to know the film's heroine 

in a different socia l space and different socia l role, namely that of the working woman , does 

not mask this facl for very long: Bessy Hull's paid occupation is the result of financial hard

sh ip (a point clarified by the initial intertitle, quoted above) and at no point serves individual 

fulfilment or the equal participation of women in employment outside ol the family space. 

As a further cOllsequence, the wile's achievements in the workplace, as shown at the begin· 

ning, are nowhere honoured . But she is immediately faulted for her fai lure in the house hold, 

which is expl icit ly portrayed on severa l levels, be it in the field of childcare, food provision, 

or domestic hygiene. 

The housewile's socially ascribed position eventually ends up burdening her to such a degree 

that when her unmarried lemale friend comes to visit, they are unable to take a walk together 

CASE STUOI ES: Digita l Film Res torati on Wilhi n Arc ll ives » Anna DObringer, Si!ves ter SWger. Kari Wratschko 

OAS ElNKUCHENHAUS (1923) 

Documentary footage: 
The construction of the 

residentia 1 complex in 
Viennďs ]5t~ district 

due to unfinished domestic chores. Furthermore, Bessy Huli advises her friend never to mar

ry, so as not to fall prey to the traditional division of labour that does not allow housewives 

10 leave their proper place for the purposes of individual recreation and makes the fam i ly's 

privacy appear almost like a prison. The housewife-and -mother 's failure to cope with her 

dai ly duties thus ultimately corresponds to the failure of the trad iti onal family model per se . 

This socio-political catastrophe is averled by the concept of the single -kitchen house , which 

upholds the traditional domestic division of labour and other long-standing role attribul ions 

while simultaneously dismantl ing part of the nuclear lamily's privacy by expanding it into the 

semi -public realm . The wife and mother is thereby reli eved of one of her core duties, namely 

lood preparation for her family . Ending the family mother's excessive burden of domestic 

labour thus casts the basic fami ly model in a new light: by expanding il into the communal 

realm, the family's private harmony is on ce again restored . 

The shifting of domestic duties - away Irom the individua I housewile, towards the communal 

canteen-kitchen - therefore also translorms th e kitchen as a spec if ic space: formerly c har

acterised by excessive workloads, stress and compu lsory work, it is now a place ol domesti c 

pride and representation. Freed from di rty, time -consum ing chores and supported by up-to

date domestic equipment , Bessy Huli 110 longer cooks the fo od but serves it, while the nelNest 
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]28 electrical house hold appliances are shown. This social ascension, triggered by a change in 

domest ic duties and a reappraisal ol the lam ily's living space - now supported by kitchen 

staff and organised chi ldcare - does not on ly bring about an improvement lor the lictitious 

housewife's lamily situation, which now allows her to have relaxed conversations with her 

husband and enjoy her role as a mother. It also exerts a direct influence on her pub li c and so

cial l iving environment, in which she herself experiences a positive reappraisal - for instance 

through the sudden recognition of her ro le as working woman (evident in the job promotion 

and sa lary rise she receives thanks to her improved performance). 

The fact that the film stops short of lul ly pursuing t hese implications ol the single-kitchen 

house and does not present us with a scenario whereby the housewife's improved social 

recognit ion also encourages her to desire equal partic ipation in public space - while instead 

enthus iastica lly reappraising her ro le as mother and wife within the conlines ol the lamily's 

private space - may appear half-hearted from today's perspective . However, it fu lly corre

sponds to the socio-political idea underpinni ng the single-ki tchen house project. After all, 

it was conce ived as a social-housing project to support lamilies. That the basic premise ol 

fema le domesticity was never seriously questioned in Niernberger's film is already confirmed 

early on by the intertitle describing the small gir l as she st irs, unsupervised, in the oven's 

ash tray - an activity somewhat cynically deemed to be an almost instinctual domestic oc

cupation, given that it is actua lly too much housework which prevents her mother from tak ing 

care of her. The figure of Bessy Huli is not Ireed from her presumed, matter-ol-course wish 

lor private domest ic ity. It is sti li her task to serve lood to her husband and children (il now 

punctua lly) although it is now cooked by others (stili women) . This princ iple is also explicated 

towards the end of the f il m, when Bessy Hull's friend, characterised as unmarried and Iree, 

seemingly cannot but react to the latter's improved living situat ion by exc laim ing: »I f I get an 

apartment like this, 1' 11 get married immediate ly!« , a reaction that is nonetheless fully in line 

with the demands of the fam ily-focussed social housing movement. 

The film seeks to emphasise that the positive outcomes of a practical alliance between the 

private family and semi-pub li c support organ isations go well beyond the individual benelit ol 

those immediately affected, with the harmony ins ide the private fami ly - framed as a po li tical 

issue - eventua lly affecting th e entire space of soc iety. 

CASE STUDIES; Digital Film Restoration Within Arcllives » Anna Dobringer, Silvester Sloger, Kari Wra tschko 

I 
3. Transformative Processes 

The lollowing sect ion seeks to analyse the med ia-specific space in which OAS EINKUCHEN

HAUS is located. This necessitates a closer look at the med ium on which the lilm has Sllr

vived to the present day. The so le remaining element ol the film, na mely the original camera 

negative, is in the possession ol Fil marchiv Ausl ria (a ra re stroke of luck, given how litl le 

usually remains of silent films). Th is is the f il m material that was inside the camera during 

the shoot ing on location. When viewed in section, fi lm as a physical med ium - the famil iar 

ce lluloid ro ll with perlorated edges - consists ol two basic layers: the support ing materi al 

and the thin, light-sensitive emu lsion appl ied on to it - the storehouse for th e individual im

ages that can t hen be projected . The supporting material used for OAS EINKUCHENHAUS 

is nitrocellulose, the lirst synthetically produced plast ic which was almost the on ly materi al 

used for professional f ilmmaking unti l the 1950s. Composed of organic substances, nitrocel 

lulose is subject to a natural process of decay that endangers the l il m's materia li ty and thus 

the visual images inscribed on it. In the worst case , nitrocellulose can even enter a stage ol 

almost explosive oxidisation, which can generally on ly be slowed down by means of controlled 

storage cond it ions. For this reason, nitrocellu lose does not constitute an adequate presenra

tion medium for films. Fil m arch ives and similar institut ions are permanently involved in 

the - costly - process ol copyi ng their films onto modern po lyeste r lilm. This film material is 

substantially more durable and at present constitutes the best medium for archiving movi ng 

pictures. Nonetheless, the original materials on nitrocellulose base are conserved in the best 

possible manner, in order to preserve them for as long as possible. The reason lor th is is that 

the original should remain avai lable lor potential l uture duplication and restorat ion projects, 

be they analogue or digital. 

Given the historical importance of OAS EINKUCHENHAUS and its archival cond ition , as 

described above, Filmarchiv Austria decided to preserve the lilm and produce a restored 

vers ion. This is the only way ol keep ing the film for a fu ture audience and obtain ing an a p

proximation ol the origina l image qua li ty. 

Since 2008, owing to a cooperation project with the Austrian Film Gallery and the Austn an 

Film Museum , Filmarchiv Austria has been able to digita ll y restore lilms. As th is method has 

proven particu lar ly hel pfu l with respect 10 improving image qua li ty - lor instance image sta

bi lisation, cleansing ol dirt and mechanical abrasions - the decision was taken, in 2010, to 

restore OAS EINKUCHENHAUS using digital technology. 
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130 ln praetieal terms, the restoration began with a sean using an Arriscan and a 2K resolution 

(2048x1556 pixelsl . In the eooperation projeeťs digital restoration faeilities in Krems, the 

digitised images were stabilised, eleansed of impurities and abrasions, and variations in den

sity - the typieal fliekering "of historieal films - were eorrected using the restoration software 

Diamant, developed by HS-Art in Graz in eooperation with Joanneum Researeh. As a last 

step, images were treated Dne by Dne in a time-eonsuming manual proeess, in order for the 

eleaning to proeeed as sensitively as possibly and to avoid the ereation of digital artefacts. 

The original version of OAS EINKOCHENHAUS features positive flash intertitles, meaning 

that they are - as opposed to the rest of the film - available as positive images, and on ly one 

to three film frames long. Thus the intertitles are not preserved in suffieient length for them 

to be readable in projeetiol1. Flash intertitles in the negative originally served as position 

markers for inserting the intertitles during montage of the positive, as well as for laying down 

the intellded textual and visual design. The flash titles were only extended to the appropriate 

length for projection prints, in order to save on expensive film material. 

ln tl1e restoration process, the best individual frame was selected from each of the surviv

ing intertitle frames. After digital cleansing, these frames were then extended to the desired 

length using a video editing programme. Thus it is now possible to read the frames at a pro

jection speed of up to 24 i nlages per seeond. 

After the restoration activi ties were completed, the new digital version of the film was printed 

on polyester material , thereby creat ing a new analogue negative as a back-up, from which a 

projeetion print was then made by means of classic analogue copying. The final restored ver

sion of the film was also archived as digital data on magnetic tapes. These now constitute a 

new digital master that has not yet suffered any loss of quality througl1 duplication. 

ln view of contemporary difficulties with regards to the storage of digital data, the FIAF and 

thus also Filmarchiv Austria consider the archiving of analogue film materials as the only 

practically viable long-term solution: on the one hand in order to preserve the dispositif of 

the analogue motion pietu re, on the other hand for the simple reason that the lifespan of 

digital storage media cannot remotely compete with film material, at least when the laHer is 

perfectly stored. 

At this point. another transformation of spaces presents itself, relating to the nature of dit

ferent media . 111 the case ol DAS EINKOCHENHAUS, this applies to the historical source 

material, the newly restored and exposed negative, and the new analogue projection print. 

CASE STUD IES: Digital Film Restoration Within Archives " Anna Dobringer, Silvester Stbger, Kari Wratscllko 

T 
Owing to digitisation and the use of digital tools, the original has come to compete with the 

digital derivative. Even though the newly exposed negative as well as the distribution print 

both contain individual photographic images on celluloid, their source is the digital master, 

as described above. This transitional step between two fundamentally different methods of 

data preservation corresponds to the general direction of contemporary trends in the .d igital 

age,. in which each and every known communication medium is subjected to digitisation. 

Cinema, film production and photography are evidently Ilot exempt from this developrnent. 

While analogue photography has become absolutely marginalised over the past years, the 

standard practice of shooting feature films in analogue due to qualitative advantages, then 

digitally post-produeing them, before linally distributing them once again as allalogue prin ts 

in the einemas, has remained in plaee until the recent past. Today the entire industry is in 

the course of rapid transformation towards fully digital produetion and distribution methods. 

ln the course of 2011, the last manufacturers of analogue film cameras already let their 

productions fade out , since the majority of contemporary films are now recorded in digital 

form o Even small cinemas are increasingly installing digital projection equipment and are thus 

conforming to the requirements of a cil1ema practice that has also seen distribution channels 

switch to digital projection. It is tllerefore highly questionable whether even the produetlon of 

film stock will continue in future. 

This same development is also affecting the practice of film restoration as descrlbed above. 

The scanning of analogue film, paired with subsequent digital image treatment, offers dis 

proportionately more options for image manipulation than the long-established practice of 

reprinting by analogue means. Nonetheless, the best possible method for restoration has 

to be individually decided upon for every given case. It is not always obvious, whieh of the 

two methods is to be preferred. Often, a mix of analogue and digital teehn iques is the most 

viable option for producing restorations that are both of high-elass quality and ethically 

justifiable. 

ln the case of DAS EINKOCHENHAUS, it is not only the source materials that under\>1ent a 

change of media in the course of digital restoration. Much rather;the materials also stand as 

representatives for the entire (filml world, in which an artefaet is now expected to appear in 

multiple modes. The physical realities of the film medium are blurring, in that a historieal film 

is supposed to be available both in the original format - a celluloid strip - and as a DC P for 

digital cinema projection, as a Blu-ray disc, as a DVD, and as all intemet stream. The same 
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132 applies to contemporary productions, although the ana logue film carrier here is becoming 

increas ingly obso lete. 

Film archives and kindred institutions are confronted with substantia l challenges by these 

developments. On th e one hand, archiva l holdings are expected to be available in multiple 

forms (on ana logue and digital carriers) as distribution cop ies for the genera l public, on the 

other hand new f il ms shou ld and indeed have to be stored in their original media format. In 

the case of contemporary prod uctions , this more and more often implies a digital artefacl, 

which in future will come to represent a historical (and oftentimes obsolete) forma!, as we ll 

as a valuable source for historical research. This not only requires a commitment to storing 

fi lm productions, but also an intensive expansion of infrastructure and know-how with regard 

to a range of different technological requirements for archiving digital and analogue films. 

This immense challenge can on ly be achieved if accompanied by a change in public per

ception regarding thesé issues. Compared to the storage of historical film documents on 

analogue media, the mass storage of digital data and their reliable, continuous supervision 

is far more laborious and thus requires immense monetary means. Digital data only remains 

readab le if correctly stored and leaves no leeway for restoring any losses of quality. Compared 

to visual media, digital archiving is a matter of ,a ll or nothing< . 

ln this way, both the social and the media-specific spaces within which DAS EINKUCHEN

HAUS is located are in astate of transformation. Both spaces are characterised by a certain 

degree of hybridity, which in this case is marked by digital technology and its multiple ap

pearances as an add itional factor. The film, while in princip le analogue, transforms itself into 

a new space through digitisation . This new space opens up new possibilities with respect to 

restoration and distribution, but also comp li cates the archiving procedure , as well as chang

ing the original character of the medium . 

ln DAS EINKUCHENHAUS, soc ial space is seen to evolve into a hybrid state of being - driven 

by societal pressure. And ultimately, the fi lm medium seems to be on a similar trajectory: fi lm 

can/must now also be digital. II is also destined to undergo a transformation which appears to 

be a requirement of the present time, while at the same time supposed ly having to preserve 

its original character. In both cases, this double existence leads to an increased complexity 

of be ing. Without claiming to be able to compare social developments - such as the position 

of women within the family and society - to the deve lopment of a techn ical medium, certa in 

parallel deve lopments between the transformation of soc ial and media-specific spaces do 

CASE STU DIES: Digilal Film Restoralion Within Archives » Anna Dobringer, Si lvester St6ger, Kari Wratschko 
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suggest themselves: both developments necessitate a reflection and reassessment of the 

social surround ings, without the protagon ists of these transformations, be they human bei ngs 

ar things (and both now ex isting in dua I mode) , coming into danger ol entering a precari ous 

state of being. 

But what happened with the actual single-k itchen house? The rise ol Austrofascism brought 

the social experiment to an end. The centra I kitchen was closed down and the flats converted 

into standard living units with individual facilities for their inhabitanls. 

English Irans/alion (by Fab ian Fa/lin) of Ille German-/anguage arlic/e "Perspe /<!ivenwecllse/. OAS E/NKOCHENHAI/S a/s 

Beispie/ fi/mischer Geschfcl7tsschreibung und al<tue/ler Rekonslruklionsarbeik Tlle German orig;na/ was tirst published 

on 20" Oecember 2011 in Medienimpulse: Beitrage ZlIr Medienp"dagogil< 2011 (4). avai/ab/e online al, Ilttp:lrwww. 

medienimpu/se.atlartic/es/view./365. The Englisll Irans/aUon appears Ilere for tlle first Ume. 

• OAS EINKOCHENHAUS. Austria 

1923, Oirector: Leopold Niern 

berger. produced by Staat liche 

Filmhauptstelle (Wien) , Format: 

35mm. b/w, Length: 478 metres. 

Duration: 19 minutes at 22 Irames 

per second. 

The newly restored version ol the 

film was premiered at the Viennale in 

2010 as part ol Filmarchiv Austria's 

ser ies, ,Si lent Masters<. For thi s 

screening. the film was accompa

nied with live sound by the artists 

Angélica Castelló and Billy Roisz. 

The film is available as a DVD in 

Filmarch iv Austria's Department l or 

Studies and Advanced Research and 

as a 35mm distribution pr in t in its 

Preservation Centre in Laxenburg. 

I Helmut Weihslllann (2002) . Oas 

Role Wien . Sozia/demokraUsclle 

Architektur /Ind I<omm/lna/po/itik 

1919-1934. Wien: Edition Spuren. 

341f1. 

2 The princi pie of the si ngle-k itchen 

house was not invented by Viennese 

cOlllmullal politics and can be traced 

back to Ideas first deve loped by the 

Gerlll an women's rights activist Lily 

Braun, which were realised in vari

OUS forllls in several maior European 

cit ies. Cf. GOnther Uhlig (1981) . 

líollektivmodell Einkiichenha/ls. 

Wohnreform und Architekl/lrdeba/te 

zwischen Frauenbewegung und Fun/{

tiona!isf1lus 1900- 1933. Wetzlar: 

Anabas. 

J Míchel Foucault. ,Anclere Raurne ( . 
ln: Barck. Karlheinz el al. (eds.) 

(992). Aisfllesis . Wahrnehmurlg 

hetlle oder Perspektiven einer 

3nderen I1stheti/<. Leipzig: Reclam , 

34-46. 37. 
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134 " Anke Wllkening 

METROPOLIS 2010: 
A New Effort to Recapture 
the Lost METROPOLIS 

The unexpected discovery of an almost complete version of METROPOLlS in the Museo dej 

Cine in Buenos Aires led to a new digital restoration less than ten years after the last res

toration attempt. The paradoxical situation of having, for the first time , an element which 

contains most of the lost scenes, but of rea li sing that their condition renders them beyond 

restoration, led to a project concept which put digital restoration technologies to the test. Al 

the same thne, the fully digital workll ow opened up new opportunities lor a collaboration ol 

specialists with different backgrounds. 

METROPOLlS (1925-27) is probably one of the most representative case studies in the field 

ol archival lilm restoration. The story ol the lilm 's deliberate destruction by distributors and 

its own product ion company has become a myth and has evoked the desire ol severa I genera

tions of film archivists and historians to restore the lost premiere version . Each of the lour 

I'estoration projects carried out between 1969 and 2010 - not to mention various archival 

and other versions - can be cons idered showcase restorations and in each case they brought 

both lilm restoration in genera l and the recovery of the premiere version to new levels . The 

first effort to restore METROPOLlS , undertaken by the Staat li ches Fi lmarchiv der DDR be

tween 1969 and 1972, was probab ly the first lilm restorat ion to assemb le known versions 

and elements as they were avallable in the FIAF arch ives at the time. The restoration projecl 

by the Fi lmmuseum MOnchen between 1984 and 1988 led to the lirst critical edition in the 

fie ld of lilm restorations. 

CASE STUDIES: Digital Film Restoration Within Al'c hi\les 'I Anke Wilkening 

ln 2001, METROPOLlS was translerred to the digital domain. The Friedrich-Wilhelm-Murnau

Stiltung in Wiesbaden and the Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv in Berlin and Kob lenz car ri ed aut the 

first digital restoration in 2K resolution of a feature film in Germany. The film's f irst encounter 

with digital restoration technology was accompanied by another important aspect: it was also 

the first time in the film's restoration history that the surviving camera negative of the US 

version was used. This combination resLllted in a considerable improvement in image qua lity 

and led to a d iscussion about the opportunities opened up by the advent ol new technoiogies . 

This version could claim to be closer to the premiere version than ever belore : on the one 

hand, it followed thephilological approach of the Munich reconstruction and, on the other 

hand , it on ce again brought out the fu II quality of the photographers' work. Digital restoration 

algorithms allowed for the traces ol time and the divergence of the different source materi

als used for the negative 's completion to be coped with more efficienlly than photochemical 

technologies would have .1 

ln 2008, the entirely unexpected discovery ol an almost complete distribution version for 

lhe Argentinian market confronted us with a paradoxical situation: this was the only version 

in existence containing the scenes that had been eliminated in 1926 and 1927, but at the 

same time these scenes were veiled by a layer of dirt and scratches keeping us from catch

ing sight ol them. The negligent duplication of the now lost 35mm Argentinian distribution 

print onto a 16mm reduction negative introduced a profound difference between lhe original 

and the duplication: 1) the loss ol image information caused by a duplication in sound for

mat; 2) the lack of delinition in large parts ol the negative and an overal! instabi li ty most 

probably caused by the lacking repair of the perforation of the outworn print, which, in addi

lion to its possible shrinkage, prevented the film Irom remaining even during the duplication 

process ; 3) and linal!y, a loss ol image inlormation caused by duplicating the print without 

any c leaning or wet-gate. 

This time, the aim of the digital restoration technique was to extract as much information 

from the destroyed image as possible. The extreme, imprinted destruction rendered any of 

the classical physical restoration techniques, such as repair and cleaning of the source mate

ria l Ol' wet-gate scanning, useless and clef ined digital image restoration as the only possible 

way to restore this material. 

As in 2001, the latest restoration was one ol the most ambitious restoration projects in te rms 

of cost, exposure, project complexity and agenda to have been carr ied out by the Murnau-
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METROPOllS 
16mm print af the Argentinian version 
(Courtesy of Uwe DeUmar / Friedrich
Wi1helm-Murnau-Stiftung, Wiesbaden) 

Stiftung, this time in collaboration with the Deutsche Kinemathek in Berlin and the Museo dej 

Cine in Buenos Aires . Alter news ol the discovery ol lost scenes was conlirmed in early summer 

2008, the projecťs conception envisaged a completion of the 2K data ol the 2001 version as 

we ll as added music to be produced by ZDF/arte on the basis of the original orchestral score by 

Gottfried Huppertz. The new version was scheduled to be presented at the 60th edition ol the 

Berlin International Film Festival in February 2010. Based on their rich knowledge about the 

specific editorial problems that originated from the extensive restoration history of the lilm, a 

team ol curators was established. This team consisted ol Martin Koerber, who had curated the 

2001 restoration toget~er with Enno Pata las, conductor Frank Strobel, who was also responsi

ble lor the adaptation of tlle music score on behall ol ZDF/arte, and mysell. 

Clinical Trial 

The degree Ol destruction of the Argent inian footage described above rendered the image 

restoration the most challenging part of the project. Hence, the carelu l se lection of the tech

nical service provider was the first step in this project. Nine laboratories and post-production 

companies were asked to sl/bmit suggestions lor the image restoration process, as well as a 

cost est imation and a work pian. Five ol these compan ies were subsequently invited to sub

mit a series of work samples showcasing each relevant step in the restoration and mastering 

process: 

CASE STUOIES: Digital Film Restoration Wi lhin Archives " Anke Wilkening 

• 2K scan from the 16mm reduction negative on hard drive 

• Conversion ol the 2001 8-bit linear data liles into lO-bit logarithmic data liles on hard drive 

• Digital restoration sample of the 2K scan ol t he 16mm dupe negative including retouching, 

stabilisation, grain reduction and co lour correction plus insertion into the converted 2001 

data on hard drive and output on 35m m b/w negative 

• 35mm b/w positive from the lilm-out of the restoration sample on 35mm b/w negative 

The extensive test requirements rellect the projecťs complexity : apart Irom the challenge ol 

image restoration , it was crucial that th e quality of the test could be successfully transferred 

to the analogue world. With respect to the various plans for distribution, the new restoration 

ol METROPOLlS was to be made availab le as 35mm prints and DCP lor cinema release , as 

HDCAM SR for television and DVD/Blu-ray sa les and also, in part, for cinema. 

For the work sample from the Argentinian element, a sequence Irom a scene in the >Auftakt, 

was selected in which Georgy, disguised as Freder, is driven through the upper city of Me

tropolis. This sequence was especially demanding as, in addition to dirt and scratches, it is 

affected by bright stains, clearly caused by oil remnants on the 35mm source. As their shape 

and position varies from one frame to another, they appear as flickering. They repeatedly 

emerge to ingreasing degrees of severity throughout the entire Argentinian footage . Bu t lor 

this scene Thea von Harbou 's sc reenplay describes how light from street lamps and adver

tisements falls through the car's windows. In the reduction negative, Ilickering from t hose 

intentional lighting effects overlaps with flickering from the imprinted oil and makes the two 

difficult to distinguish. 

For an evaluation ol the work samples in digital forrnats we collaborated with the RheinMain 

University of Applied Sciences in Wiesbaden. Within the framework of a re search project on 

the subjective evaluation of restored moving images, the Faculty of Design - Computer Sc i

ence - Media organised a test phase. The work samples ol each category (2K raw scan, con 

version , digital image restoration) were organ ised in a programme developed by the unive rsity 

lor the purpose of evaluating moving images in side-by-side compa ri sons. A sequence was 

estab li shed in which each sample was compared to the other lour in the form of a split-screen 

presentation (A with B, A with C, A with D, A with E, B with C, B with D, etc.) Each com

parison pair was judged by the test person by assigning it either O, 25 , 50, 75 or 100 pDints. 

By considering the evaluation result ol each comparison pair, an overali assessment ol each 
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138 sample was established. The origin of the work samp les was unknown to the test persons. 

The test persons included a number of professionals and non-professiona ls in th e field of film 

restoration and film archiving. 

ln add iti on to the evaluation programme, the samples were screened in 2K resolution to be 

discussed by Egbert Koppe (Head of Film Restoration and Preservation at the Bundesarchiv

Filmarch iv Berl in ), Martin Koerber, the techn ical staff of the Murnau-Stiftung and mysel!. 

The participants had been provided with a compendium of the information provided by the 

five companies. It contained information about the scanners and restoration software that 

had been used, the stud ios ' suggestions for the digital image restoration process and the cost 

estimates for the various work steps. 

ln the discussion of the scan samples, wh ich originated from four different scanners, the 

resu lt of the evaluation programme was confi rmed : the scans carried out on DFT's Spirit 4K 

High-Performance Film Sca nner/DataCin e and on the Arriscan provided the best results from 

the reduction negative, although the trend in the discussion session - held without revealing 

the work examples' origins - was rather pro-Arri whereas the result of the eva luation session 

was pro-Spi rit DataCine . As the restoration samp les wi th a conservative approach that had 

been done ba sed on an Arriscan provided more successfu l results than samples based on oth

er scanners, we considered the Arriscan to be the one best suited to the Argentinian negative. 

While this eva luation programme was very helpful for the selection of the best scan, the 

selection of the best image restoration was another matter. As for the restoration work 

samp les, tl1e approaches of the different compa nies could be divided into two groups: con

servat ive and aggressive. We received suggest ions for a conservative approach from most 

companies . In addition, some companies provided alternative tests with a more aggressive 

version, which presented a more effective remedy for scratches , but also introduced heavy 

artefacts . In the discussion, it was pointed out that digita l artefacts shou ld not be accepted. 

On the other hand, a conservative approach was considered quite dissatisfying because of 

its poor results in comparison to the raw scan. Apparently it was necessary to define the goal 

of the restoration before selecting the service provider. Other eva luation criteria were the 

company's experience with arc l1ival film restora tion and 2K workflows, the est imated cost, 

and the question of whether the responsibility for all work steps should be in the hand of a 

single serv ice pravider, espec ia lly in light of the necessity of putting the data back onto film 

material. 

CASE STUDIE S: Digital Fi llll Restoration Wi thin Archives " Anke Wil kening 

Finally, we decided on a rather unconventional route: all companies had pointed out that due 

to the massive damages, which are not single-frame events but rather continuous defa ults 

throughout the length of the material , the limits of current software efficiency wou ld be reac hed 

immediate ly. One company, Alpha-Omega in Munich, therefore went Dne step fu rther and sug

gested a research project for finding software solutions for this degree of image destruct ion. 

This suggestion placed them beyond the evaluation concept. As the development of a restora

tion workf low was supposed to be part of the suggested research phase, Alpha-Omega could 

not provide a sample of a 2K image restoration that would be representative in terms of their 

proposal. 

Instead , a restoration test was submitled which had been carried out with recent software 

solutions and which was comparable to the conventional appraaches of the other studios . In 

addition to this work sample, the studio delivered a low-resolution test for which special soft

ware had been applied. The result was astonishing: almost all of the default flickering had been 

removed and the scratches had been repressed more effectively and free of artefacts tha n in 

any of the other samples. However, the eva luation group was doubtful whether the same result 

could be ach ieved for the whole 20 minutes of footage from the Argentinian source that were 

to be restored . 

Since this restoration work sample appeared to be the only one that wou ld lead further than 

the other offers , we decided to take the risk and se lected Alpha-Omega for the digital irnage 

restoration . While this meant putting the f il m bac k into the hands of the people who had al 

ready successfu lly handled it in 2001, the Arriscan had clearly provided the best resu lts from 

the reduction negative and it was therefore decided to separate t he task of scanning from the 

restorat ion treatment. 

The image restoration began in early September 2009 with the scanning of the reduction 

negative by Arri. For preservation purposes we decided to scan the entire 14 ree ls oF the 

Argentinian 16mm dupe negative rather than on ly the parts that were required to complete 

the film. The image was scan ned with an over-scan in order to receive a maximum of irnage 

content in the resulting digital files. Alpha-Olllega received the files in 2K resolution and in a 

co lour depth of lQ-bit in logarithlllic reproduction on hard drive. In paral lel , they were backed 

up on LTO-5 ta pes by Arri for long-term preservation. According to Alpha-Omega's work pro

posal, the digital illlage restoration started with a test phase. Within one month, a so lution 

for the best representation of the dalllaged image was developed. This solution consisted of a 
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140 cornbination of various existi ng software options as wel l as the development of a new software 

approach specialised for this degree of damage due to vertical line scratches. 

At the end of the research period, Martin Koerber and I surveyed the results. The degree ol 

elirnination of scratches and stains was astonishing, but the elimination had also introduced 

unwelcome digital artefacts. The automatic deflicker software Viva by AlgoSoft 2 , by which the 

irnprinted oil stains had been eliminated, had produced unwelcorne side effects, resembl ing 

water running over the image in sorne scenes. For the scene showing Georgy inside the car, 

the deflicker tool had erroneously elirninated the intended lighting effects as th is intentional 

flickering is sirnilar to the rnoving, bright stains. Regarding the scratch elimination, the rapidly 

changing form of the stains was also responsible for the scratch too l's failure to recognise ver

tical line scratches. Apart frorn that, grey areas in the image further diminished the scratch 

tool 's efficiency. The functionality of Alpha-Ornega's proprietary RettMagic scratch tool dil

fers fundarnentally frorn other scratch tools. The latter are based on the princ iple of repairing 

darnage by using pixels frorn intact parts of the irnage. As they operate on the assumption 

that damage is not present in the sarne locat ion throughout the whole length of a shot, pixels 

frorn neighbouring frarnes of the damaged frame are borrowed for repair. For scratches that 

are not single-frarne events, pixels adjacent to the scratches are cloned to replace the dam

aged pixels. In cornparison , the functionality of RettMagic is ba sed on a very different idea: 

instead of cloning the pixel, it carries the grey value of the intact pixel upon the default pixel. 

If the grey value of a pixel esca lates between two consecutive irnages and returns to the value 

of tl1e first irnage in the next frame, it rnay be conc luded that the pixel with the divergent 

value is defaulP Hence, this software >heals images without copying externa l content ol 

other irnages<4 To what extent this software approach represents an image restoration more 

true to the original than conventional approaches would be worthwhile to discuss. 

Nevertheless, fast rnovernent of the image content can cause problems. Like damage, a quick 

change of image content causes an escalation of the grey value between two succeed ing 

frarnes. Consequently, the software rnisreads movernents as >rnistakes<. Despite irnproving 

the software's ability to distinguish content-re levant movement from the continuous vertical 

line scratches, an artefact-free irnage >an d< a massive elimination of scratches could not be 

ach ieved within the given time frame of the project. While vertical lines cou ld be removed 

effect ively for images with cornparatively little movement, the software was less effective lor 

irnages with a lot of rnovernent. 

CASE STUD IES: Digital Film Restoration Within Archives " Anke Wilkening 
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METROPOllS 
Frame enlargement, dupli

cation of us version 1927 

(Courtesy of Bundesarchiv
Fi1marchiv. Berlin / 

Friedrich-Wi1helm-Murnau
Stiftung, Wiesbaden) 

Collaboration: How to Reconstruct a Gesamtkunstwerk 

For the recent restoration of METROPOLlS, the dig ital intermediate process provided th e 

opportunity for an effective col laboration of different special ists. The Digital Intermediate 

(DI) process may be considered as »one of the rnost signif icant technological changes in 

relation to the reshaping of filrnrnaking and filrn archival practice«. 5 »In the DI process the 

whole filrn is digitised, including the scenes where no digital elfects need to be added, so that 

the workflow, including editing, spec ial effects, compos iting, and co lour grad ing takes place 

entirely in the digital environment. [ ... l The rnain reason for its success is that it sat isf ies the 

needs of all players in the film production chain , from the creators ol special effects to the 

post-production technicians, frorn the peop le responsib le for the filrn's colour character to 
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142 the directors of photography«. 6 The adaptation of the digital intermediate process for the res

toration of METROPOLI S allowed for an effic ient collaboration of different partners: service 

providers and their engineers, film arch ivists, film historians and musicians. 

Digital Editing 

The project sta rted with the reconstruction of the premiere version's ed iting in February 

2009. Access to the 16mm negative was not granted until the summer of 2009 and thus 

the only material on hand in early 2009 was a DVD transferred from a first print that the 

Museo dej Cine had made from their 16mm negative. From this DVD, we could first identify 

all scenes, sequences or even single shots which were not present in the restored version of 

2001 and therefore represented the relevant footage for the digital image restoration . 

We started with the offline-editing by means of the A vid editing system at Omnimago's site at 

the Filmhaus in Wiesbaden. 1he Argentinian version was compared to the 2001 restoration in 

order to define the new parts and the places in the 2001 version where they would have to be 

inserted. A further source for the reconstruction of the editing was the study version of 2005 

that had been created by the Universitat der Kunste in co llaboration with Enno Patalas on the 

basis of the 2001 version. 1he editoria l advantage over the 2001 version was that it took the 

music score by Gottfried Hu ppertz into greater account: Its basic idea was to start from the 

music as tlle piano score rema ins the on ly exist ing source to document the premiere version's 

editing and narrat ive structure. The study version contains the film's music in full length, and 

the missing sections are represented by grey space to »d isplay the proliferation's disruptions 

and sensualise them in the ir tempora l progress« .7 

First of all , we created a sp lit-screen version of the 2001 and the Argentinian versions. Based 

on this split-screen, the ed iting deci si on list (EDU, which consisted of an Excel file that had 

been produced for the 2001 restoration, was completed. It contained all information about 

the 2001 edit ion, including the source of every shot, scene descriptions from the screenplay 

and sync points from the p iano score, including information for the missing parts. The EDL's 

shot order and numeration corresponded to the data structure of the 2001 2K files . 

ln the Argentinian version the ed iting of several scenes, which had been extremely shortened 

in 1926 and 1927 by Paramount and Ufa, is different from the 2001 version: in the >Auftakt< 

this concerns the confrontation between Freder and his father eventua lly leading to Freder's 

alliance with Josaphat and Georgy, and the famous scene >room of Hel<; in the >Zwischen-

CASE ST UDIES: Oigital Fi lm Restoration Wi!hin Arc hives " Anke WilkenlOg 

spie l< differences concem Freder's fevered dream running in para llel to the dance of the false 

Maria; and severa I mass scenes in the >Furioso<. 

One reason for this var iation in ed iting is that the recon stru ct ion in 2001 had to find so lutions 

for gaps in a way that would allow to reconstru ct a scene 's intention and dramaturgy despite 

its incompleteness. Another possible reason might be changes made by th e Argentinian dis

tributor. The comparison with t he 2001 version had shown that in the Argentinian version 

some sequences and single shots were missing. A comparison of the Argentin ian version with 

the 1,028 sync points in the form of cue words in the piano score which documented the 

musical progress of the premiere version did not provide any indications of an alteration of 

the film 's editing by the Argentinian distr ibutor. Nevertheless, when we started to integra te 

the new parts into the version from 2001, we quickly realised that the reconstruct ion IVould 

not be as straightforward as si mply fiIIing the gaps. A closer col laboration with Frank Strobel, 

who was working on the reconstruction of the music score, seemed useful. 

For the upcoming sessions we therefore estab li shed the following pian: Frank Strobel was 

provided with MPEG files of the problematic scenes. He synchronised music and image in 

his editing system by means of a computer sample from the piano score and sent us WI PEG 

files of his editing suggestions in return. We compared them with our fir st recon structi on 

efforts by organising both versions in a sp lit-sc reen. It turned out that if the editing of the 

Argentinian version was maintained, the interacti on of image and music was usually most 

convincing. The leitmotif-technique , which Huppertz used to create a dramatic space in the 

music accompaniment by providing each character of the film with his or her own mu sical 

motif, allowed us to confirm the authenticity of the Argentinian version's ed iting and to re

construct scenes in which the editing was corrupted by miss ing parts 8 

Handcraft 

The censorship file dated 18'" November 1926 conta ins the entire text of the film as it ap

peared in the com plete German version that premiered on 10'" January 1927 in Berlin. íhus, 

it provided the corresponding German text for the Span ish intertitles and inserts of the ad

ditional scenes from the Argentinian vers ion . The source for the original font was a 35mm 

fine grain master positive in the Mumau-Stiftung's archive, which was duplicated from a now 

lost. in complete camera negative with German flash title s. As in the 2001 restoration. the 

intertitles were reconstructed by copy ing the font by hand. Since the original font of every 
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144 title is individual , each new tille was drawn by hand to maintain an individual character. The 

sc reenplay provided the source for t he line division. 

Three inserts - a combination of text and image - could be comp leted on the basis ol the 

Argentinian version : the note with Josaphaťs address, Rotwang's letter and invitation to Fred

ersen, and a page Irom the Bible describing a scene lrom the Apoca lypse. The partial text 

was reconstructed by using the German text lrom the censorship l ile and by copy ing the Iont 

ol the Argentinian version, once more by hand. The line division ol the Argentinian source had 

to be abandoned lor both the letter and the Bible page because ol varying lengths between 

the Spanish and the German t exts. The rewriting ol the texts ol the intertitles and inserts was 

carried out by trickWilk in Berlin. 

Composite 

To achieve the combination of image and text for the inserts , the reconstructed German text 

had to be combined with the original partial image of the Argentinian source. AII inserts ol 

the l ilm had been produced in different language versions by Ula lor the important export 

markets. Therelore, it may be concluded that the general artwork ol the lost German inserts 

was identica l with the ex isting Spanish ones. By use ol a compositing tool, the com pany 

scient ificl media in Ber lin merged the hand-written texts with the scan of the Argentinian 

inserts. In addit ion, the shadows were reconstructed according to the Argent inian source. 

For the invitation letter the movement of turning over the page also had to be reconstructed. 9 

Re-Grain 

Due to th e spec ific functiona li ty of the RettMagic software, the gra in ol the Argentinian 

lootage was removed along with sc ratches and dir t. The large amount ol dirt and scratches 

prevented t he software from dist inguishing grain from dirt or scratches. 

Photographic gra in is a specilic character ol the photographic image and should, therelore, 

not be el iminated. In tll is ca se, th e origina l gra in stru cture ol the Argentinian version as it was 

present on the 35mm nitrate print had already been manipulated by the duplication onto the 

red uction negative. Alpha -Omega suggested a reconstruction of the photographic grain ba sed 

on the ex ist ing camera negative. The synthetic film grain was produced by sc ientilic I media. 

ln the matc hing, process values which are visually identi ca l to th e grey scale of the camera 

negative were defined. lO 
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Loss of Image Identification 

A critical approach to the presentation ol the missing parts in METROPOLl S has played 

an essentia l role in the film's restoration history since the restoration by the Filmmuseum 

MOnchen . Un like the prev ious effort by the Staatli ches Filmarchiv, the Fi lmmuseum benef ited 

lrom red iscoveries such as Gottfried Huppertz ' copy ol Thea von Harbou 's sc reenplay, large 

parts ol the sheet music as we ll as the censorship fi le. The score's sync points comb ined with 

the sc reenplay's scene descr iptions made a theoretical reconstruction ol the film 's original 

plot and narrative structure possible lor t he l irst time. By arrangin g the exist ing lootage ac

cordingly and by replaci ng the missing scenes with ti t le cards with a description of the lack

ing content, the Filmmuseu m, for the f irst tim e, created a version as c lose to the prem iere 

vers ion as possible. Severa I frames of black were used to indicate cases where single shots or 

a larger number ol Irames within a shot we re missing. 

This concept was continued and extended lor t he 2010 restoration. The Argentinian version 

provides most of the previously lost parts and thus replaces most of the black Irames as well 

as the scene descriptions. However, this footage is not only corrupted by heavy damage but 

also lacks part ol the origi nal image: a comparison of the Argentinian shots with the same 

shots, as they were already present in the 2001 version, shows that parts on the left and 

top of the image are missi ng in the Argentinian lootage. This cropping was caused by th e 

dup li cation of the silent 35mm nitrate print using a sound aperture. Therefore, the reduction 

negative misrepresents the image proport ions of the lost Argent inian distributi on pr in t. The 

original proportions as delined by the photographer cou ld be reconstructed by adjusting the 

Argentinian image in rel at ion to t he scale ol the camera negat ive. The missing image inlorma

tion on the left and top ol the Irame rema ins black . 

Both the digital image restoration as we ll as the reconstruction ol the edi ting and the inserts 

was an ongo ing process ol interpretation and dec ision-making. Th e digital image restoration 

in terms of scratch reduction even tually was a compromise between what cou ld be done 

to achieve a cleaner image and what could be achieved regard ing the development of the 

RettMagic software during the given time I rame from September to December 2009. As the 

software's efficiency depended on the degree ol content-related movement, we had to dec ide 

il shots with less movement, and therelore a more successful remedy ol sc ratches , should 

be treated dillerently from shots in which a large degree ol move ment restri cted the scratch 

removal. For th e benelit ol a homogenous rep resentati on ol th e whole Argentinian image 
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METROPOLI S 
Belore-and-alter comparison, 

restored version 2010 

(Courtesy ol Museo del Cine Pablo 
C. Oucrós Hicken, Buenos Aires I 
Friedrich -Wi1he lm -M urnau -Stiftu ng , 
Wiesbaden) 

we decided to adjust the scratch removal in the less prob lematic parts to match that of the 

delicate sections. 

The final result of the digital image restoration can hard ly be judged without comparing it to 

the unrestored image. Despite the massive destruction stili present, there appears to be an 

overa ll agreement that METROPOLlS benefits from the added scenes in terms of the narra

tive strueture, tlle dramatie effects and ed it ing. 

What is probably more interesting about this ease is that the reactions towards the final 

version did not, as in many other ca ses of digital film restorat ion, osei llate between the two 
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extremes of regarding digital restoration technology as either a kind of magie or as a means 

to alter the very nature of film itself. Rather the interpretative interventions and manipulations 

which were necessary to reconstru ct this version were as extreme as never before in the his

tory of the film's restoration . It seems that the large amount of interpretation that we could 

introduce in this version with the aid of the DI process allowed us to more closely approach 

the original intentions of the creators of METROPOLlS precisely because of its degree of ma

nipulation. It was the very possibility of digital manipulation that let emerge ethical questions 

concerning the grain structure and the image proportions that would probably not have been 

discussed otherwise. 

Had we not combined the reconstruction of the editing and th e music - and if, there fore, 

arehivists and musicians had not been able to si mu ltaneou sly experience image and mu sic -

the interpretation of the image would most likely have been a very different one. Without th is 

added musical dimension we would not have revealed the dra matic re levance of the destroyed 

Argentinian footage and the viewers would probably not have embraced every single shot as 

a benefit to the fi lm as a whole. 
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Un corps exquis. (Re-)Restoring 
Fedor Ocep's DER LEBENDE 
LEICHNAM / ŽIVOJ TRUP 
(THE LIVING CORPSE)* 

Moscow, before the Revolution: Fedor >Fedja< Protasov, a simple man from the upper classes, 

believes his wife Lila to be in love with another man. Not wanting to stand in their way, 

Fedja pleads for a divorce, only to be blocked by the rigidity of the Orthodox Church. After 

encountering Lila and her lover, Viktor Karenin, at home, a demoralised Fedja seeks solace 

in Moscow's gypsy quarter. When he meets Maša, a young gypsy girl, Fedja's joie de vivre is 

renewed. Lila, stili in love with Fedja, goes to the gypsy quarter to convince Fedja to return to 

her but when she catches Ilim with Maša , there can no longer be any salvation for their mar

riage . To forcib ly bring about a divorce, Fedja is roped into a farcical arranged liaison with a 

prostitute but, unable to commit such a dishonest act, he flees. Rescued from an attempted 

suicide bid by Maša , a desperate Fedja finds himse lf reduced to fa king his own death and tak

ing to the streets as a >Ii ving corpse< . Fedja's tragic journey concludes in a Moscow courtroom 

where, unmasked and with his newly remarr ied wife now fac ing a bigamy charge , he is left 

with no other so lution than to take his own life. 

An ear ly German-Soviet co-prod uct ion , director Fedor Ocep's 1929 fi lm adaptat ion of Tol

stoj 's soc io-crit ica l stagep lay ŽIVOJ TRUP (THE LlVING CORPS E) is a fascinating example 

of the kind of cross-cu lt ural exchange wh ich took place in filmmaking at the tail end of the 

sil ent era . A mixed Soviet-German film crew created an atmospheric depiction of pre-Rev

olutionary Moscow from almost entirely within the Jofa fi lm studios in Berlin-Johannisthal. 

Writer-director Ocep, now out ol the Soviet Union and on the way to developing a form of 

cinematic >transnationalism< 1, combines Soviet montage techniques with elements of Ger-
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man express ionism to produce a fi lm t ll at proved to be as commerc ially popular as critica lly 

polarising. 

Sergej Eisenstein was among those who were open ly critica l of the f ilm , cla iming it reduced 

Soviet montage technique to »Iileless literary symbolism and sty listic mannerism .«2 Dthers , 

meanwhile, hailed it as a masterpiece. The Austrian criti c Fr ied ri ch Porges ca lled it a film ol 

»[ ... l high art istic qualities [ ... l A valuab le, memorab le [andl beautiful film I Those unlam ili ar 

with Tolstoj 's stage play wi ll fi nd themselves in the midst ol an "incredibly powerfu l motion 

picture.« 3 ln an international poll conducted by the German newspaper Der Deutsche, THE 

LlV ING CORPSE ranked fifth in the top lilms 011929. 4 

Often at the rece iving end ol the criti cs ' praise was the towering central performance of Vse

volod Pudovkin as Fedja. The fi lm provided the great Soviet film theorist and director of such 

masterworks as MAT' (THE MOTHER, 1926) , KONEC SANKT PETERBURGA (THE EI\ID OF 

SAINT PETERSBURG, 1927) and POTOMOK Č IN GIS-CHANA (STORM OVER ASIA, 1928) 

with his only lead ing role. Recalling his experience in taking on this >big and comple:c< task , 

Pudovkin later remarked : »my work in THE LlVING CORPSE was carried out to an extent with 

considerable and profound inner feeling and was heavily charged emotiona lly ( .. . ].« 5 

Although its anti-religious tone brought it into confli ct with the censors in some COll ntries, 

the film was a worldwide success; the >thunderous app lause< that reportedly lollowed the 

premiere screen ing at Berli n's Cap ito l Theatre on 141h February 1929 echoing internation 

ally.6 When the film arr ived in Vienna on 9 1h Apri l 1929, its Austrian distributor - the Allianz

Filmfabrikations- und Vertriebsgesell schaft m.b.H. - marketed it with the slogan, >the film 

everyone must see< ; a claim , which turned out to be something of a se lf-Iulfilling pro phecy. 

Before going on general release on 171h May 1929, the film played in a lour-week exclusive 

run at the Schwedenkino to a constantly packed house.7 

Even before it was seen by audiences, the fi lm al ready exi sted in two different versi() ns: an 

initial 3,552m cut rushed together to lu llil the yea rl y quota was later reduced to 2,968 m just 

prior to the film 's Berl in premiere 8 The film's widespread popu larity led to the creation of 

severa I other versions, as international distributors each took it upon themselves to co nlorm 

the lilm to loca l tastes . The extent ol the changes made by distributors could at tirne s be 

extreme. 

By the time THE LlVING CORPSE had reached America in January 1931 (its dela)' in no 

small part due to the appearance ol a >talkie< vers ion of the same Tolstoj play direc ted by 
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DER lEBENDE lEICHNAM I žrVOJ TRUP 
Vintage publicity stili Df Gustav Diessl as 

Viktor Karenin and Maria Jacobini as Liza 
ProtasDv (Caurtesy af the Austrian Film 

Museum Stills COllection) 

Fred Niblo and starr ing John Gi lbert), the film was a pale shadow of its former sel f : shortened 

drastically and with an added sou ndtrack. Ironically, Variety, which praised the film, felt it 

migllt have been even better had it been one or two reels longer. »And,« the reviewer con

cluded, »there is no higher praise than that.« 9 

ln the long run , the success of THE LlVING CORPSE has proven bittersweet: the film 's 

original negative no longer survives. While the film's international popularity has ensured that 

prints and duplicates of varying lengths and quality have ended up in film archives around the 

world, none of these elements cor re spond exactly to the film that was seen by Berlin audi

ences in February 1929. 

A major restoration carried out by Martin Koerber for th e Deutsche Kinemathek in 1988 at

tempted to return Ocep's film to some semb lance of its original form by combining footage 

from three different sources. However, owing to the deficiencies of the available film ele

ments, there was stili room for improvement. When it was decided that the retrospective of 

the 2012 Berlin International Fi lm Festival would be dedicated to the work of the production 

compa nies behind THE LlVIN G CORPSE - the ,red dream factory< Mežrabpom-Fil'm and its 

German counterpart Prometheus - an opportunity arose to revisit the restoration. 

ln the quarter century that had passed since the first restoration, several film elements had 

resurfaced in European f ilm arch ives that would allow for a more complete, authentic recon

struction of the film's original premiere cut. The increasing affordability and availabilily of 
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digital technology for use in archival film restoration projects meanwhile opened up new pos

sibilities for realising the comp lex technical work required. 

The new restoration of THE LlVING CORPSE was a co llaboration between the Deulsche 

Kinemathek and the Austrian Film Museum. For the Film Museum , who provided not only an 

important source element but also (thanks to a collaborative project with the Austrian Film 

Gallery and Filmarchiv Austria) key technical resources, the restorat ion would serve a dual 

function: on the one hand, it would ensu re the preservation of a valuable artefact from the 

Film Museum's collection , and on the other hand, would allow contemporary (and future) 

audiences to experience Ocep's film in the c losest form possib le to its no longer existent 

premiere version. 

The project was a complex undertaking, involving the use of both analogue and digital tech

niques to combine footage from four different film elements . The experience has proven an 

invaluable one for the Austrian Film Museum's restoration staff. Being their first large-sca le 

digital restoration project involving several different source elements, a great deal of learn ing

by-doing was inevitably required. However, the knowledge gained from the experience wi ll 

serve to aid future projects of a similar nature. Thisarticle charts the steps in the restora

tion, exp laining the main curatorial and practical decisions th at were taken and providi ng a 

detailed account of the technical processes applied. 

The first step in the restorati on was to collate the variou s film elements thal had been pro

vided for the project by the two partners and fellow members of the International Federation 

of Film Archives (FIAF) . An assessment was carried out in May and June 2011. 

Available from the previous restoration was a 35mm duplicate negative printed (for the most 

part) from a fine grain duplicate positive of the Danish distribution version belonging to the 

Danske Film Museum in Copenhagen. The analogue duplication work had been carried out by 

the Staatliches Filmarchiv der DDR in East Berlin , one of very few archives in Europe with a 

working film laboratory. 

The Danish duplicate positive originated from a nitrate dupe negative, which itse lf had been 

printed from a vintage nitrate release print. While no less than four generations removed from 

Ihe original camera negative, t he dupe negative nonetheless bears images of high photo

graphic quality. Unfortunately, a number of key scenes were mi ss ing from the Danish source 

element. Martin Koerber attributes the se losses, which include virtually all of the ,kaleido

scopic< Soviet montage sequences, to the more conservative tastes of the original Danish 
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152 distr ibutor. to For the sake of completeness, these scenes had to be inserted from an inferior 

qual ity duplicate, sourced from 35mm material held by the DDR film arch ive. These sequenc

es are easily identifiable on account of their higher contrast and lower definit ion, as we ll as 

the presence of a thick doub le frame line at the botlom of the frame , the resu lt of careless 

printing work undertaken in t he past. 

The original German intertitles play a signifi cant ro le to serve the f ilm 's narrative, their highly 

stylised des ign providing a graph ical expression of Fedja's inner emotional turmoil. These had 

to be recreated for the 1988 restoration by Thomas Wilk , modelled after flash titles which had 

survived in a nitrate dupl icate negative held by the BFI National Film Arch ive in London. Flash 

t itles, na med as such because they typically measured just two or three frames and wou ld thus 

appear as a short >f lash, jf the fi lm were to be projected at full speed, were often spliced into 

negatives as reference markers for domestic and foreign distributors. In prints struck from this 

negative, the fl ash titles were intended to be cu t out and replaced by full length intertitl es. By 

their very ,ephemeral , nature , th ey are not usually su ited to reprinting. The open ing credits, 

missing in the BFl 's negative , were created from scratch, imitating the design of the originals. 

ln addition , three vintage 35mm black and white ni trate prints were provided by the Austrian 

Film Museum, the Cinémathéque suisse and the Fondazione Cineteca Italiana respec t ively. 

The Austr ian Film Museum 's print is a f irst generation print struck on German Agfa and Zeiss 

Ikon film stock directly from the or iginal camera negative, most likely at the time of the film's 

initial release . Since the ori g inal camera negat ive itself is not known to ex ist, such a print 

represents t he ea rliest surviving element and therefore t he most va luab le source for a restora

tion . Triangular marks are present on the edge of the frame, left by the printer originally used 

to strike the print. The marks, which alternate between a single and a pair of triangles, were 

a convenient method employed by German fi lm laboratories to denote the particular mach ine 

tllat had been used to print the film . In the event of a problem, t he markings could be used 

to identify tlle printer in question an d thus so lve the problem more rapid ly.lI The same marks 

can be seen on the Deutsche Kinemath ek's dupe negative, al though th ey have been partia lly 

obscured as a resu lt of severa l generations of reprinting. Thi s suggests th at the no longer 

existent Da nish release print had, like the Austrian print, been produced in Germany. 

Like t he BFI's dupe negat ive, th e Austr ian print contains th e origina l Germa n language titles 

as fl ash tit les . However, the Austr ian pr int also signifi cant ly contains the long-unknown origi

nal openi ng titl es. The open ing t itles present in the Austrian print revea l subtle differences to 
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5canned frallle frolll t he Austr ian Film 
Museulll 's nit rate print. Note the t r iangular 

printer mark top left (Cour t esy of t he 
Austria n Film Museum. Vienna) 

th e reconstructed opening titl es of t he 1988 restora ti on. Wh ere Anatolij Mari engof and Boris 

Gusman are credited as scriptwriters in t he 1988 restoration , director Fedor Ocep receives 

sol e credi t for the screenplay in the Austr ian print. Another curious revelat ion was that the 

name of the Soviet production company - Mežrabpom-Fil 'm - had been originally misspelled , 

the titler having inexpl icably left out the ,b,. 

Since the flash titles were st ili present, the Austr ian pr int had clearly not been prepared for 

public screen ing at the time of re lease. As a resu lt, th e print is in remarkable physical conc:l ition 

compared to a well -used projection print of the same vintage. Unfortunate ly, in the interim years 

the 83-year-old print has suffered some damage, includ ing a number of splices and scratches 

on both the base and emulsion sides (its journey before reaching the Fi lm Museum's archive 

st il i somewhat clouded in mystery). The editing of the Austr ian print is identica l to the L 988 

restorat ion except for one short sequence, in which three shots were mistakenly printed twi ce in 

the DDR archive's source material used for the previous restoration. The print measures 2,3 57m 

but, on account of the flash t itles , its missing footage amounts to on ly 190m (corresponding 

to seven and a ha lf minutes of screen time). This makes it the longest of the surviving prints. 

The nitrate print provided by th e C in émathěque suisse is, like the Austri an print, a first genera

tion print struck directly from the original camera negative on the same kind of fi lm stoc ks at 

the same German laboratory. The print features th e same t riangular marks on the edge ()f the 

frame as the Viennese print and which were also st ili present on the 1988 restoration nega-
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154 tive. Unsurprisingly, as a result of their common origins, the Swiss print is virtually identical to 

the Austrian print in terms of photographic quality, though it tends to air on the darker si de. 

The print represents a version produced for distribution in Swi tzerland , containing bi~ lin gua l 

intertitles in Gerrnan and French that have been rendered in a more conventional design than 

tl1e more stylised titles of the German release version. In contrast to the >unreleased< Austrian 

print, the Swiss print has suffered increased wear and tear as a result of heavy use. The major

ity of the damages are present within the f ilm frame (e.g. scratches, flecks of dirt, blotches, 

etc.), while the perforated area remains surpris ingly well-intact, despite some light misshaping. 

Like the Austrian print, the Swiss print follows the editing pattern of the 1988 restoration 

with the exception of the aforementioned superfluous shots . Measuring 2,644m with full

length intertitles, the Swiss pri nt is missing more footage than the Austrian one . Most notably 

all of the Soviet montage sequences have been removed from the print in what appears to 

have been a del iberate act simi lar in nature to the >conservatism< of the film 's Danish dis

tributor. Despite Ihis, the Sw iss print stili conlains several shols and sequences not present 

in the Auslrian print. 

TIle third nitrate print, com ing from the Fondazione Cineteca Italiana in Milan, was not struck 

from the origina l camera negative li ke the Swiss and Austrian prints but rather from a duplicate 

negative. While edge-markings printed through from the negative reveal it to have been produced 

on Pathé safety film stock of French origin, the print itself is on nitrate film stock made by Ferra

nia , Italy's only manufacturer of raw stock, and was presumably struck at an Italian laboratory.'2 

Belonging to a later printing generation, the Italian print falls much below the Austrian and 

Swiss prints in terms of photographic qua li ty with soft images lacking in any fine details and 

featuring muddy shades of grey in place of strong blacks and wh ites . Damage printed through 

from previous generat ions is also appa rent. 

The Italian print is the only one of the available prints where the ed it ing deviates sharply from 

the famil iar pattern of tl1e other prints, as we ll as the 1988 restoration. Many key seq uences 

have been either moved to a d ifferent pos ition within the film or removed altogether. Likewise, 

individual shots with in sequences have also been rearranged or cut out. Ind ications in the 

print reveal that much of the re -ed iting work had already been carr ied out on the duplicate 

negative before printing. 

The d istributor's re-editing and re-t itl ing work removes the anti -re ligious overtones of Tol stoj 's 

origina l ta le and places the character of Liza at the centre of the drama (the fact that she 
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was played by the popu lar Italian actress Maria Jacobini seems hardly coincidental). Fedja, 

meanwhile, has been reduced to li ttle more than a vi ll ainous supporting player now actively 

standing in the way of Liza and Karenin's happiness. A number of key supporting characters, 

in particular those of a dubious moral nature (such as the prost itute with whom Fedja rnust 

conduct his staged affair), have been removed from the story entirely. 

At only 1,320m in length, the Ita li an print is the shortest of the surviv ing prints. Gaps in th e 

narrative and surviving censorship records suggest that it may have once been longer (the 

Italian release vers ion is recorded as originall y being 1,930m). Its physica l condition is also 

less t han perfect, with much damage present to the perforated area . 

While inspect ion work was being ca rried out, tests were made to determine a suitable restora

t ion workflow. Although the Berlin Film Festival would provide a prestigious venue for the new 

restoration, it also imposed a strict deadline upon it. It was important therefore to establish 

a workf low that wou ld ensure the project could be completed on time without compromi sing 

the archival and curatorial standards set by the archival partners. 

A sample of the Austrian Film Museum's print was scanned on the Arriscan 084 installed at 

Filmarchiv Austria's archival storage facilities in Laxenburg. The sca n data was then graded 

and recorded out to 35mm negative film. A 35mm answer print was struck from this n ega

tive and the result compared side-by-side with a 35mm print of the 1988 restoration. While 

the test print marked a definite improvement in visua l qua lity over the previous restoration 

in some regards, the improvement was not deemed significant enough to warrant a fu ll -scale 

digital restoration on the basis of th e nitrate prints. 

Tests carried out on the 1988 restoration negative at Synchro Fi lm laborator ies in Vienna 

proved that good resu lts cou ld sti li be obta ined us ing standard analogue printing meth ods. 

It was decided, therefore, to retain this duplicate negative as a printing master, removing the 

poorer quality sequences originating from the DOR material (around 10% of the lota I film) 

and replacing them with the eq uiva lent footage from the Austrian, Swiss and Italian prints to 

achieve a more uniform image quality. The 1988 restoration negative had itse lf already been 

preserved in the form of a duplicate positive and severa l screening prints. Records ol this 

version therefore would remain for future reference, desp ite the inevitab le >destruct ion< of the 

negative as a result of the chosen workf low. 

Th e compari son had shown that no major editing changes were required, other than removing 

the three superfluous shots carried over in the previous re storation from the DDR arch ive's 
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156 source material. New renditions of the fi lm's original opening t it les, created digital ly from 

the flash t itles in the Austrian print, were added in place ol the reconstructed titles ol the 

1988 restoration. Althougl1 historio-ethica lly suspect by today's standards, occasional spell

ing mistal<es had been corrected in some ol the intertitles in 1988. For consistency's sake, 

therelore, the missing >b, in Mežrabpom-Fi l'm was re-instated. 

Of the 51 individual sequences that wou ld have to be replaced, 48 existed (either wholly ar 

part lyl in the Austrian print. wh ile 40 had surv ived in the Swiss print, and 23 were available 

in the Italian print. Owing to the Austrian prinťs completeness and superior qua lity, it was 

decided, where possible, to ta ke the replacement footage Irom this print. If the sequence 

was not present here, it would be taken from the Swiss print, determined to be in second 

best condition and photographica lly the closest match to the Austrian print. One sequence 

missing lrom both the Austrian and Swiss prints could be recovered Irom the Ita lian print, 

which despite its inlerior picture quality stili represented an improvement over that which had 

previously been ava ilable. 

Since the Austrian print was to provide the majority of replacement sequences, and in order 

to produce a record ol the archival artelact in the exact same state in which it survived, the 

Fi lm Museum decided to scan its own print in its entirety. This record would then be retained 

lor study purposes and could potentially serve as a basis lor luture restoration attempts, 

shou ld it one day prove necessary to revisit the l ilm again. 

The required sections ol each print were scanned on the Arriscan in >soft archive mode" 

whereby less tension is appl ied to the fragi le film elements as they are transported through 

tl1e scanner gate . A wet-gate app liance was used to hide the appearance of superficial 

scratches to the film base 011 the scans, thus reducing the amount of correction work that 

would need to be carr ied out laler on. Samples ol the Deulsche Kinemathek's duplicale nega

tive were also scanned to provide a visua l relerence when conlorm ing the various digitised 

source elements later on. AII elements were scanned at 3K resolution (3072x2160 pixe lsl 

and a lQ-bit logarithmic co lour depth . The scans were saved as sequential image Iiles in 

Digital Picture Exchange (DPXl lormat. The scanni ng ol the Film Museum's nitrate print took 

the entire month ol June 2011, with the partial scanning ol the Swiss and Italian prints being 

performed in August. The raw sca n data was then translerred to the digita l restoration facili 

ti es in Krems, where around 28,000 individual Irames were digitally stabilised, cleaned and 

graded before being recorded back onto 35mm film. 

CASE STUD IES; Digital Film Restoration Wit-hin Archives " Oliver Han ley, Adriana Noviello 

DER LEBENDE LEICHNAM I ŽIVOJ TRUP 

Example of Opening Title Restoration. Title as it 

appears in the Austrian Film Museulll's nitrate 

print (top) and restored title with >corrected, 

spelling mistake (bottom) (Courtesy ofthe 

Austrian Film Museum, Vienna) 

Produklion: 
Mefrhmbpom-RIm,MosKou 
Promelheus-fi/m,8erHn 

LóntlPJfi/m, DPJ'Iin 

Two different kinds ol image instabilily presellt in the raw scans had to be corrected. The 

lirst , resu lting Irom the scan process itself, appeared at points in the prints where particul arly 

thick splices were present. causi ng the film to >jump, as il passes through the scanner gate. 

The other lorm of instabili ty derived from the mechanica l imprecision ol the printers used 

to produce the prints origina lly. In contrast to the jump effect caused by the scanner, which 

usually lasted for on ly one or two frames, this latter kind of instab il ity could affect entire 

sequences or even who le ree ls. 

Tests showed that automated digital tools cou ld not suitably correct the instabi lity caused 

by the scanner. This work was therelore carr ied aut manually using th e HS-Art programme 
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158 Dust Bl/ster Plus in Clone mode . Up to 30 seconds were requ ired to correct each individual 

frame in order to successfully remove the jump effect without altering the film's natural mo

tion. Automated processes could be used to reduce the instab ili ty caused by the printing 

methods employed at the time of the film's original production. Excessive stab ilisation was 

avo ided so that the film's original historical characteristics would not be erased and that the 

new replacement sections would not appear over-restored alongside the parts retained from 

the existing duplicate negatlve. 

A significant amount of dirt was also present on the scans that would have to be removed 

digitally. Here the Italian pri nt, wh ich was extremely dirty but could not be subjected to ag

gressive cleaning treatments prior to the scan on account of its fragile state , proved particu

larly problematic. To clean the one sequence required from this print took severa I hours of 

work and utmost care and attention, as digital dirt removal can often lead to unwanted visual 

artefacts . After the images were stabilised and cleaned, they were graded using the digital 

post-production software Scratch developed by Assimilate Inc. in the US. The sample scan of 

the Deutsche Kinemathek's duplicate negative served as a reference for the grading to ensure 

a level of consistency between the ,new< digitally restored material and the pre-existing nega

tive . A second test was recorded out to 35mm negative film and printed to check the grading 

before proceed ing to the f in a l step. 

Once the grading had been checked and approved, the graded fi les were up-sampled to 4K 

resolution (4096x3112 pixelsl and recorded out to 35mm negative film using an Arrilaser Ol. 

Si nce the Deutsche Kinemathek's duplicate negative had been printed on acetate film stock, 

the digital intermediate data was record ed onto Kodak 5234 acetate film to fac ilitate the joi ning 

of the two negatives by ,wet splicing<. To avoid the loss of frames through re-splicing, it was de

cided to incorporate always the shot preceding and following the requ ired sections. This meant 

that a new spli ce could be made at a po int in the film where no splice had previouslyexisted. 

The editing of the two negatives was carried out in two days at the close of 2011 by Edith 

Schlemmer, the Austrian Film Museum's senior archivist. The cut negative was then delivered 

to Synchro Fi lm for the production of a new 35mm print. Inevitable differences in the two neg

at ives, due to them havi ng been produced by very different means at different times on differ

ent film stocks, could be compensated to a certain extent in the grad ing of the positive print. 

The debut screening of the newly restored 35mm print of THE LlVING CORPSE took place 

during the 8erlin Film Festiva l on 12'" February 2012 - in the same city and almost 83 years 

CASE STUOIES: Digital Film Restoration Within Archives » Oliver Hanl ey, Adr iana Noviello 

to the day since the film's wor ld premiere in 1929. The screening was accompanied by a 

live record ing of the original musical score compiled by Werner Schmidt-Boelcke for the pre

miere. The score had been recon structed from fragments surviving in the Library of Congress 

by Frank Strobel and Gerd Luft at the time of Ihe last restoration and recorded for broad casl 

on the German television channe l ZDF that same year. 

The reinsertion of the original opening titles now brings THE LlVING CORPSE closer to match

ing its premiere version than had been previously possible . The improved picture quality of 

the replacement sequences, meanwhile, has produced a more homogenous result, which aids 

the viewing experience greatly. The result sti li remains, however, a compromise between cu

ratorial fantasies and archival realities, influenced by the availabi li ty and state af the SD urce 

mater ials, as well as the technologica l and practical limitations that every restoration is ulti

mately subject to. Whi le a handful of the shots to be rep laced had not survived in any of the 

nitrate prints, they may resurface in a better fo rm in future. That these shots must for now 

remain in poor quality serves as a reminder that the restoration of THE LlVING COR PSE, 

despite the film 's literary origins, is far from being a ,c losed book, . 
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160 » Matteo Lepore 

Lost and Found. 
Restoring James Benning's 
AMERICAN DREAMS 
(LOSl AND FOUND) 

ln 2007, the US-American avant-garde filmmaker James Benning deposited all hi s master 

film elements with the Austrian Film Museum in Vienna - among them the original 16mm 

camera reversal of his first ,text-image film< masterpiece, AMERICAN OREAMS (LOST AND 

FOUNO) (1984). Benning's strict desire for comp lete independence as a fi lmmaker had left 

his films without the kind of protection offered by a large stud io infrastructure. Many of the 

older films , including the aforementioned AMERICAN DREAMS, were suffering badly from 

the ,vinegar syndrome<, a tenll commonly used to describe the inherent (and irreversible) 

degradation of the acetate film base. The production of acetic acid as a resu lt of the decom

position leads to a strong, vinegar-like sme ll. The systematic preservation of the films was 

therefore called for. In the case of AMERICAN DREAMS, the image emulsion on the 16mm 

origina l camera reversal also showed serious evidence of co lour decay, which had resulted 

in a strong dark blue cast as well as an increase in the image density overa ll. An attempt to 

try to restore the film's original co lour grading via traditional photochemical restoration tech

niques wou ld have met with limited success. Thus, the film became the candidate for the 

Austrian Film Museum's first large-scale digital restoration project - a project, which turned 

out to be as challenging as the film itself is fasci nating. 

Born in Milwaukee in 1942, James Benning began making films in 1971, whilst st ili a stu

dent at the University of Wisconsin (he was studying film under David Bordwell at the time). 

Benning's work is dominated by a strong sense of autonomy - working alone, he personally 

executed or supervised every step in the production process of each film. A pred ilection 

CASE STUD IES; Digital Film Restoration Witllin Arcl,ives " Matteo Lepore 

AMERICAN DREAMS (La ST AND FaUNO) 
Comparison af frame before and 

after colour correction 
Top: Ungraded ,raw< scan from faded 16mm 

Original Camera Reversal (OCR) element 
Bottom: Graded image with restored colours 

(Co urtesy of the Austrian 
Film Museum , Vienna) 

for forma I experimentation in both the production and post-production stages is also a key 

feature of his work , employing whatever effect he deemed necessary in order to best convey 

his message: from optical printing effects such as dissolves and stretch printing to mixing 

different film stocks (positive and negative, b/w and co lour); from rapid editing to the unin

terrupted long takes (reaching upwards of 10 minutes) that cha racterise hi s later film works. 

Benning 's formal experiments arguably reached a peak in 1984 with AMERI CAN DREAMS 

(LOST AND FOUND), the first in a series of what the filmmaker ca ll s his ,text- image films, . 

This highly comp lex film consists of three separate yet interconnected layers of audiovisua l 

information: memorabilia relating to Henry Lou is ,Hank, Aaron , the legendary baseball player 

Losl and Found. Restoril1g James Benning's AMERICAN DREAMS (lOST AND r-



162 who hit 755 home runs in a 23-year career playing for the Milwaukee (Iater Atlanta) Braves 

and the Mi lwaukee Brewers; extracts from the diary of Arthur Bremer, who became infamous 

for his assassination attempt on presidential candidate George Wallace in 1972; and the 

soundtrack, blending >sOLlIld bites< from historical radio broadcasts and pop songs. 

The baseball cards, badges and other merchandise, which Benning had been collecting with 

his daughter as a hobby since she was ten years old, are depicted in chrono logical order, 

starting in 1954 and ending in 1976, thereby tracing Hank Aaron's entire career. The film 

is divided into twenty-three chapters, one for each year, introduced by a title card stating 

the number of home runs hit by Aaron that year (13 , 40, 66, etc.). The radio excerpis and 

music - including hits by Elvis Presley, Donna Summer and the Bee Gees - heard in each 

chapter correspond to the respective year. Running across the bottom of the screen from right 

to left in a single , unbroken movement , meanwhi le, are the handwritten extracts from Arthur 

Bremer's diary, transcribed by Benning himself (Bremer, like Benning, had been born in Mil

waukee). The whole film was produced in the filmmaker's studio apartment in New York ill the 

early part of 1984. Benning describes the product ion process thusly: 

"It took me a montl1 to animate the text and shoot the cards and intertitles; I used 100 feet 

ro lls, one roll per year [. .. ] each roll was triple exposed, once for the text, once for the picture 

of the cards, and once for the special intertitles for the speeches, music, and card credits. I'd 

locked dowll the text I was animating when I changed rolls so the next ro ll would start where 

the text left off for the preceding roll . The text was almost 200 feet long and was animated 

thru at 1/16 of an inch per frame . It was quite tedious.«l 

111 addition to the original 16mm picture element, Benning had also deposited the edited 

16mm magnetic soundtrack and several laboratory report sheets with the Fi lm Museum. 

The filmmaker had retained possession ol a 16mm screening print with a combined opti

ca l sou ndtrack, struck directly from the camera reversal on reversal stock , which he kindly 

provided to consult in the restoration process. Right from the beginning, James Benning was 

extremely cooperative and very open to the idea ol restoring AMERICAN DREAMS digitally. 

This was in no small part influenced by the fact that Benning himself has become a digital 

advocate and, starting with RUHR (2009), has produced all his films entirely using digital 

technology. 

A major concern of the technicians and archivists involved in the restoration was the idea of 

having to >blow up< the 16mm to a 35mm internegative. The Arri/aserfilm recorder, like most 

CASE STUD IES: Digital Filrn Restoration Witllin Archives " Matteo Lepore 

machines constructed for this purpose, can only output digital data to 35mm film. It is, of 

course, technically possible to optically reduce the 35mm image bac k down to 16mm in the 

printing of the positive. However, in an age where 16mm film is no longer employed in com

mercial f ilm production 2 , lewer and fewer labs are stili capable of carrying out this kind of 

work . The expense involved, meanwhile, is more than most archives ca n normally afford for 

any one project. 

A lilm's format is very much a part of the work itself. This holds particularly true for Ja mes 

Benning, who, before his conversion to digital, shot all his films exc lusively on 16mm and 

whose work is thus synonymous with the for mat. Changing the format would thereby mean 

the loss of part of the work's original >cha racter< . This issue was considered a potential major 

obstacle to the project and for a long time kept us in doubt if using digital means to restore 

the film was indeed the cor rect decision to make. Only on ce a series ol tests had revealed 

the extent ol the benefits offered by digital restoration technology, did we tentatively begin 

the process of scanning t he 16mm original camera reversa l and a significant portion of the 

16mm print provided by Benning. 

The Austrian Film Museum restored AMERICAN DREAMS within the framework of a joint 

project with the Austrian Film Ga llery, Krems, and Filmarchiv Austria for the digital restora

tion of archival films. Before digitisation, the 16mm camera picture element and magnetic 

soundtrack were cleaned manually on the premises of the Film Museum's archive usi ng a 

common cleaning solvent . Due to the fragility of the material, it was impossible to clean these 

elements using an ultrasonic ar a mechanical cleaner. The picture element was scanned in 

five days on an Arriscan 084, equipped with a 16mm >wet-gate<, which is currently located on 

the premises of Filmarchiv Austria's centra I film storage vaults iil Laxenburg in Lower Austr ia. 

Although the Arriscan is one of the best scanners currently available on the market, it can 

be put to a severe test when digitising certa in >troublesome< elements. The high density and 

coarse grain structure of the camera reversal element caused a very peculiar effect in the 

digital transfer, with the grain somehow being augmented through the addition of digita l noise 

generated by the sensor. The noise was prevalent in all three cha nn els of the co lour image 

(red, green and blue) but, due to the dark blue cast, was most extreme in the blue cha nnel. 

The overall result was an excessive, often disturbing textural movement effect. 

Testing showed no substantial difference between various scanner sett ings (l6-bit li near, 

lO-bit logarithmic, etc.) and the use of different Look Up Table (LUT) presets and exposure 
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164 leve ls . Thus the film was digitised at a resolution of 2398x1830 pixels and lO-bit logarithmic 

colour depth in Digital Picture Exchange (DPX) format. The film was scanned using a single 

exposure, intentionally cruslling the signa l from the blue channel in order to avoid further 

digital artefacts during the final denoise/degrain and grading. Since the elements were not 

excessive ly shrunken, scanning could be performed using a registration pin to hold the film 

in place, resulting in a steady image and thus negating the need for any subsequent stabili

sat ion . The film was scanned in two sessions and the files subsequently copied to a 1.5 T8 

external hard drive for transfer to th e project partners' shared digital laboratory facilities in 

Krems. These >raw< scans were later preserved on LTO-4 ta pe 50 that they cou ld be retrieved 

in future should sign if icant improvements in digita l film restoration technology necessitate 

>revis iting< the restoration - by which time the original camera reversal may have completely 

perished due to >v inegar syndrome<. 

Where the original 16mm camera reversal and print were each contained on a single reel , 

the new 35mm negative and print would need to be sp lit into three reels. The file sequence, 

consisting of about 77,000 f rame s, was split into 3 folders correspond ing to each of the three 

reels. The first two folders con tained about 30,000 images each, the equivalent number of 

frame s contained on a standard 600m 35mm fi lm reel. The reels were deliberately separated 

at frames presenting a splice, corresponding to one of the >100ft rolls< shot by Benning. That 

way, in projection, the reel changeovers at two points in the film where there had never previ

ous ly been any changeover would not appear too abrupt. 

As the fragile camera element could only be cleaned manually prior to the scan, some dirt 

was sti li present on the scanned images, which then needed to be >c leaned< digitally. Pre

liminary automatic dust removal was ca rried out using the Diamant film restoration software 

by HS-Art to first remove the sma llest partic les. Then a more complete and accurate dust 

removal operation was carried out manually. A deflicker effect was app lied only to some 

very short sequences, where the exposure fluctuated strongly. Defects inherent to the film's 

production, such as original sp lices and various camera defects (the first frame of each shot 

>jumping<, mask irregularities, hairs in the gate, etc.) were deliberately not removed and on ly 

slightly obscured in the most severe cases. 

The most prob lematic stage of th e restorat ion was the grain/noise management. After con

ducting severa l tests, it was decided to adopt a two-step process using both the Diamant 

DGrain function and the Neat Video 2.0 plug-in in Adobe After Effects. This procedure en-

CASE STUDtES: Digital Film Resloration Within Archives " MaUeo Lepore 

AMERICAN OREAMS (LOSl ANO FOUNO) 
Microscopic analysis of grain structure in 

16mm Original Camera Reversal (OCR) element 
lop: 400% magnifieation 

Middle: 1000% magnifieation 
Bottom: 4000% magnifieation 

(Courtesy of La Camera Ottiea , Gorizia) 
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166 abled US to preserve the 16mm camera elemenťs characteristica ll y thick grain, wh il st remov

ing most of the excessive and unwanted noise. It also allowed us to alter the film's texture 

slightly to adjust for t he )b low up< to the larger 35mm format . The image retouch and grain 

management took three months in total . The restored image data was saved along with the 

>raw< scans on LTO-4 tape. 

Colour correction and grading were conducted on a workstation equ ipped with Scratch, a post

production software developed and marketed by Assimilate Inc. in the US. To aid the grading 

process, several sequences (totalling approximately 5,000 frames) of James Benning's 16mm 

screening print were digitised using neutral settings to produce an undistorted image . These 

sequences were then used as a reference for recreating the film's )correct< grading. The po s

sibilities offered by digital technology for colour grading are far greater than those offered by 

photochemica l methods. In this case, the original camera reversal element had a much finer 

texture than the print, reveal ing far more detail in the background. Gamma and contrast, 

although very high , were stili lower than in the reference print. The final digital grading was 

mostly homogeneous and thus consistent with the reference print, which had been exposed 

using only a single printer lighl setting. Substantial improvements to the colour and white 

ba la nce, as well as slight sh ifts in saturation and tone, were applied. AII these operations 

were conducted in such a way, however, as to maintain the look of the film as defined by the 

context of its original (post-)production . The Scratch session files have been retained, thereby 

making it possib le to retrace and reconstruct all the steps in the grading process in future. 

A short sample (100m) was printed to 35mm film and the result was compared with the 

16mm original . Upon approva l of the final grading, the files were rendered and prepared for 

recording. The files were up-sca led to 4K in 1.37: 1 >Academy< format (3686x2668 pixels) , 

respecting the aspect ratio of the 16mm original and ensuring that the projected 35mm im

age would be comparable to the 16mm. The digital intermediate image sequence was output 

to 35mm Fuji Eterna-RDI 4511 co l Dur intermediate stock, using an Arri/aser Ol. The record

ing process took a total of three weeks. The resulting 35mm intermediate negative , consisting 

of 80,016 individual frames, ran to 1,520 metres, split over three reels . 

At present, the Austrian Fi lm Museum has no possibility to digitise 16mm magnetic sound 

in-house. This task was outsourced to the University of Udine's film and video laboratory, La 

Camera Ottica, in Gorizia, Italy, where the original magnetic track was digitised at 32-bit, at a 

frequency of 48,000 kHz and a speed of 24 frames per second, using a Sondor OMA E. 

CASE STUD1ES: Oigita l Film Restoration WHtlln Arcllives " Matteo Lepore 

AMERICAN DREAMS (LOSl AND FOUND) 
Comparison af different intensities af noise 

filtrat ion ranging from light (top) . where the 
native film grain remains very prominent. to 

heavy (bottom), where the grain ha s been 
suppressed bLit image details have been lost 

as a result 

The sound restoration presented an entirely different set of problems : the original 16mm 

magnetic track consisted of two separate reels of 300 metres each, which had been spliced 

together. Unfortunately, they had been sp li ced in the wrong order. Luckily, no unique sound 

information was lost in the process. The digitised soundtrack was re -ed ited and mastered by 

Christoph Amann at his sound studio in Vienna before being delivered to the LlSTO film labo

ratories for creating the new 35mm optical soundtrack negative. A new 35mm print was t hen 

struck from the restored picture and sound negatives on Kodak Vision 2383 colour stock. 

The prem iere of the restored version of AMERICAN DREAMS took place at the Austrian Film 

Museum on 16th November 2011, in the presence of James Benning. The screening was part 

of a short season dedicated to the filmmaker's most recent works as well as two restored 

)classics< from the 1980s - the aforementiolled AMERICAN DREAMS and LANDSCAPE SUI 

CIDE (1986), which had been restored entirely by analogue means. The latter two films were 

also simultaneously released on DVD through the German label Ed ition Filmmuseum , marking 

their first appearance in that format. The restorat ion has since ·been shown at t he 69 th Ven 

ice Film Festival, where it was sc reened twice on successive days in a Ilew section devoted 

to restored classic films ,venice Classics<, and the 10'" MoMA Internation al Festival Di Film 

Preservation in New York. 

AMERICAN DREAMS was the first feature- Iength film restored digita ll y by the Austrian Film 

Museum. It was a particularly challenging project, especial ly due to the complex graín and 
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noise management. As confirmed in ongoing discussions and debates with fellow archivists 

and restorers (particular ly in the context of the ,Digital Film Restoration Within Archives< 

symposium), such treatment requires extreme care, an extended period of intensive testing, 

CASE STUOIES: Digital Film Restoration Within Arc!lives )' Matteo Lepore 

and a signilicant amount ol time; something , which , even in the archival profession , can stili 

often be considered a luxury. The actual restoration process took about five months and in

volved no less than four sta ff members from the Austrian Film Museum. 

As exemplified by the restoration of AMER ICAN DREAMS, digital techno logy offers seemingly 

endless possibilities to restore faded co lours, to repair film damages, and to correct other 

flaws and signs of decay far beyond the reach of photochernical means. However, digital 

restoration also has its limits. Technological development is determined primarily by the C om

mercial market. Most of the equipment and software in use are therefore intended mainly for 

contemporary post-production purposes and only in some rare cases, such as the Arriscan and 

HS-Art's Diamant software, were they developed to successful ly accomplish archival tasl<.. s . 

This situat ion will remain unchanged until a point where D-Cinema has completely replaced 

distribution on film. The wheels are already very much in motion 3 Soon the use of transme

dia! equ ipment (Iike scanners and laser film recorders) will be made redundant and, at worst, 

dismissed or, alternatively, adopted for just a few extremely spec ific tasks like the production 

of medium-specific film-art works or archival restoration projects. As examples of the lormer 

are comparatively too few to ma ke a difference, it will be up to the film archives to keep film 

alive in future . When film has finally served its purpose for the mainstream cinema market, 

there will be room to carve a new niche aimed exclusively al museological activities . Ma

chines cou ld be developed 10 more efficiently and respectfully preserve the treasures of the 

past, and digital tools for motion picture film restoration can be pushed beyond thei r cunent 

limils to reach their real potential. 

1 From an email correspondence 

with James Benning in 2007. See 

also: Pichler, Barbara (2007) . 

»American Dreams, American 
Nightmares«. In: Pichler, Barbara & 

Claudia Slanar (eds.) (200ll James 

Benning (= FilmmuseumSynema

Publikationen 6). Vienna: Synema, 

75-87. 

2 See also the CO lltributioll by 

Matteo Lepore alld Raoul Schmidt 

in this vol ume. 

J See al50 the contributions by 

Thoma s C. Chri stensen alld Martin 

Koerber in tl1i s volume. 
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LES ÉQUllIBRISTES GODAYOU ( 911) 

Front I back cove r photograph: before I alter digital restoration 

(Courlesy of Ihe Austrian Film Museum, Vienna) 

An ear ly production by eminent French fi lm pioneers, the Pathé brothers. Taking center stage are two members of a 

Japanese circus famdy, wh ich made its name as part of the ce leb rated Wirth's and Fit zgera ld Brothers' Circuses in 

the 1890s. Oigilally restored by the Austrian Film Museum in 2010 from a vintage stene il eoloured 35mm nitrate 

positive prin!. 
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